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CORSE DE LEOX;
OR,

THE BRIGAND.

CHAPTER I.

Ix the great hall of the Louvre, the princes,

the nobles, and the ladies of France — all who

had a right from their rank and station to be

present at the great festivals of the court, and

all who could by any means obtain an invita-

tion from the king himself— were assembled

before the hour of ten at night, on that occa-

sion to which reference has been made in the

last chapter. The monarch himself had not yet

appeared, but one of those services which Henry

principally required from his great officers was

to entertain with affabihty and kindness those

whom the etiquette of his court obliged him
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2 CORSE DE LEON.

to keep waiting ; and, on the night of which

w^e speak, the famous Marquis cle Vielleville

in fact, though not ostensil^ly, represented the

king, and, aided by a number of other gentle-

men and officers commissioned so to do, re-

ceived the court, and endeavoured to make the

time of expectation ere the sovereign's arrival

pass lightly.

Every thing had been done that could be

done to give splendour to the apartments, and

many of those ornaments and decorations

which we attribute to the taste of modern days,

but which in fact have but come back again in

the constant revolutions of fashion, were dis-

played on this occasion to render the scene of

royal festivity bright and exciting. Some of

the rooms were blazing with light, and covered

with every sort of ornament of gold and silver

:

rich draperies were hanging from the walls,

banners waving over head, garlands festooning

the cornices, and music floating on the air. In

others again, b}' some means, a green hue had

been given to the light, and it had been shaded

and kept down to a kind of soft twilight by
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flowers and green branches; while a cool wind

found its way in through open casements and

well-watered plants, and a stillness reigned

upon the air only broken by the far-off sound

of the music, the murmur of distant voices

and the sighing of the night air through the

gardens.

We shall pause no more, however, upon the

decorations of that gay scene, inasmuch as so

to do would be merely to give description with-

out an object ; for we have no reason to assign

why the reader should bear any part thereof

in mind. It is principally with the great hall

we have to do, but, more especially still, with

the people that were in it. Shortly after ten

the king himself, with his queen, the famous

Catherine de Medicis, several of his children—
amongst whom were three destined to be kings,

and two queens of mighty nations— entered

the hall, and took his place towards the head

of the room.

It was very customary in those times to give

the balls of the court in open day; and, though it

certainly would strike us as somewhat strange to

. B 2



4 CORSE DE LEON.

sec dancing take place except by candlelight

— unless, indeed, it were upon the greensward,

where the smiling look of Nature herself seems

to justify and to call for that expression of

exuberant life which she first taught in the

world's young days — yet then as gay and

as merry dances as any that we now behold,

took place in painted saloons, under the some-

what too bright and searching eye of the sun.

The whole of that morning, however, had been

spent cither in business or in festivities of an-

other kind, and the present was one of those

more rare occasions selected, as we have said,

for a ball at night.

Shortly after the king entered the room he

spoke a few words to the young Count Dullly,

then celebrated for his skill and grace in the

dance, and he, making his way to the spot

where the musicians were placed, communicated

to them the orders of the king. What was

called the Danse Royale was then played; and

Henry himself, graceful and distinguished m
every sport and exercise, opened the ball in

person. Shortly after another dance was played.
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and all who were, or believed themselves to be,

the most skilful of the court, hastened to figure

in the galliarde. Upon the execution of that

marvellous performance, the galliarde, how-

ever, perhaps the less we say the better ; for

it is to be acknowledsied that the various names

of the wonderful steps danced — the desportes,

capriolles, turns and returns, fleurettes, close

and dispersed gamberottes, &c. — convey as

little definite idea of what was really done to

our own minds as they would to those of most

of our readers. It was all very successful, no

doubt ; and there is much reason to believe,

from the account which Monsieur de Vielleville

himself wrote upon the occasion, that many a

young lady's heart was pierced through and

through by the graces of particular cavaliers.

The king himself took part in the dance, as

we have said, but it was a dignified part; and,

having set the example, he retired from it as

speedily as possible. When he had done he

looked round, as if searching for some face he

had missed, and his eye soon fell upon the fair

Duchess of Valcntinois, whom lie had not be-

B 3



6 CORSE DE LEON.

held before ; for, to say the truth, she had just

entered, taking advantage of the general move-

ment round the galliarde to come in without

attracting much attention. Her countenance

bore an expression of such unusual gravity, that

Henry himself, ere he resumed the place in

the saloon where he usually stood on such

occasions, paused and spoke to her ; first play-

fully scolding Henrietta de la Mark for not

having joined the dancers, and then asking the

duchess in a lower tone if any thing had gone

amiss.

Diana smiled, and replied, " No, sire, no-

tliing exactly amiss; but I have had visiters this

evening at an unusual hour, and they have

been pressing me to obtain for them an au-

dience of your majesty on this very night, re-

garding matters of much importance."

" Nay, why should that cloud your fair

brow?" said the king in the same low tone:

" I will give them audience ere I go to bed,

if my so doing will please you, bright queen of

night. If they can put it off, however, let them

come to-morrow, and your name shall open the
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doors of the cabinet to them, be they the low-

liest in the land."

" That they are not, sire," replied Diana.

" They are high enough to present themselves

here this night even unbidden ; but I fear that

to-morrow will not do ; for, upon your majesty's

reply to them, a courier must depart at once

for the South. Still let me say, ere they come

forward— for I see them entering now— that it

is not their requested audience that makes me

somewhat grave— no, nor their pressing for

it at an unseasonable hour— but it is that

they come to urge upon your majesty the self-

same suit I urged this morninoj ; and—as I then

saw that for the first time I was doubted and

suspected of art, in trying to lead rather than

to argue with my king— it may now be thought

I have some share in their coming, when,

heaven is my witness, it could take no one more

by surprise than myself."

" Nay, but what is all this?" demanded the

king in a soothing tone, and then suddenly

turning to Mademoiselle de la Mark, he ex-

claimed :
" Lo ! Henriette— belle Henriette !

B 4



8 CORSE DE LEON.

here comes Damville, all love and ambergris,

to claim your fair hand— for the dance. Go

with him, lady ! Now, Diane, what is this that

agitates you thus?— Faith I suspect you not,

and never have suspected. I did but smile

this morning at your eagerness, though natural

enough, and to see how we kings find soft

leading, and all things prepared to bring us

to that which wise or fair counsellors judge is

for our good— it is the vice of power, my

Diana, it is the vice of pov/er ! As men by

years reach childhood again, so kings by power

fall into weakness.— But that matters not,

your wishes were for the best; and, if there

was a little management in the matter, there

could be but small offence."

" With one so placable as you are, sire,"

rejoined the duchess, gazing in his face with

a smile; " but the matter is this. There came

to me this night the Lord of Masseran,—- one

of your majesty's faithful adherents in Savoy,

—

beseeching that I would obtain for him and

for his fair lady immediate audience of your

majesty, on matters that brook no delay. He,
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judging wrongly that I had some little credit

or influence with you, besought me to urge

upon your majesty the immediate promulgation

of the edict so long delayed and often spoken

of, concerning clandestine marriages; and be-

sought me to tell you the cause of his ap-

plication. All this I refused to do, telling him

that on the subject of the edict I had already

done my best; that I had pleaded for myself;

that I had even pleaded in behalf of what I

thought your majesty's best interest ; and that,

having done so, I could not say a word for any

other being on the earth. Thus, sire, all I have

to request is, that you would hear him and

judge for yourself."

The expression of Henry's face while she

was speaking puzzled not a little Diana of

Poitiers. The king's brow became for a time

dark and heavy, and his eye flashed angrily.

But then, again, when he saw that the lady

seemed somewhat alarmed by his look, he

smiled upon her kindly, as if to mark that any

feelings of dissatisfaction which he experienced

were not directed towards herself. His real
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feelings were explained, however, immediately

by his replying in the same low tone, " He is,

I believe, a most consummate villain, this Lord

of Masseran ; and there is good reason to sup-

pose he has been playing false both to France

and Savoy. He has the very look of a hand-

some wolf," the king continued, turning his

frowning brow to the part of the room towards

which the eyes of Diana of Poitiers directed

his in search of the Lord of Masseran :
" I

will speak with him presently, however. Let

him be taken into the white chamber, next

to that in which they serve the confectionery.

Send likewise for Bertrandi. He is in my

closet. I will join you there in a quarter of

an hour. A guard, too, may be wanted before

we have done. So, as you pass, bid Beaujolais

keep near the door."

Thus saying, the king turned away and oc*

cupied himself with other matters, speaking to

the most distinguished persons present, and

laughing gaily with many a fair dame as he

passed along. The duchess remained for a

short time where he had left her, not only for
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the purpose of preventing her long conversation

with the king from connecting itself in the

suspicions of those around with whatever might

take place regarding the Lord of Masseran,

but also because she had some doubts as to

whether she should herself be present or not

at the interview between the Savoyard noble-

man and the king. Henry had certainly im-

plied that she was to be present. But she had

doubts and fears in regard to meddling too

much with the matter ; and, if she could have

trusted to the Lord of Masseran, she certainly

would have staid away.

Trust him, however, she could not ; for there

was something in his whole aspect, demeanour,

and tone which at once inspired suspicion. In-

deed, he did not try to avoid it ; for, looking

upon skill, cunning, and acuteness as the great-

est of human qualities, he made no pretence

whatever to either frankness or sincerity. She

still hesitated, however, when the Count de

Meyrand, dressed in the most splendid and, at

the same time, the most tasteful habit that

perhaps the whole court that night displayed,
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passed by her as he retired from the dance. He

bowed as he did so with lowly reverence, but,

at the same time, with a meaning glance of the

eye towards the spot where the Lord of Mas-

seran stood.

" I must watch what takes place myself,"

thought the duchess :
" I will take no part in

the matter unless there be great need ; but I

will watch all that is said and done."

She accordingly drew herself gradually back

from the circle, and, choosing a moment when,

some change in the dance produced a momentary

confusion, she retired to the room which the

king had named.

A minute or two after an attendant passed

through the ball-room, and whispered a few

words to the Lord of Masseran, who instantly

followed the servant, accompanied by a ladj

who had continued to stand beside him since

his entrance, but to v/hom he had not addressed

more than one or two words during the even-

ing. She was a tall and handsome woman,

and in her countenance there was certainly

some degree of resemblance to the fair Isabel
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tie Brienne. The features, however, thongli

still fine, were all larger and harsher except the

eyes, which were small and of a different colour

from those of Isabel, beino- of a keen eaojer

black. She was pale, and looked somewhat

out of health ; and, mingling with an air of

steiTiness which sat upon her brow, there was

an expression of anxiety and grief which made

her countenance a painful one to look upon.

It seemed to bear written upon it, in very

legible lines, the history of a haughty spirit

broken.

"When the Lord of Masseran and his wife

reached the chamber to which the royal servant

conducted them, the Duchess of Valentinois

uvBS there alone. She received them affably,

bat with somewhat of reoral state, and beofofed

the marchioness to seat herself, actinor in all

things as if the palace were her ov.n.

" Is that note for me. Monsieur de Masse-

ran ?" she enquired, after having announced that

the king would join them in a few minutes and

asked some questions of common courtesy re-

gaixling the health of the Marchioness of Mas-
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seran. " Is that note vvliich you bold in your

hand, for me?"

" It is, madam," replied the other. " It is

from Monsieur de Brienne, whom we left

booted and spurred, with his horses at the

door, ready to mount at a moment's notice."

The duchess took the note and read. " Ma-

dam," it ran, " I am ready promptly to set

out for the frontier of Savoy, as soon as my

errand is clearly ascertained. My dear sister

Isabel is either the wife of my earliest friend,

Bernard de Rohan, to whom she was promised

by my father, and to whom it is my first wish

she should be united, or the marriage which I

understand has taken place is null. If she be

his wife. Heaven forbid that I should make

even an attempt to separate them, which I am

sure De Rohan would instantly and justly re-

sist. If, however, the king, by an edict which

I must not dare to impugn, has thought fit, as

I am told, to declare such marriages void, whe-

ther past or future, it of course becomes my duty

immediately to seek my sister, and to keep her

with me till such time as we obtain his majesty's
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permission for her final union to my friend.

But I must first be positively certified that

such an edict has been signed. If I can show

this to De Rohan, I know him too well to

doubt his conduct ; but, if I cannot show it to

him, I must not and dare not attempt measures

towards him which he would infallibly resist.

At the same time, madam, let me tell you, \yith

all respect, that I find I have myself been

trifled with ; that false information regarding

De Rohan's movements has been given me in

order to prevent my joining him at Grenoble,

as he wished ; and that I am certain my sister

Isabel has been driven to give her hand thus

suddenly to her promised husband by circum-

stances of which we are not aware."

" More good sense than I gave him credit

for," said the duchess, musing.

" May I be permitted, madam, to see the

note which has excited your admiration?" en-

quired the Lord of Masseran, with a quiet sneer.

" Nay, Monsieur de Masseran," answered

the duchess, " it was not written for the public

benefit."
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" And, doubtless," continued tlio Lord of

Masseran, " as the young gentleman was not in

the sweetest of moods, it was not written for

my private benefit either?"

" He never mentions your name, my lord,"

replied the duchess, '' nor speaks of you in any

^vay.— But here comes my good lord the chan-

cellor : the king will not be long."

Her prediction was verified, for Bertrandi

had scarcely entered the room when Henry

himself appeared, accompanied by his son,

afterwards Francis the Second, and followed by

a page, who placed himself at the door to pre-

vent any one from entering without permission.

Every one present drew back as the king ap-

peared, and bowed low ; while, with a frowning

brow, he crossed the cabinet, and seated him-

self at a small table. The dauphin then took

a place upon his father's right hand, and the

chancellor, after a deprecatory bow to the

Duchess of Valentinois, advanced to the king's

left.

" I grieve, madam," said Henry," addressing

the Marchioness de Masseran in a courteous
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tone, " I grieve to see you apparently so much

altered in health. It would seem that the

air of Savoy— that pure fine air — suits not

your constitution. We must keep you more

with us in Paris."

" I have been suffering some anxiety and

grief, sire," replied the lady, while the eyes of

the Lord of Masseran were bent keenly and

fiercely upon her.

" Most sorry am I to hear it," replied the

king. " We believed that, in providing for

you so noble and high a husband as the Lord

of Masseran, we should have removed grief

and anxiety from you altogether. We trust

that we have not been deceived in this noble

lord," continued the king, gazing sternly upon

the Savoyard.

" Your majesty has, I believe, been mistaken

in what this dear and excellent lady said," re-

plied the Lord of Masseran— "I discovered no

charge against myself in her words. Was there

any, dear lady?"

" Oh no," replied the lady quickly, and it

seemed fearfully— " none, none— I spoke alone

VOL. II. c



18 CORSE DE LEON.

of the grief and anxiety which, as you know, I

came hither to lay before his majesty, if we

were fortunate enougli to find audience."

*•* Then I will beg you, madam," said the

king, " to lay it before me at once and fully,

confiding in me entirely as you would in a

brother, and remembering that, whoever be the

offender, you have in the king one who can

protect as well as punish, and who will pro-

tect wherever he sees wrong offered, or evil

suffered."

The lady gave a momentary glance at her

husband, as if of timid enquiry. It was like a

child saying its lesson and looking up for a

word of direction or encouragement. " I thank

your majesty much," she said, " for your gracious

promise, and 1 come to you with full confidence,

feeling sure that you will grant me redress for

what I consider a great injury. My complaint

is this, that a gentleman of high rank and sta-

tion, connected with some of the highest families

of this realm, a distinguished soldier also, and

one who has hitherto borne a high character, has

— while pretending to be carrying on the war in
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Piedmont, and commanding certain bodies of

yonr majesty's troops— has, I say, clandestinely

carried away my daughter Isabel de Brienne

during the temporary absence of my husband,

Monsieur de Masseran. He had even induced

a priest to perform the marriage ceremony be-

tween him and her, when the fortunate return

of my husband at the very moment, enabled him

to seize them at the altar. I say, sire, that this

is my complaint, and for this I beg redress ; the

more so, indeed, inasmuch as this veiy gentle-

man Avho has so acted was well aware that your

majesty had expressed yourself strongly against

such clandestine marriages, and had even pro-

posed an edict declaring them void and of no

effect"

" Pray who is this gentleman ? " demanded

the king in a stern tone. " By your showing,

madam, he has acted bitterly wrong, and, un-

less some extenuations appear, he shall be most

severely punished : nor shall that punishment

be the less on account of his rank, distinction,

and services, as he could neither plead ignorance,

inexperience, nor folly."

c 2
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The features of the Lord of Masseran relaxed

into a dark smile; and the lady replied, " His

name, sire, was once dear and familiar to me

and mine— it is Bernard Baron de Rohan.'*

" What ! our good friend and daring captain ?"

exclaimed the king— " this is, indeed, too bad.

Monsieur de Rohan ought to have known, that

he had nothing to do but to apply to ourself,

not only to obtain at once our royal permission,

but also to induce us to use every argument

with such of the lady's family as might be op-

posed to his wishes."

'^ Sire," replied the lady, taking advantage

of a pause in the king's answer, " this gen-

tleman has acted ill in all respects. He neither

put confidence in your majesty nor in me : he

never even applied for my consent y he has

never seen me since he crossed the Alps."

" This is altogether amiss," replied the king.

** You say they are separated," he continued

in a musing tone :
" where is the young lady ?

I would fain see and speak with her."

Such communication would not have suited

the purposes of the Lord of Masseran, even
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had it been possible to produce Isabel of

Brienne ; and, now, having seen his wife make

her formal complaint exactly as he could have

wished, he took the rest of the business out of

her hands, fearful lest she might make some

rash admissions. " Alas ! sire," he said, *' it is

impossible that your majesty's commands can

be complied with ; not only is the lady not with

us in Paris, but she has escaped from the hands

of those into whose charge I gave her. Where

she is, and what doing, we know not; and it

is under these circumstances that we come to

your majesty, not so much for redress as for

aid."

" This complicates the matter, indeed," said

Henry :
" have you then reason to suppose that

she has rejoined him ?
"

" No, sire," replied the Lord of Masseran,

"not so at all; for I ventured to take a step

which— althouojh of course on mv own terri-

lories I am free and independent, as lord and

sovereign — I would not have done, had I not

been aware that your majesty is as just as you

c 3
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are powerful. I found one of your majesty's

subjects upon my territories committing an

unlawful act, for which I would have punished

any of my own vassals with death, and I ven-

tured "

" You did not kill him ?" exclaimed the king,

starting.

" Oh no, sire, no," replied the Savoyard—" I

never dreamed of such a thing. I ventured to

arrest and imprison him, in order to prevent

the evil being carried farther ; and, having done

so, I instantly set out to cast myself at your

majesty's feet, to inform you exactly how I had

acted, to beg your forgiveness for having ven-

tured to imprison one of your subjects, and to

place the decision of his fate entirely in the

hands of your majesty."

" You have acted well and wisely," replied

the king, " and, such being the case, you shall

not only have aid but redress. The edict

which renders such clandestine marriages null

and void shall be signed this instant, and shall

be registered by our parliament to-morrow. —
My lord the cardinal, we trust that you come
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as well prepared this afternoon as you were

this morning. Have you the edict with you

now ?
"

" I have not, your majesty," replied Ber-

trandi; " but it is in your majesty's cabi-

net."

" Let it be brought instantly," said the king.

" This new example of the fault which it is

destined to amend, not only fully justifies the

act, but also peremptorily requires that clause

which remedies the evil just committed. Xor

shall this be the only punishment which shall

fall upon the head of him who has so far

neglected what was due to himself and to us.

He must be summoned to Paris immediately ;

and, in the mean time, means nuist be taken

to bring this refractory girl also to our court.

— Be quick, good cardinal ; for we must not

be long absent from the hall."

The dauphin listened to his father in silence,

and with an air of deep reverence. " I trust,

sire," he said, at length, as soon as he per-

ceived that the king, having given his orders,

was turning once more to address the ^larquis

c 4
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of Masseran— "I trust that there are some

circumstances in the case of Monsieur de

Eolian which may mitigate your majesty's

ano-er when known. It seems to me that

Monsieur de Masseran has not been completely

explicit on one or two subjects : may I pre-

sume to ask him a few questions in your ma-

jesty's presence?"

" Certainly, Francis," replied the king. " It

gives me always pleasure to see you exercise

your judgment and powers of mind on subjects

of importance."

The young prince bowed with an ingenuous

blush, while the Marquis of Masseran turned a

shade paler than usual, and bent down his eyes

upon the ground before the boy of sixteen, who

now advanced a step to question him. " You

tell us. Monsieur le Marquis," he said, " that the

Baron de Rohan did not even apply for the

consent of your fair lady : may I ask if he ever

presented liimself at your palace, or chateau, or

whatever it may be, for the purpose of so

doinn^?"

" It was the marchioness who said so, not I,"
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replied the Lord of Masseran :
" I was absent

at the time."

" At what time ? " demanded the prince

sharply ; and, seeing the Savoyard hesitate, he

added, " Did or did not Monsieur de Rohan

come to your gates ? and was he, or was he not,

refused admission?"

" I believe he did," said the Marquis of

Masseran— "I believe he did present himself

at the gates when I was absent."

" He himself believed that you were not ab-

sent," I'eplied the youth with royal sternness,

while the king felt no little surprise to find

that his son had so intimate a knowledge of the

facts in question, and the Marquis of Masseran,

still more surprised, concealed his astonishment

less skilfully than the monarch. " On my

word, your highness," he said— '• on my life,

I was absent."

" But yet, Monsieur de Masseran," continued

the prince, '* you were perfectly well aware

that Monsieur de Rohan presented himself at

your gates, demanding to speak with yourself,

in the first place, and then, in your absence, with
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this fair lady your wife, who certainly was within

the chateau; and yet you suffered her— un-

consciously upon her part, no doubt— to lead

his majesty to believe that her approbation had

not been sought and was utterly contemned.

This was not right, sir ; for it was misleading

the king."

" You speak well and wisely, Francis," said

his father :
" go on, my dear boy, go on, if you

have any thing more to ask."

" One or two things more, may it please your

majesty," he replied, with a look of pride in his

father's approbation, but keeping his eyes still

fixed upon the Lord of Masseran. " My next

question is : as the young lady has a brother

who is her next male relation, did he or did

he not give his consent to the marriage of

Monsieur de Rohan with his sister?"

" In regard to that, sir, I can say nothing,"

replied the Lord of Masseran. " Monsieur de

Brienne, your highness, is not under my charge

and guidance. All I have to say is, his mother

most positively refused her consent."

"It might be more straightforward, sir,"
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replied the prince, "to say whether, to your

knowledge. Monsieur de Brienne consented or

not."

" I think, monseigneur," said Diana of Poi-

tiers, taking a step forward— "I think I may

reply fully to your question, which Monsieur

de Masseran seems not inclined to do. Henry

de Brienne always has approved of his sister's

marriage to Bernard de Rohan, and Monsieur

and Madame de Masseran are amply aware of

the fact."

"I do not deny it," said Madame de Masseran

sharply. " He is a headstrong and unruly boy."

" One question more," said the prince, " and

I have done. '' Is not Bernard de Rohan jus-

tified, to a certain degree, in that which he has

done, by a written promise of Mademoiselle de

Brienne's hand, given to him by her own father

shortly before the good count's death ? I ask

you, madam, is this not the case ?
"

" It is tiie case that he has such a promise,"

replied INIadame de Masseran in the same

shrewish tone, "but not that he is justified by

it, your highness. That promise never had
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either my consent or approbation ; though the

late Monsieur de Brienne, who was his guardian

and brought him up, was foolishly fond of this

boy, and thought that he was every thing great

and noble, I had always different views for my

daughter, and never either directly or indirectly

countenanced that promise."

" I am in no way interested in this business,

sire," said the dauphin, turning towards his

father, " not being personally acquainted in the

slightest degree with Monsieur de Rohan ; but

I thought it necessary to ask these few ques-

tions in your majesty's presence, in consequence

of information I had received in a somewhat

circuitous manner. Having thus far elicited the

truth, which was at first evidently concealed from

you, your majesty's wisdom must decide the

rest
"

" This is the edict, sire," said the Cardinal

Bertrandi, re-entering the chamber :
" it wants

but your royal signature and the great seal.

May I offer you the pen ?" and, thus saying, he

spread the parchment on the table before the

king.
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Pleiiry took the pen, paused for a moment,

and then turned his eyes upon the Duchess of

Valentinois. She looked down upon the ground,

however, and uttered not a word. The king

dipped the pen in the ink and wrote his name

at the bottom of the edict. The chancellor

countersigned it, and raised it from the table.

" Now, Diana," said Henry, in a low voice,

turning to the duchess, " what think you ?"

" That your majesty has done perfectly

right," replied the lady in the same low tone.

" Not that this poor Bernard de Rohan, it

would appear, is really to blame."

" I do not know," replied the king, *• I do

not know ; but we shall soon see. The ques-

tion must be inquired into," he added, in a

louder voice. " I will hear all parties, and then

decide. For the present, the marriage is an-

nulled. Monsieur de Masseran, hasten back to

Savoy, and instantly set the Baron de Rohan

at liberty. Let some one proceed imme-

diately — her brother will be the best, the

fittest, the only fit person— Let him imme-

diately proceed to seek for Mademoiselle de
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Brienne, and bring her to Paris without loss of

time. You, Monsieur de Masseran, will com-

mand De Rohan, in our name, to present him-

self in the capital within fourteen days from the

date of liis liberation by your hand. You will

do well also to come hither yourself as speedily

as may be ; for our good friend Brissac, who is

somewhat of a sanguinary person to deal with,

has conceived an objection to the frequent

passing of couriers through your part of the

country. It were well to keep out of Brissac's

way. — My good lord cardinal, see that all

things requisite be done, and also that the edict

be duly registered in the parliament to-morrow.

Come Francis, come. We shall have all the

world marvelling at our absence.
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CHAP. II.

What would life be without its varieties ?

I forget where I have met with it— whether

in the works of Kant and his disciples, or in the

thoughts and imaginations attributed to Zoro-

aster, or in some of the lucubrations of Plato,

or in the fragments of Epicurus, whose doubtful

philosophy has left the world at war as to his

tendency towards good or evil, virtue or vice:

certainly, it was not in Pyrrho, who had nothing

good in him, or in Confucius, the great teacher

of the tea-growing nation— I forget where I

have met with it ; but amongst the many specu-

lations, wise and foolish, learned and ignorant,

fanciful and earthly, with which we children of

the lower sphere from time to time have amused

ourselves, sometimes reverently, sometimes im-

piously, sometimes with humility, sometimes

audaciously, there is to be found a theory— per-
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haps it merely deserves tlie name of an hypo-

thesis— which attributes to the Deity, ahnost as

an attributes but, at all events, as a necessit}^

the endless variety of creations, and a satisfac-

tion, if we may use the term, in viewing the

infinite multiplicity of his own works.

Without presuming, however, to raise our

eyes to scan things that are hidden from us, or

to reason upon any attributes of God, except

such as he has deigned to reveal to us— with-

out daring to lay down limits to infinity, or, like

the stupid idolaters of ancient times, the Greek

and Roman inventors of the most barbarous wor-

ship that ever perhaps was devised, who after

making to themselves gods, and clothing those

gods with all the most infamous of human pas-

sions, ended by enchaining their very deities

themselves, under the law of a necessity wiiicli

bound all things, and left godhead as impotent

as humanity — without such audacity or such

foolishness, we may well look round upon the

universe exposed to our eyes, and, seeing tliat

God has been pleased to render his creations

infinite, we may at least feel certain that the
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varieties which he has displayed are In diemselves

excellent and beautiful, each deriving propriety

from the other, and all forming a grand scheme

in which the diversity of the parts is only one

admirable feature. Our own eyes and our own

?enses, our own hearts and our own feelings,

convince us of it every moment ; and from the

glorious mountain to the minute blade of grass

which grows by its side, from the boundless

ocean to the small bright glistening drop that

it dashes in spray upon the rocks that bound it,

eveiT variety contributes visibly to cur delight

and to the beauty of the vronderful scene in

which we dwell.

Variety, then, forms a part of enjoyment

;

but let it not be supposed that the admission

of this fact— derived, as we derive it. from the

works of God himself— can ever have a tendency

to produce evi], to generate the licentioiis

desire of multiplying and changing pleasures,

or to create the fickle and fluttering incon-

stancy which ranges dissatisfied from object to

object. In the works of God, though the

varieties be infinite, and the contrasts some-
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times immense, there is still a general and

beautiful harmony, a fine and exact adaptation

of every part to the other. Each change and

each variation has its end and object, each step

has its purpose, and each contrast ends in some

grand result.

By the same rules, however, must the search

for variety be guided, as the condition of pro-

ducing happiness. Means of varying our plea-

sures, almost to infinity, have been given to us

by the Almighty, within the limits which he

has himself assigned to us. The enjoyment of

his own works, the contemplation of his good-

ness, the love of his will, the devotion to his

service, were alone sufficient, were man rightly

wise, to afford more varied exercise to the hu-

man mind than would fill many a long life,

even if the Almighty had not loaded our path-

way with opportunities of a thousand other

gratifications, innocent in themselves, and end-

less in their combinations. In fact, the variety

which we seek in our way through life must be

flamed, not partially, but entirely, upon the

model of that which we see in creation. Each
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new endeavour, each alteration of pursuit, must

have its high object, and in itself be good ; and,

as we and our existence are but parts of a great

system, so must each change be part of the

great system of our life.

In an humbler and in a lesser way, he who

sits down to tell a tale— intended not alone to

while away an idle hour for himself or for others,

but also to do some good while it amuses—
may well indulge in following every work of

nature, and every page in the book of human

life, and change the scene continually, varying

the characters, the personages, the events which

he depicts ; but he must also bear in mind that

each is part of one general scheme, each tends

to one particular and distinct object.

From the court of France and the gay scenes

of the capital we must once more travel back

to the rugged mountain passes amongst which

our tale began, and to those in whose fate, to

say sooth, we are the most interested. Although

we are ourselves somewhat anxious to discover

what has become of the fair Isabel of Brienne

— how her escape has been effected— where
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sl.e is now wandering— how she is guided,

guarded, and protected— we must, neverthe-

less— thougli we suspect that her path was

dangerous, tliorny, and sorrowful— return to

Bernard de Rohan, and leave him no longer

upon the side of the mountain.

The young cavalier rode on, accompanied by

Corse de Leon, with as much speed as the

rough and tortuous nature of the road would

admit. The men who had brought the horses

followed quickly after ; and, in about twenty

miiiutes, they reached that spot in the valley

v\here the tv.o roads divided, which we have

already mentioned more than once. Here

Corse de Leon was about to proceed at the

same pace np the shorter road, leaving upon the

left hand that by which, upon a former night,

he had brought back Isabel de Brienne to the

castle of Masseran. One of his followers, how-

ever, instantly shouted to him: "Ho ! signior,

lio ! you cannot go by that road except on foot.

It was that which kept us so long. The stream

is swelled, and the bridge is gone again, and we

were obliged to come round the other way."
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" The stream swelled !" said Corse de Leon,

in a thoughtful tone. '* There must be some-

thini^ SoinfT on farther up in the mountains.

The snows must be melting, or some glacier

breaking up ! However, let us go on by tins

other road. One of you remain here and see

if we are followed," he continued,, turning to

the men behind him ;
'•' let tLe other go

down to the cross, and tell Pincbesne and the

rest to come over the hill. Let them leave

one or two in the valley in case tijey should

be wanted. Now let us on I" and he rode

forward more slov.ly than before, though the

left-hand road which he pursued was the longer

of the two. He seemed, however, in one of

those moody fits during which bitter memories

continually mingled with a natural current cf

powerful abstract thoughts, changing their cha-

racter from the calm reasonings of a man of acute

and high-toned mind and intelligence, to morose

and misanthropical ponderings, wherein all the

images were gloomy and harsh. At such tim.es

his whole conduct and demeanour varied ac-

cording to the mood of the moment ; even his

D 3
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corporal gestures, the quickness or slowness of

his pace, as well as his look and his tone of

voice, were all affected by what was passing in

his mind. When on his guard, indeed, no one

was more deliberate, thoughtful, and measured,

in every look, word, and gesture ; but that was

a matter of habit and acquired self-command.

By nature, he was one of those whose whole

corporal frame is, as it were unconsciously, the

quick and ready slave of the spirit.

A change had come over him since they had

mounted their horses, and such was in reality

the secret of his riding more slowl3\ He

might be actuated, indeed, in some degree, by

consideration for the animal on which he was

mounted; for the way, as we have before said,

was nearly two leagues longer, and the night

was excessively hot and oppressive, so that the

white foam was already about the horse's neck

and bridle. The sky was clear of all clouds,

hovv-ever, and the stars were shining bright,

though they seemed smaller and farther off than

usual. As they turned, the distant pointed sum-

mit of an icy mountain was seen towering over
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one of the passes, white and glittering in the

starlight, while, around it, without any visible

clouds, there played occasionally bright corus-

cations as of faint summer lijrhtninor. For

some way Corse de Leon did not speak ; but, at

length, he said, putting his hand to his brow,

" Were there any clouds in the sky, I should

think there would be a storm to-night. It

seldom happens that the elements, as is the case

with human life, give us storms without clouds.

We have generally some warning of die tem-

pest."

" There is a moaning sound in the hills,"

said Bernard de Rohan, " and yet I feel no

wind. — But do you not think," he continued,

reverting to what his companion had said ; " do

you not think that it generally happens in

human life we have some forewarnino: of the

storms that befall us ?"

" Not from external things," replied Corse

de Leon — " not from external things. Often,

often without the slightest cause to fear a

change, suddenly a thousand adverse circum-

stances combine to overwhelm us. It is true,
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indeed, it is true, that there may be other indi-

cations of a different kind."

" Ay," answered Bernard de Rohan, " that

is what I mean. Do you not think that when

we liave no external omens of what is coming—
when no cloud blackens the sky, when no red

sun announces the tempest of the following day

— do you not think that even then, within us,

there may be a warning voice which tells us of

the storm that we see not, and bids us seek

some shelter from its fury?"

" Like that low murmuring that we hear

even now," said Corse de Leon.

" I remember," continued Bernard de Rohan,

without marking his words particularly, " that,

not many days ago, as I was crossing the moun-

tains to come hither, a fit of gloom fell upon

me : I knew not why ; for all was bright and

cheerful in the prospect before me. I could not

shake it off for some time ; and in vain I tried

to scoff at my own feelings. They would have

way : I felt as if some misfortunes were about

to befall me ; and, though not one of all the

things which have since occurred could by any
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chance have been divined at the time, yet

you see that misfortunes did assail me even

within a few days."

" Do you call these misfortunes ? " demanded

Corse de Leon. *' You are younger in heart

than I even thought you were. But what you

say is worthy of memory ; if what you felt

were really a presentiment of coming evils, take

my word for it they are scarcely yet begun :
—

you will want watching and assistance," he

added thoughtfully ;
" you will need aid and

help with a strong hand— I have not forgotten

my promise, and I will keep it. — But quick,

let us ride on ! Our horses feel that there is

something coming, and I would fain reach

Gandelot's inn before it comes."

" I should suppose," replied Bernard de Ro-

han, '• that it offers very inefficient shelter.

It is built so completely at the foot of the

mountain, that I wonder the snows in winter do

not overwhelm it."

" It has twice been crushed under an ava-

lanche," replied his companion, " and they still

build it up again on the same spot ; but what
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the house has to fear is as much the water as

the snow ; and it is because it is no good place

of shelter that 1 would fain be there."

Bernard de Rohan understood him in a

moment; and the thought of Isabel de Brienne

was quite sufficient to make him spur on eagerly.

About half a league farther, the road turned

a projection of the mountain, and, shortly after

they had passed the angle of the rock, the spray

of a cataract dashed in their faces, while an im-

mense volume of water rushed furiously down

from a spot some hundred yards above them,

looking in that dim hour like some vast

giant robed in white and leaning against the

mountain. The torrent itself gushed across

the road, and Bernard de Rohan turned his

eyes upon his companion, not recollecting such

an obstruction in their way.

" Some four or five hours ago," said Corse

de Leon, " when I passed by that spot, there

was scarcely water enough to quench the thirst

of a wolf, and now it is a torrent. There is

some great commotion above there. — But per-

haps it is all past, and these may be the
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results. We must try and force our horses

through, however : keep as close to the face of

the rock as possible."

So saying he spurred on ; but it was with

the greatest difficulty that either he or his com-

panion compelled their horses to make the

attempt to pass the torrent. The pattering of

the spray and the roaring of the stream terrified

and bewildered them ; and when, at length,

urged forward, partly by chiding, partly by

gentleness, they did dash on, the animals bore

their riders through the midst of the current

where the ground was rough and insecure.

Twice the charger which bore Bernard de

Rohan stumbled, and nearly fell, and twice,

though drenched with the pouring of the water

on his head, and gasping for breath under the

rushing weight upon him, he aided the horse up

with heel and hand till he reached the other

side, and stood on firm ground.

Well nigh stunned and bewildered, he turned

to look for Corse de Leon. The Brigand was

standing beside him dismounted from the horse,

and holding the animal by the rein with one
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hand, while he raised the other towards the sky

with a look of eager, yet solemn, attention.

The next instant he grasped the young cavalier's

hand, exclaiming, " Stir not a step ! It is

coming, it is coming ! — Now, as ever, we stand

in God's good will to live or die ; but death

is very near us."

At the same moment, there came a roar as of

distant cannon : many shot off at once ; then a

murmuring pause; then a roar again; and, as

it came on, the deafening sound of the thunder

itself would have been as nothing to the terrific

rushing noise that echoed through the hollow

valleys. It seemed as if a thousand sounds were

mingled ; for the howling of the wind still con-

tinued, as if imitating the screams and wailing

of people in pain ; while the crash of rocks

falling upon rocks and of the stout trees of the

forest rent into shivers and of rolling masses

of earth and snow, crags and cliffs, with one

half the mountain itself, was alone overpowering

by the very sound that beat upon the ear, even

had it iiot been accompanied by an awful pres-

sure of the air which took away the breath, and
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a sense of coming annihilation which seemed to

check the beating of the heart even before death

had stilled it with his icy hand.

There was time for but one short prayer to

Him on high, and one thought of her he loved,

before the crumbling ruin came down into the

valley, sweeping close past the very place where

Bernard de Rohan stood. Rocks and stones

rushed on before it, and one immense mass

struck his horse on the knees and chest, threv/

him backwards on his haunches, and beast and

rider rolled over the ed2:e into the stream. For

an instant he lost his consciousness ; and then,

waking to life, found himself in the valley below,

dashed by the torrent against the rocky banks.

He had been thrown free, however, from the

horse, and, though to swim was impossible, from

the crags, the trees, the projecting stones, and

the fierce struo-fTlinoj of the torrent, vet he con-

trived to grasp a rugged branch that hung over

the water, swung himself to the bank, and sprang

upon the land. It was all impulse, for he

hardly knew how he found the bough or reached

the firm ground. Even when there, he was
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fain to cast himself down, and press his

hands upon his forehead, for every thing

swam round with him : the earth seemed to

shake beneath his feet ; and the roar of falling

rocks and crags still mingled with the loud

voice of the turbulent waters from which he

had just escaped. The mightier sound, how-

ever, had passed away, that awful rushing

noise, unlike any thing else on earth ; and

gradually the others ceased also, till at length

nothing was heard but the flowing of the river,

as it foamed and struggled with the obstacles

in its course.

When Bernard de Rohan could rise and look

round him, evei'y thing was dark, except where

in the sky appeared the twinkling myriads of

the night, beginning, he fancied, to look pale at

the approach of morning. He listened in the

hopes of hearing some voice ; but, if there was

any, it was drowned in the noise of the waters.

With a thousand painful apprehensions in

his heart, — with no way of relieving his

anxiety, with nothing left but to wait for the

return of daylight, — he cast himself down
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again, after having called once or twice aloud

upon Corse de Leon, without receiving any

answer. He could not distinguish whither he

had been borne. He could see some large

trees still standing near him and some enor-

mous black masses of rock lifting their heads

around. The shadow of the giant mountain

rose up, too, before him ; but its form seemed

changed, and he gazed as if to ascertain in what

features it was altered.

Gradually the summit of the hill, warmed

into a dusky brown, caught some of the rays oi

the rising sun, and — while every moment it

assumed a brighter hue, till it crowned itself,

and decorated the mists which surrounded it,

with gold— a sober twilight crept into the

valley; and Bernard de Rohan found himseli

standing in the gray morning with a world oi

ruin and desolation around him, without a trace

of road or human habitation, and with the nar-

row pass along which his way had been bent,

completely blocked up by the huge masses of

the fallen mountain.
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CHAP. III.

With that strange dizzy sensation which we

.feel when awaking from tlie first stunning

effects of any great catastrophe, Bernard de

Rohan continued to gaze around him for some

minutes, as the morning rose brighter and

brighter upon the wild scene of destruction in

the midst of which he stood. He was himself

much bruised and injured : blood was upon

various parts of his garments ; his strong mus-

cular arm would scarcely support him as he

leaned against the rock, and his brain still reeled

giddily from time to time with the fall and the

blows he had received : but his own corporal

pain engaged less of his attention than the

terrible picture which the rising light displayed.

Every where appeared vestiges of the desolat-

ing phenomenon of the preceding night. The

order of all things around him, and especially
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to the north-east, seemed to have been entirely

broken up and changed. The granite rocks

from the higher summits of the mountain were

now piled up in immense masses below, mingled

with vast tracts of the most dissimilar substances,

slate and sand-stone and common vegetable

earth, with here and there a thick layer of snow

protruding through the chasms, marked in long

streaks by the various kinds of earth over which

it had passed. Shivered fir trees, and im-

mense fragments of oak, with their green foliage

still waving in the air, stuck out here and

there in scattered disarray from the tumbled

chaos of rock, and sand, and earth ; and the

fragments of a cottage roof which lay reversed

high up the side of the mountainous pile that

now blocked up the valley showed that the

sweeping destruction had, at all events, reached

one of the homes of earth's children.

Such was the scene towards the north-east;

but it was evident that the fallen masses had

not yet firmly fixed themselves in the position

which they were probably to bear for ages
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afterwards. From time to time a rock rolled

over, but slowly, sometimes making its way

down into the valley with increasing speed,

sometimes pausing and fixing itself in a new

bed, part of the way down. None of these,

however, in their descent, reached the spot

where Bernard de Rohan stood, for he was at

least three hundred yards from the base of the

mountain which had thus been produced during

the night. As it came down, indeed, the im-

mense body had been accompanied by the fall

of large masses of stone, which were scattered

on all sides, so that the green bosom of the

valley— which, on the preceding day, had been

carpeted by soft and equal turf, only broken

here and there by a tall tree or clumps of

shrubs and bushes, or else by large fantastic

lumps of rock or stone, fallen immemorial ages

before, and clothed by the hand of time with

lichens or creeping plants — was now thickly

spotted with fresh fragments, which from space

to space had shivered the trees in their descent,

and in other places was soiled with long tracks

of various coloured earths, which had showered
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down like torrents as the great mass descended

farther on.

The stream, swollen, turbid, and furious, was

rushing on amidst the rocks in the middle of

the valley ; but the traces of where it had

lately been evidently showed that it was rapidly

decreasing in volume, and had already much

diminished. Bernard de Rohan traced it up with

his eye to the spot where it descended from the

hill, crossing the road, which ran along the top

of a steep bank on the opposite side. The cata-

ract through which he had forced his horse the

night before was there visible, and still showed

a large column of rushing water, though it, too,

was greatly lessened. This waterfall, however,

gave the young cavalier some mark by which to

judge of the distances; and he found that he

must have been carried down the stream nearly

three hundred yards before he recovered him-

self and got to land. He thus perceived how

near the chief mass of falling mountain must

have passed to the spot where he had been

standing, and he felt that the detached rock,

which had struck his horse, and cast him down
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into llie stream before the whole fell, had pro-

bably saved his life.

But what had become of his companion ? he

asked himself What had become of that being

whoj strange, and wild, and erring as he doubt-

less was, had contrived not only to fix himself

strongly upon his affections, but to excite, in a

considerable degree, his admiration and esteem?

Had he perished in that awful scene ? had he

closed his wild and turbulent existence in the

tremendous convulsion which had taken place ?

He feared it might be so ; and yet, when he

looked up and saw distinctly, that— though

ploughed up by the heavy stones that had

fallen, and thus in many places rendered impass-

able — the road was still to be traced by the

eye for some thirty yards beyond the cascade,

he did hope— though the hope was but faint—
that Corse de Leon might have escaped.

If so, traces of him and of the way that he

had taken might yet be found. But another

possibility soon presented itself to the mind of

Bernard dc Rohan. The Brigand might have

been thrown over the precipice by some of the
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falling rocks, like the young cavalier himself,

and might even then be lying mutilated and in

agony not far off. Without a moment's delay,

Bernard proceeded to search along the course

of the stream, which was far too much swollen

to permit of his passing it.

Nothing of Corse de Leon could he see, how-

ever : not a vestige, not a track ; but a few

yards from the spot where the cascade, after

striking the road, bounded down again into the

valley below, he found, in the bed of the

stream, crushed and mangled in an awful man-

ner, the carcass of the poor horse which he had

himself so lately ridden. The size of the animal

had caused it to be entangled sooner amongst

the rocks in the bed of the stream than he had

been, but it had evidently been killed by the

blow of the first fragment of stone which struck

it, for its two front legs were broken, and its

chest actually dashed in.

It was a painful and a sickening spectacle in

the midst of a scene so wild, so awful, and ex-

traordinary ; but one additional horror which

might well have been there was wanting. The
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vultures, which are said to be scared from their

pursuit of prey by no portent, had nevertheless

not approached as yet; and Bernard de Rohan,

with his arms crossed upon his chest, remained

for a moment looking at the dead body of the

animal, as it lay half out of the water and half

hidden by the rushing stream, with many a

dark and gloomy association crossing his mind,

though vaguely and unencouraged.

As he stood and gazed, a small bird, upon

an opposite tree, which had escaped uninjured

throughout the late catastrophe, burst out in a

wild, and somewhat melancholy, song ; and

Bernard de Rohan, with his heart heavier

than before, turned and retrod his steps, in the

hopes of finding some place where he could

cross the torrent farther down in the valley.

In this expectation he was disappointed; the

stream only grew larger, and deeper, and more

impetuous, swelled by the different rivulets

that were pouring down the sides of the moun-

tains ; and at length, after wandering on more

than three miles, it plunged through a deep

chasm in the rock, which left no footing for the
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young cavalier to make his way farther, on that

side of the valley. Could he have passed the

waters, it would have been easy to Iiave made

his way up to the little mountain road by

which he had passed the preceding night, and

which was now before his eyes. But he was

shut in between the torrent on one side and

the high mountain on the other ; and although

he saw some sheep-paths and other tracks, he

knew not where they led to, but had only the

certainty that they must take him to a distance

from the spot which he wished to reach imme-

diately, in order to relieve the darkest anxiety

of all the many that were at his heart. Turning

back, then, he made a desperate, but ineffec-

tual effort, to pass the masses of the mountains

which had been thrown down, and by mid-day

he was forced to retread his steps nearly to

the same spot where he had found himself in

the morning.

In much pain from the bruises he had re-

ceived, and exhausted with exertion and want

of food, he sat down for a time to rest, and

drank of the waters of the stream, although

E 4
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they were still troubled. He then took the

resolution of endeavouring to climb the moun-

tains which formed that side of the valley where

he then was, trusting that he might find some

one to show him the nearest way to the inn

on the eastern slope of the hills. The path

was rugged and winding, the mountain bleak

and arid, and several hours elapsed while he

wandered on, before he heard the sound of

any living creature, or saw any moving thing,

except when once or twice some object of the

chase started away from his path, and wlien the

golden lizards, basking in the sun, turned

round their snake-like heads to gaze on the

unwonted human form that passed them.

At length, however, towards five o'clock in

the evening, completely tired out, without

having tasted food, and with no drink what-

soever but that one draught from the stream,

he heard— as may be well supposed, with joy

— the barking of a dog ; and, looking up, he

saw upon a point of the crag above, a noble

animal of the alpine breed, baying fiercely at

the step of a stranger.
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Bernard de Rohan went on ; and, following

the doff as it retreated before him, he soon

heard the bleating of some sheep, and, in a

minute or two after, beheld a small white

wreath of smoke risinGj in the clear mountain

air, with the roof of a little cottage in a sheltered

nook of the hill. It was as poor a habitation

as can be conceived ; but the sight was a glad

one to the young cavalier, and he approached

the little low-walled yard, which served as a

sort of fold, with feelings of infinite joy.

The barkins: of the Ao^ brouoht forth the

shepherd, holding a large pot of boiling ewe

milk in his hand. He was a small plain-

featured man, not very intelligent, who, notwith-

standing his solitary life, had not acquired that

desire of knowing more of his fellow-creatures,

which is so constantly the result of voluntary

seclusion in monasteries. He was, however,

hospitable and kind-hearted, and received the

young stranger with a gladdening welcome.

He set before him, in the very first place, the

best of all he had, and asked, with some

eagerness, of news from the vallev; for he was
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already aware of what had occurred during the

preceding night, and indeed knew far more

than Bernard de Rohan himself.

The young cavalier told him all that he had

to tell, and then questioned him rapidly and

anxiously in turn. His first question, as may

be easily supposed, referred to Gandelot's inn,

and oh ! how much more freely did he seem to

breathe when the old man replied, " Oh, that

is quite safe ! The fall did not come within

half a league of it."

" Are you sure? quite sure?" demanded

Bernard de Rohan.

" My son was down there to-day with

cheeses," answered the man, " and saw them all.

He will be home with the rest of the sheep

presently, and will tell you more about it."

" Was there a young lady there?" Bernard

de Rohan enquired, with as much calmness as

he could command.

"Yes, he talked of a stranger lady from

France," replied the shepherd, "with a number

of soldiers and attendants belonging to some

French lord, for whom they were all grieving
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and weeping bitterly, because he had been

killed somehow."

" How long will it be ere your son returns?'*

asked Bernard de Rohan, eager, notwithstand-

ing all the fatigues that he had suffered, to

reach the inn that night.

The answer he received was one of those

vague and indefinite replies which are always

given on such occasions by persons to whom,

as to the shepherd, time seems of little or no

value. He said that the lad would be back

very soon, but hour after hour passed, and he

did not appear.

The young cavalier became impatient, and

finding that it was impossible, from any direc-

tion the old man could give, to learn the path

which he ought to pursue, he urged him, with

many promises of reward, to conduct him to

Gandelot's small hostelry himself.

Had he proposed to the good shepherd, how-

ever, a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, it would not

have seemed more impracticable. He declared

that it was perfectly out of the question ; that

now his wife was dead, there was nobody to
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remain in his cottage; that the distance was

fully four leagues, and that it would take them

as many hours to go. " It will be dark in half

an hour," he continued, " and we should but

break our necks over the rocks and precipices."

Bernard dc Rohan found that it was im-

possible to move him; the son did not come

home till the evenins: was beofinninf^ to cfrow

gray, and the young cavalier was obliged, un-

willingly, to resign all hopes of rejoining his

bride before the next day.

With the shepherd and his son the use of

any other light except that of the broad sun was

unknown, except in the depth of the winter;

and though Bernard de Rohan could have sat

up for many an hour questioning the younger

man upon all he had seen and heard at the

inn, but a short period was allowed him for

so doing ere they retired to repose.

The information that he obtained was but

little, for neither the elder nor the younger

mountaineer was very intelligent, nor very com-

municative. Tlie latter, indeed, seemed to di-

vine at once what had never struck the old
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man, that the young cavalier who had become

their accidental guest was no other than the

person by whose supposed death the lady whom

he had seen at the inn had been plunged into

such deep grief.

" She will be mighty glad to see you/' he

said, taking the matter for granted ; ''and if

we set off by daylight to-morrow you will just

catch her as she wakes, for you nobles are sad

lie-abeds."

" Pray tell me, however, before we sleep,"

said Bernard de Rohan, " how the lady ol>

tained information of the danger which I have

so fortunately escaped. Was it from Corse de

Leon?"

The young man started and gazed earnestly

in his face by the dim light which still found

its way into the cottage. " Corse de Leon !"

he said, " Corse de Leon ! that is a name we

never mention in these parts of the country.

No ! no ! I know nothing about Corse de Leon,

though they do say that he has as many poor

men's prayers as rich men's curses."

Bernard de Rohan found that that name had
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effectually closed the young shepherd's mouth,

and not a word more upon the subject could be

obtained from him.

He interrupted their habits of early sleep no

longer; but made the best of such means of

repose as they could give him, and wearied out

with long exertion soon fell asleep, with the

happy certainty that she whom he loved was

free, and corporally well, while the mental

anguish which he knew she must be suffering

he had the means of joyfully removing on the

succeeding day.

The pain of the bruises which he had re-

ceived woke the young cavalier, as soon as ex-

cessive fatigue had been in some degree relieved.

But the nights were at that season short ; day-

light soon after appeared ; the shepherds rose

with the first rav of the sun; and without other

breakfast than a draught of warm milk, Ber-

nard and his guide set off across the moun-

tains. The time occupied by their journey

was fully as much as the old man had said ; for

mountain leagues are generally long ones, and

the road was rough and difficult to tread.
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At length the view of a plainer country broke

upon the eye; and as they descended a steep

hill by a footway upon the open mountain side,

Bernard de Rohan saw before him the rich

lands towards Chambery, and at the distance

of about half a mile, the little inn of Gandelot,

seated quietly at the foot of the passes. It looked

tranquil and happy in the morning light; but

why or wherefore the young gentleman could

not tell, a feeling of uneasiness took possession

of him at the very quietness which the whole

scene displayed. There were none of his people

hanging about the door, passing a morning half

hour in listless idleness. There were none at

the crates of the stables rubbino- do^\Ti horses or

cleaning trappings and arms. There was no busy

bustling about of attendants and stable boys.

There was nothing, in short, to be seen, but one

or two domestic animals at the entrance of the

farm-yard, and the servant of the auberge, in a

bright-coloured petticoat, cleaning some culinary

utensils at the door of the inn.

The young cavalier hurried his pace, and

getting before the guide, advanced close to
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the girl before she saw him. She looked up

at tlie approaching step, and then uttered a

loud scream, which Bernard de Rohan easily

understood to be her comment upon seeing the

dead alive again. He passed on at once, how-

ever, through the half- open door into the

kitchen, but, to his dismay, it presented the

complete picture of an inn after guests have

departed. Every thing had been put in order,

and looked cold and vacant. The neatly swept

hearth possessed not more fire than might have

lain in the hollow of one's hand, and over it

the hostess was cooking a mess for the break-

fast of herself and her husband ; while the

aubergiste stood at a well-washed table, count-

ing some pieces of money, which he covered over

with his hand at the girl's scream, and looked

anxiously towards the door.

The surprise of good Gandelot seemed

scarcely less than that of the servant, although

it only took the outward form and expression

of a deadly paleness. He recovered himself in

a moment, however, and then, witli a look of

honest joy and satisfaction, in spite of all dif-
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ference of rank and habitual restraint, he seized

Bernard de Rohan by the hand, exclaiming,

" Jesu Maria ! Well, there have been many

tears shed to no purpose. Why, bless my soul,

how happy the poor lady's heart will be !"

" Where is she?" demanded Bernard de

Rohan eagerly. " Where is she ? it seems as

if there were nobody here."

" No, indeed," replied Gandelot. " What

you say is very true. There is nobody here

but your lordship's humble servant and his

good wife. Why, what a pity that you came

not yesterday at this hour ! You would have

saved the poor lady many a weary minute."

" Where is she, then? where is she?" de-

manded Bernard de Rohan, more eagerly than

ever. " When did she go ? Where is she gone

to? Where are my servants, too, and my men-

at-arms ?
"

" Alack, and a well-a-day, sir !" replied the

host, " they have all taken wing, and are

scattered away like a flock of plovers. Here

the lady arrived at the inn with good Father

Willand and some ten or twelve of your men,

VOL. II. F
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on the day before yesterday, late in the evening;

and then there were consultations after consult-

ations as to what was to be done, for every one

knew and had heard by that time that you were

a prisoner in the castle of Masseran ; and the

young gentleman who came at the head of your

men— not the servants, but the men-at-arms

that came after you — vowed that he would

attack the castle, and blow open the gates with

a petard, and set you free. But when he had

talked very high in this way for some time.

Father Willand told him to hold his tongue;

for, in the first place, the walls of the castle of

Masseran were made of stones hard enough to

break his teeth, and, in the next, as he had got

no petard to blow the gates open with but the

one in his mouth, it would be of very little

service. With that there came not long after-

wards a messenger from one whom I must not

name, telling the lady and the priest and all

to keep as quiet as might be, for that you would

be liberated before daylight on the next morn-

ing ; and, as his word never fails, they all did

keep quiet, but we sat up and watched to see
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what would come of it. A terrible nin;ht vou

know it was; but we were to have a more

terrible morning, for by daylight news came

up the valley
"

" That I was killed in the land-slip," said

Bernard de Rohan, interrupting him.

" No, no," replied the aubergiste. '* Not

that at all; but that the tower which was

called the prison tower of the castle of Mas-

seran had taken fire and fallen, crushing the

dungeon in which you had been placed, and

you along with it, in the ruins. The lady went

half-distracted, though she would not believe that

it was true, till Father Willand himself went

up near the castle with a body of your men, to

prevent any of the ^lasseran people from taking

him, and then came back and told her it was

all too sure. He told her, besides, that the

people of the castle vowed it was some one

on her part seeking to deliver you who had set

fire to the tower, and the good priest advised

her to get across the frontier with all speed.

But she was so cast down with grief that she

seemed to care little more about herself in this

F 2
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world, and ]ay, my wife said, partly kneeling

by her bed-side, partly lying upon it, with

her face buried in the clothes, and the sobs

coming so tliick and hard that it was pitiful to

hear. She could not be got to speak or answer

a word to any one ; and in the midst of all this

came in some one whom you know."

" Wiio, who ? " demanded Bernard de

Rohan.

The aubergiste whispered in a scarcely

audible voice the name of Corse de Leon ; and

the 3'oung cavalier exclaimed, with feelings of

as much joy as he could feel at that moment,

" Then lie is safe, at least— that is some satis-

faction."

" Ay, so far safe," rej)lied the man, " that

he is not killed as he might have been. But

when he came here his left shoulder was out,

and would have been useless for ever if he had

not made four of us pull it in by main force,

and never winked his eyes or uttered a word

till it went in with a great start, and then only

shut his teeth close."

*• But he could have told them," exclaimed
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Bernard de Rohan — " he could have told

that I had escaped before the tovrer took fire."

" I don't know how it is," replied the

landlord ; " but, sure enough, he thinks you

dead as well as diey do. He had a long con-

versation apart with Father Willand, in that

little room—out of the corner there, vrhich you

have never seen, and mayhap did not knov/ of,

for the door is in the dark, behind the closet

and the chimney. — What they talked about,

I don't know, but in the end I lieard him

say, ' Tell her nothing about it till she can

bear to hear more. As he is dead, it matters

not much, how it happened.' Then the priest

went to the lady, and with great persuasion got

her down from her chamber, and made her take

some v.'ine, and, in the end, got her to set on\,

with some eight or ten of your people accom-

panying them. That was about twelve o'clock

yesterday morning; and in an hour or two after,

the rest of your people went avvay over the

mountains to join the good ^Nlareciial de

Brissac, by the directions of tlie person you

know."

F 3
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" This is unfortunate," said Bernard de

Rolian, musing, " this is most unfortunate. Do

you know which way the lady has taken ? ''

" She went first to Bonvoisin," replied the

host. " But whither she was to turn her

steps after that, I know not.'*

" And I am left here alone," continued the

young gentleman, " without horse or arms, at

the moment I need them most. Can you

furnish me with a horse, good Gandelot?"

••' Faith, I have none to give, sir," answered

the man, " or 1 would willingly trust you, if

you did not pay me till this time twelve-

month."

" Nay," replied Bernard de Rohan, " I

wanted not to be your debtor, Gandelot.

Money, thank God, I have with me, but my

resource must be Corse de Leon. Where can

he be found ?
"

"Hush, hush!" exclaimed the aubergiste,

terrified at the loud tone in which his com-

panion pronounced the name of the Brigand.

" Hush, hush ! for Heaven's sake. There is
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somebody talking all this time to the girl out-

side the door."

" It is but the shepherd who guided me

hither," replied the young cavalier. " But

answer my question, good Gandelot : where is

he to be found ?"

" If you will sit here for an hour or two,"

replied the other, " my wife shall get you some-

thing ready to break your fast, and I will go up

the side of the hill to see after the person you

mention."

" But I wish to proceed immediately," ex-

claimed Bernard de Rohan. " If I could but

get a horse, I would set out at once."

" There is no one who can get you either

horse or arms within five leagues," replied the

aubergiste, " except the man we were talking

of. He can do both, and more too, for he can

tell you where the lady is to be found, which

I can't. So you have nothing for it but to

confer with him. However, it will be better

to send this shepherd back at once to his own

place, and for you, either to go into that little

F 4
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room there, to the left, or up the stairs into your

room above, for it would be a sad thing to be

stopped again ; and although we stand on free

land here, yet this Lord of Masseran's people

are no Avays scrupulous into whose face they

poke their fist, or into whose soup they dip

their spoon."

Though feeling sick at heart with impatience,

the young cavalier saw that the plan suggested

was the only one he could follow. Having re-

warded the shepherd for his trouble in guiding

liim thither, he allowed the good aubergiste to

lead him to his place of concealment; and,

uraino' him in the strono-est terms to lose no

time, he sat himself down to while away the

hours as best he might, with all the checkered

thoughts of the past and the future.
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CHAP. IV.

Bernard de Rohan waited long ; and though

his imagination was not an active one in regard

to difficulties or dangers in his own case, yet

when he thought of Isabel de Brienne, nur-

tured with care, and tenderness, and softness,

never havincj known durinor life the want of

protection, or the necessity of acting for her-

self, never having been an hour without pro-

tection :— when he thought that she must now

go forward to Paris alone, without any one loved

or knov,'n to soothe and guide her ; without

any other protection but that of a few menials

;

witli the bitter thought of having lost him she

loved for ever, as the chief recollection of the

past, and with the expectation of meeting her

mother who had been always harsh, and her

stepfather, who had treated her with treachery

and baseness, as the chief anticipation of the
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future — his heart burned to speed on, without

the loss of a single moment, to protect, to con-

sole, and to relieve her from the deep sorrow

which he knew too well must overshadow her.

Still one hour passed after another, the sun

began to decline from the meridian, and the

good hostess only visited him on two occasions.

In the first place, to tell him, that a party of

travellers who stopped for half an hour at the

inn were only peasants from a neighbouring

village ; and in the next place, to beseech him

not to oo near the windows, or to show himself

in any way, as a party of the Lord of Mas-

seran's men had just passed, and another was

speedily to follow.

At length the aubergiste himself appeared,

heated and dusty, and closing the door care-

fully, told him that he had found the man he

went to seek, and had brought back with him a

few words written on a strip of leather. They

were deciphered with difficulty, but were to

the following effect :— "I thought you gone

for ever. But as you are still destined to remain

with the rest of us, so let it be. I will visit you
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to-night, and you shall soon find the lady ; but

on no account go on till you have seen me ! By

so doing, you will endanger her, endanger your-

self, and delay your meeting."

Bernard de Rohan gazed upon the wTiting,

and then turned a dissatisfied look towards the

sky. " This is trifling," he thought :
" I must

be across the frontier as speedily as possible.

Well might Isabel think me cruel, if I remained

here an hour longer, knowing that she is in

danger, sorrow, and anxiety."

" Have you heard aught of a horse, my good

Gandelot?" he said: "I cannot wait as he

requires me. How far is it to the frontier."

" Two hours' journey on horseback," replied

the host, " and four or five afoot. But there is

no horse to be found, and you must not think

of trying it on foot, my noble lord. You do

not know that the people from the castle are

scourinfT the whole road between this ando

Bonvoisin."

" But they do not know me," answered Bernard

de Rohan. " There is scarce one among them

that has ever seen me. Five hours ? that is
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long, indeed ! But I could buy a horse at

Chambery."

"Not before night-fall," replied the host;

" and you had a great deal better wait here

to see one who can help you more speedily than

any body else."

"Why cannot I go to him?" demanded

Bernard de Rohan. " If you could find him,

so can I."

" Oh, surely," replied Gandelot ; "but you

run a great risk of being taken."

" If that be all," answered the young cava-

lier, " I should think that there was less chance

of being taken on the hill- side than here.

Something must be risked, at all events, Gan-

delot. Get me a peasant's frock, good friend,

and a large hat : my own I lost in the fall, you

see. When I am so dressed, I shall pass un-

known, I'll warrant, should it be through the

midst of this Lord of Masseran's men."

" I must show you the way, however," re-

plied the innkeeper. " But stay a minute,

and I'll get what you want— It is no bad plan."

Thus saying, Gandelot left him ; but the au-
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bergiste was not long before he returned, bring-

ing with him a peasant's frock and belt, and a

large straw hat, such as we have mentioned in

describing the dress of good Father Willand, at

the beginning of this true history. The very

act of putting them on was a relief to the mind

of Bernard de Rohan ; for to a man accus-

tomed to action, inactivity adds an almost in-

supportable burden to grief and anxiety. When

the frock, however, was cast over his shoulders,

and his head was covered with the hat, Gandelot

gazed upon him with a smile, saying, " I must

take care, my lord, that I don't mistake you

for a peasant, and ask you to sell me eggs.

Well, I did not know how much the di'ess made

the man before."

Passing over the bad compliment of his host

without notice, Bernard de Rohan only ex-

pressed his eagerness to set out; and Gandelot,

after having gone down to look round the inn

on every side, and to ascertain that no one

was watching, returned in a few minutes, carry-

ing in his hand a short sword and dagger, such

as were worn commonly by what were called
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the New Bands, warring in Piedmont for the

service of France.

" Nobody can tell what may happen, my

lord," he said, " so you had better tuck those

up under your gown ; but don't draw the belt

too tight, or the hilt will appear."

Bernard de Rohan grasped the weapon as

he would the hand of an old friend, and con-

cealing it carefully under the frock, he fol-

lowed the innkeeper, who led him out through

the back court of the auberge upon the side

of the mountain, where a steep pathway led up

between the rocks, and over the lower part of

the hill, into one of the valleys, which, without

plunging deep into the alpine scenery around,

led through a softer but still uncultivated

country, in the direction of Albens. The inn-

keeper strolled on, and the young nobleman

followed, both keeping a profound silence, till

the inn and all the neighbouring objects were

out of sight.

When they had fully plunged into the valley,

however, good Gandelot spoke, but still in a
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low voice, saying, " We are pretty safe here

;

the danger was up yonder."

Bernard de Rohan made no direct reply, but

asked whether the road they were taking did

not lead him farther from that which he had

afterwards to travel. Assured, however, by the

good innkeeper that it did not, he went on in

silence, finding by the length of way that his

companion had lost no time upon the previous

journey he had made during the morning. At

length Gandelot turned a little towards the

north, up a smaller valley, which, winding away

with many bends and angles, never exposed

more than one or two hundred yards of hill-

side to the view at once. At the end of about

a quarter of an hour after entering this dell, a

solitary house presented itself, as desolate in

appearance as well might be. It was old, and

built of cold grey stone, with a roof of slates

;

and a low garden wall which surrounded it

enclosed a space ofground amounting to perhaps

an acre or an acre and a half, but in no degree

impeded the view of the house.
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The liills in that spot were quite bare : much

lower indeed tlian the scenery from which Ber-

nard de Rohan had just come, but far more

naked and arid. Not a shrub, not a tree, was

to be seen. Notiling but scanty turf, broken

by scattered stones, with occasional crags here

and there, covered the slopes; and had it not

been for those thin, short blades of grass, one

might have fancied one's self in the world be-

fore the vegetable creation had been called into

being.

'^ You will find him there, my good young

lord," said Gandelot, pointing forv^^ard to the

house : "I will stay here. But you had

better whistle, as you know how, when you go

up, that he may know you are coming. If you

find that you are not likely to come back be-

fore night— and it is getting somewhat late

now— send me out word, and I will hie me

home."

" Nay, leave me, leave me, good Gande-

lot," replied the young cavalier. " I will find

my way back : I never forget a path I have

once trodden."
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Thus saying, he advanced towards the deso-

late-looking house which stood before him, and

at a short distance from it imitated, as well as

he could, that peculiar whistle which he had

heard more than once amongst the companions

of Corse de Leon. The sounds had scarcely

issued from his lips, ere the Brigand himself

appeared at the door, and apparently without

the slightest apprehension or hesitation, walked

forward to meet him. He was habited in the

same large cloak and hat which lie had worn

on the night v/hen Bernard de Rohan first

beheld him ; but the mantle was not now ga-

thered round him, so that the voun^ nobleman

could plainly see he bore his left arm supported

by a bandage from his neck.

The moment they met, he grasped Bernard

warmly by the hand, saying, *' So you are

living ! you are living ! — I never thought v>'e

should see each other again in this world,

though I did think we might meet in that

where the compensations are reserved to con-

found the workings of the great bad spirit to

whom this earth is given up for evil. But I

VOL. II. G
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fell into a sad mistake, and have let your

sweet lady go away in the belief that you are

dead."

" It is on that account," said Bernard de

Rohan, " that I am so eager to set out, in

order to put her mind at ease ; but I know not

where she is to be found, or which road she

has taken. Neither have I horse nor arms, nor,

I fear, enough in my purse, both to buy them,

and carry me on my way also."

" And you come to me for all !" said Corse

de Leon with a smile : " who would ever have

thought this, some seven or eight years ago,

when the young Lord of Rohan struck down to

the earth the intendant of the Countess of

Brienne, for wronging the sister of a poor sol-

dier far away fighting for his country ?— Who

would have thought that the poor soldier would

ever have been able to aid the young lord in

marrying her he loved, or to furnish him with

horse and arms, and money, in an hour of

need ?— There is a retribution in this world !

Ay, there is a retribution even here ! But come,

my lord, I am your humble servant ; but, per-
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haps, a truer friend than any whom you meet

with in your own rank and class. Let us into

the house, and rest you for the i^emainder of

the day. You will travel quicker, better, more

safely in the night. Ere the sun goes down,

you shall have all that you want ; and between

this and to-morrow's nightfall you may well

overtake the lady."

Corse de Leon saw that notwithstandino^ theo

reasons he gave, Bernard de Rohan was not

well pleased with even the short delay that he

proposed. He was not one who loved long

explanations of any kind, but he could feel for

an impatient disposition, and he added, as if in

reply to his companion's look, " It cannot be

otherwise : I have had to send a four hours'

journey for the horses, and they cannot be here

till night, though the messenger has been ab-

sent now near two hours. You would make no

greater speed by going back to the inn. Come

in, sit down, then, rest you and bear what is

unavoidable, as patiently as may be ; for—
though half the difference between great men

and little ones in this world lies in their judg-

G -2
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ment of what can be done and what cannot be

done, and though half the things men despair

of are as easy as to drink from a stream—
yet, nevertheless, there are things that are im-

possible, and in those cases it is useless to

struggle."

Thus saying, he led the young nobleman

into the house, the door of which had remained

unclosed. Though Bernard de Rohan could

hear several voices speaking in one of the

rooms as he walked along the passage, it was

into a small vacant chamber, on the left-hand

side, that Corse de Leon conducted him. The

windows commanded a view down a consider-

able part of the valley, but still the aspect of

the whole place was so undefended and un-

guarded, that the young cavalier, knowing the

state of hostility with the great and powerful

in which Corse dc Leon lived, could not help

feeling some surprise at his choosing such an

abode.

" Are you not," he said, gazing from the

window, " are you not in a sadly exposed situ-

ation here? Why the Lord of Masseran, or
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any other of those small tyrants, could attack

you at any time without the possibility of your

escape."

" You are mistaken," replied Corse de Leon,

shortly :
" before he came within two leagues

of me, I should know his whole proceedings,

and either scatter over the hill, and reach co-

verts, which it were wiser to search for the

deer or the chamois, than for Corse de Leon

;

or else offer the good lord some hospitality on

his coming, which he might neither be willing

to receive, nor able to return. We have re-

sources that you are not aware of, and neither

he nor any one else knows more of them than

to make him fear."

" That you yourself have infinite resources

in your activity and experience," replied Ber-

nard de Rohan, " I can easily believe; but

depend upon it, if you were to trust the guid-

ance of such hazardous matters to other men

they would soon be overthrown."

" Not so, not so," replied his companion ;
" I

know the contrary. Twice, for ends and ob-

jects of my own, I have traversed all France,

G 3
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leaving my men behind me ; and, though per-

haps not quite so busy as when I am here— ay,

and somewhat cruel and disorderly when left

to their own course— no evil has happened to

themselves. I am now about to do the same,

and I do it in all confidence."

"Do you propose to go soon?" demanded

Bernard de Rohan, in some surprise.

" Ay," replied the Brigand, " soon enough

to meet you in Paris some day, perchance, or

even to overtake you on the road ; and as we

now talk about those things, let me caution

you never to speak to me unless I speak to

you : then take the tone that I take, whether it

be one of strangeness or of former acquaint-

ance. Recollect, too, that there is no such

person as Corse de Leon beyond the frontiers

of Savoy ; but that in many a part of France

the Chevalier Lenoir is known, and not badly

esteemed."

" I will be careful," replied the young lord.

" But now, my good friend, tell me whither has

my poor Isabel directed her steps."

" First to Grenoble," replied Corse de Leon,
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" in the hope of finding her brother there ; but

should she not meet with him, she goes thence

at once to throw herself at the feet of the king."

" But are you perfectly certain," demanded

Bernard de Rohan, " that she has escaped from

the pursuit of this base man who has married

her mother?"

a Perfectly," replied Corse de Leon : -I

saw her across the frontier yesterday myself.

Besides, as I told you before, the Lord of

Masseran himself is absent, carried by fears,

regarding the discovery of his own treachery,

into the very jaws of the lion, power. Power

is the only true basilisk. Its eyes are those

alone in this world which can fascinate the

small things hovering round it to drop into

its mouth. But the lady is safe. Be satisfied,

and you can well overtake her ere she reaches

Grenoble. I bade them send back a man to

tell me, if she found not her brother there ; for

as I am going to Paris also, I thought per-

chance it might be better to keep near her on

the road, and bring her help in case she needed

it. But your own men are enough, I do not
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doubt, and I can but take few with me, if

any."

" But is it not dangerous," said the young

nobleman, '* for you to travel immediately after

receiving so severe an injury ?"

" Dangerous ! " said Corse de Leon — " Oh

there is no danger in such things. 1 do be-

lieve these mountains that I love will crush me

at last; for twice have I escaped almost by a

miracle. But it is this injury, as you call it,

th.nt has determined me to go now. I can be

ot but little active use here till I can climb a

rock again, and use this left arm as well as the

rio'ht. No man has a title to remain an hour

in idleness, whatever be his calling. Sleep

itself I do not rightly understand ; it is a lapse

in the active exertion of our being which is

very strange, a sort of calm pool in the midst

of a torrent : I suppose it is solely for the

body's sake. There could have been no sleep

before death came into tlie world; for, not being

subject to decay, the earthly frame could require

no refreshment, any more than the spirit. How-

ever, as I was saying, idle and inactive drones

t
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pretend that they must have rest and pause : if

the head^ aches or the hand is hurt, they de-

clare that they can neither think nor labour

;

but the wise man and the enerojetic man makes

his spirit like that monstrous serpent which I

have heard^of, and vWiich, w4ien one head was

smitten off, produced at once another. If a

man cannot walk, he can ride; if a man's right

arm be broken, let him use his left ; if his eyes

be put out, his ears will hear but the better—
let him use them. Our manifold senses are but

manifold capabilities; and if the mind is de-

barred from using one of its tools, it must use

another. No man need want employment for

the senses, the limbs, and the means that he

has left, if he chooses to seek for it. For a while

I shall be of no good upon the mountain, and

therefore I am going to the cit}'. Some time

or another I must go, and therefore I may as

well go nov>'. But here comes the old woman

with my mess of food. You must take some

with me. No one knows better than she does

how to cook the chamois, or the venison, or to

roast the shining trout in the ashes, or the
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snow fowl over the fire ; and as for wine, the

cellar of an archbishop or of a prior of a

monastery could not give you better than this

lonely house can produce. Nay, nay, shake

not your head, you must eat and drink, let

your impatience be what it may : every man

needs strength ; and that we should take food is

a condition of our flesh and blood."

In conversation of this kind passed away the

hours, Bernard de Rohan and his strange com-

panion remaining almost altogether alone,

though once two young men, dressed like herds-

men, came to the door of the room, and, lean-

ing against the door-posts, addressed to Corse

de Leon a few words, apparently of no great

import, and upon ordinary subjects ; but to

which Bernard de Rohan imagined some occult

meaning was attached.

At length, much to the satisfaction of the

young cavalier, a perceptible shade of twilight

came over the valley, along which the sha-

dows of the hills had been creeping for some

time. The twilight grew grayer and more

gray, and Bernard de Rohan rose and walked
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to the window, with his impatience for the

arrival of the horses increasins: every moment.

Corse de Leon was looking at him with a slight

smile when he turned round ; but in a few

minutes after the Brigand rose, left the room,

and returned with the two young men whom

Bernard de Rohan had seen before. They

were now loaded, however, with various kinds

of arms and habiliments of different sorts, which

seemed to have been gathered from many a

quarter of the earth. These were spread out,

some upon the table and some on the floor ;

and this being performed without a word, those

who bore them retired, only appearing again

to furnish the chamber with a light.

Corse de Leon glanced his eye to the young

cavalier, and then gazed upon the pile with a

somewhat cynical smile.

" This seems to be an abundant harvest,"

said Bernard de Rohan, whose doubts as to the

means employed to procure such rich habili-

ments were many.

" You say true," replied the Brigand ;
'« but

you must remember, we are many reapers.
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This has been going on, too, for very many

years, so that you will find here garments of

various ages and of different nations. Look

here," lie continued, taking up a black velvet

surtout, richly embroidered with gold. " This

is a coat cut in the fashion of forty or fifty

years ago, and belonged to some fat Englishman,

who doubtless came over to France with that

arch heretic and bloodmonger Henry, who has

not been many years dead. Then, depend

upon it, he v/ould see foreign countries, and go

to Italy, and has left part of his fine wardrobe

here behind liini in the mountains."

*' An unwilling legacy, I should think," re-

plied Bernard de Rohan.

" Yes," answered the Brigand ; " but that is

not a shot-hole you are looking at so curiously.

Our traditions say, I believe— for we have our

traditions— that the good gentleman got safe

home, though somewhat thinner of nurse and

scantier in apparel than when he came away.

However, choose yourself out some quiet suit

that will not attract attention, for you must not

go riding through France like a Savoyard pea-
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sant. There, that black hat and feather, which

would become some sober student of Padua,

making his first effort to look the cavalier.

Then there is that stout buff coat I vrould re-

commend, with black loops and borders. Ay,

it is somewhat heavy, but there is a secret in

that : dagger or sword point will not well make

its way through the jacked doublings of those

hides, and a pistol ball would strike but faintly,

even if it did pass. Then there are those

horsemen's boots : they will be no bad addition

to the rest. That long sharp sword, too, in

the black sheath, will suit the hat, and none

the less fit the hand. It is true Toledo. Now,

seek for two daggers somewhat like it, and a

pair of pistols for the saddle-bow. By the

Lord that lives, if the horse they bring be but

a grey Spanish charger, with a tail longer than

ordinary, they will take you for some one who

has been studying the black art at Salamanca,

or perhaps for some lay officer of the inquisition

in disguise.— Is the coat large enough ? Oh,

ay ! it fits well. Now for a cloak to match."

With the assistance of his companion, Ber-
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nard de Rohan fitted himself with new gar-

ments, which somewhat disguised, but did not

ill become his powerful form. After he had

done, the Brigand opened the mouth of a little

sack which had been brought with the rest,

saying, " Take what you will : you can repay

me hereafter."

The young cavalier, however, took no more

of the gold pieces which appeared shining within,

than was absolutely necessary, replying to the

remonstrance of Corse de Leon that, as he ap-

proached nearer to Paris, there were many who

would be willing to assist him.

" Well, well," replied the Brigand. " It

matters not. I shall not be far from you. But

now let us away. I hear the horses, and you

are impatient to be gone. We can meet them,

therefore, as they come."

Though Bernard de Rohan heard nothing of

the sounds which his companion's fine ear had

discovered, he gladly followed him out to the

mountain road, and walked on with him for

some way before the horses appeared. Their

feet were soon heard, however ; and at length a
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man, mounted on a charger, and leading another,

was seen coming rapidly towards them. The

animal he led was powerful, and yet apparently

swift : some short time was spent in adjusting

the arms and the stirrups ; and then, after

offering many thanks to his strange companion

for all that he had done, Bernard de Rohan

grasped his hand, sprang into the saddle, and

rode away in the direction of Chambery.
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CHAP. V.

It was in a small cabinet in the princely cha-

teau of Fontainebleau, some eight days after the

grand entertainment at the Louvre which we

have before mentioned, that Henry the Second

of France was seated conversing with one of

his most trusted servants and most faithful

friends, the well known Marechal de Vieille-

ville. The cabinet, the ceiling of which was of

dark black oak, carved and ornamented with

small stars of gold, was hung with rich, but

very ancient tapestr}^, still beautiful, though

the colours had faded in the passing of years.

The dark green which formed the principal hue

was no longer enlivened by the gorgeous red

and yellow draperies, which had once orna-

mented the principal figures, and a dim and

melancholy hue pervaded the room, to which

the fact of the light passing through some leaiy

trees without, did not a little contribute.
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It was not, however, the peculiar colouring

of the hangings, nor the light passing through

the green trees, that gave an unusual paleness

to the countenance of the king, as, laying clown

the pen with which he had been writing, he

gazed up in the face of Vieilleville,— " What

is it you tell me, marechal ?" he said. " Dead ?

Crushed under one of the towers of the castle ?

The very best and most promising soldier France

could produce ! The dear friend of Brissac

— lauded even by Montmorency ! Heaven

and earth ! Did you say he was returned, this

Lord of Masseran ? Send for him instantly.

Let a messenger be despatched to the capital

at once. By my crown, if I thought that he

had any hand in this, I would have his head off

in the court before to-morrow's sun set. Send

off a messenger for him, I say !"

'* Sire, he is even now in the palace," replied

the marechal. '^ It was seeing him pass along

the court, in order to crave an audience, that

made me intrude upon your majesty just now.

I heard this sad business last night by a letter

from Brissac ; but I would not tell your majesty,
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lest it should spoil your rest after so bustling a

day."

" What, you are one of those, Vieilleville,

are you," said the king, with a slight smile,

*' who can believe that the death of a faithful

subject may chase slumber from even a royal

pillow ?— However, these despatches must be

written. Leave me for an hour, and then

bring hither this Lord of Masseran. Keep a

good eye upon him, for he is as deceitful as a

cat : but he shall find that I am not to be trifled

with."

" I will venture to beseech you, sire," said

the statesman, *' in all that you do with this

man, to recollect that he is himself a sovereign

prince; for were you to forget it, the example

might be dangerous."

" If I make him an example, it shall be for

good, not for evil, Vieilleville," replied the

king. " Some of these petty princes need

an example how they may be punished for

treachery and double-dealing. I have heard

more of him since he last set out for Savoy

than I ever did before, and I much doubted
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that he would return to France again. But watch

him well, good Vieilleville, and bring him hither

in an hour. I shall have finished ere that.''

The marechal withdrew ; and ere the hour was

expired, a page sought him again from the king,

requiring his presence, with that of the Lord

of Masseran, whom Vieilleville on quitting the

cabinet had informed that Henry could not yet

receive him.

The angry spot was still upon the king's

brow when they entered; but he spoke to the

Lord of Masseran in a courteous tone, saying,

" Well, my good lord, this is somewhat unex-

pected. I knew not that you could go to Savoy

and return so quickly. How is it that you have

shortened the way so well ?"

"A melancholy interruption, sire," replied

the Savoyard. " A melancholy interruption

caused me to return ere half my journey was

complete. Somewhat on this side of Lyons, I

met a messenger coming with all speed to seek

me, and bearing me this letter, which I beg to

lay at your majesty's feet."

The king took it and read, examining every
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line as lie did so, in order to see whether it bore

about it the marks of truth and authenticity.

There was nothing, however, to make him

doubt it. It seemed simply a letter from some

senechal or other officer, left behind by the

Lord of Masseran to command during his ab-

sence, announcing to him that the prison tower

of the castle had taken fire and fallen, crushing

under its ruins the chamber in which the young

Baron de Rohan had been confined. It went

on to state that works had been already com-

menced to supply its place in the walls, and

gave some account of the probable expense

which those w^orks would occasion.

" That would be dear," muttered Henry in

a low voice, and between his teeth. " That

would be dear payment to get rid of a trouble-

some friend. I rather suspect it can be done

cheaper in Savoy. Have you no news, Mon-

sieur de Masseran," he said aloud, " of how this

terrible catastrophe occurred?"

^1 " I have shown your majesty all the inform-

ation I have received," replied the Marquis of

Masseran. " I returned to Paris with all speed
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after having met with the messenger, and not

finding you there, came hither."

"What say you, De Vieilleville ?" said the

king : " you had letters last night, methinks,

from some one in that neighbourhood."

" They bear the same sad news, sire," replied

the Marechal de Vieilleville. " But they add,

that every body in that country marvelled

much how this event could have occurred in a

tower detached from the castle, built almost

entirely of stone, and doubtless intrusted to a

faithful guard."

" It is, indeed, most strange," said the Mar-

quis of Masseran, thoughtfully. " There must

have been some base neglect."

" This must be inquired into," said the king.

" This must be inquired into. My good lord

of Vieilleville, call the page for these despatches.

It behoves you, my Lord of ^vlasseran, to make

strict and immediate inquiry into the whole

of this affair, in which you shall be aided

and assisted by a commissary on our part. —
There are the despatches, boy. — Why wait

you ? What is it now ?"
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" May it please your majesty," replied the

page, " there is a lady without craving earnestly

to see you. She calls herself the sister of the

Count of Brienne, and I remember her well at

the court some months ago. She seems in

much grief, and "

" Give her admission," said the king. " Give

her instant admission.— She may throw some

light upon all this affair, my good Lord of

Masseran."

The marquis turned somewhat pale ; for the

appearance of Isabel of Brienne in the king's

presence was not at all what he wished or cal-

culated upon. He had hoped for an opportu-

nity of telling his own tale and causing his

wife to tell hers so as to corroborate all he

said, without the actual appearance of Isabel

herself. He knew that the Count de Mey-

rand, though apparently taking no part in all

that occurred since their arrival in Paris, had

been continually and skilfully preparing the

way for the developement of his part in the

transaction ; had been labouring to make friends

and gain supporters amongst those who pos-
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sessed the king's ear, and had been apparently

not a little successful even with the fair Duchess

of Valentinois herself.

It must not be supposed, however, that good

Monsieur de Masseran was moved by any per-

sonal love or regard for the Count de Mey-

rand : there was but one tie between them —
the tie of interest ; and the moment that the

Lord of Masseran saw that more was to be

lost or risked by the Count de Meyrand than

to be gained, that instant he was prepared to

put an end to his affection for his noble friend.

He was, however, as we have seen, in various

respects, in the count's power; and he had

trusted that their united operations would be

sufficient to induce the king to act without

listening to the fair girl herself. He had more-

over believed, when he heard of the death of

Bernard de Rohan, that one great obstacle

being removed, the rest would be compara-

tively easy. The arrival of Isabel, however,

was most inopportune, for he saw that, in the

king's angrj^ mood at the moment, the disclo-

sure of all that had taken place within the last
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few weeks might be ruinous in another way,

and not only overthrow his future schemes with

regard to Mademoiselle de Brienne herself, but

bring punishment on his head for what had

occurred before.

As the interview, however, could be pre-

vented by no means within his reach, he sought

eagerly in his mind for excuses and defences

for his conduct; but he had hardly time to

arrange any plan, ere Isabel herself entered,

supported by the arm of one whom he felt far

more inclined to fear than even herself. That

person was good Father Willand ; and his sur-

prise and dismay were not a little increased by

seeing the king receive the priest with a gra-

cious smile, as an old acquaintance, and, grasp-

ing his arm familiarly, ask him what had made

him return from banishment.

" Why, to bring this poor lamb back to your

majesty's fold," replied Father Willand, in his

usual gay and unceremonious tone. " By my

faith, sire, if all shepherds were like you, and

mistook the wolf for the watch-dog, mutton

would soon be dear in France."
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" How SO? how SO, good father?" demanded

Henry, laughing; and at the same time taking

Isabel's hand in his own, he prevented her

with a kindly gesture from throwing herself at

his feet. — " Cheer up, fair lady," he said,

'* cheer up. The king will protect you, and be

a father to you.— But how now, bold priest?

How have I been so unwise a shepherd as to

mistake the wolf for the watch-dog ?"

" Why," answered Father Willand, boldly,

and looking full in the face of the Lord of

Masseran, " by giving one of the best of your

flock"— and he pointed with his hand to Isabel

— " into the care of a Savoyard wolf."

" Hush ! hush ! my good father," cried the

king. " By heavens ! if you use such lan-

guage you will get yourself into a worse scrape,

in your cure of Saint John of Bonvoisin, than

that for which I was obliged to send you away

from Paris, to keep your ears out of the way of

knives. On my soul, we must find a bridle

for that tongue of yours."

*' Indeed, sire," exclaimed the Lord of Mas-

seran, marking with pleasure a slight frown
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that had come upon the king's brow, " indeed,

sire, such a bridle is most necessary ; for that

tongue is not only insolent but mendacious." ^^

" Hush, sir ! " exclaimed the king, sternly ;

"you speak of one of the honestest men in

France," and he held out his hand to Father

Willand, who kissed it respectfully. " Would

that we had many such ! " the king went on

:

" for the men who tell truth in the cabinet as

well as in the pulpit are those that are very

needful here : albeit," he added, with a smile,

" they may occasionally, in their hatred of

hypocrites and knaves, give their tongue some

license, and their conduct too.— However, my

good father, you will never be wise, so that I

fear some day I shall have to make you a

bishop, merely to keep you out of the way of

strong fists and crabsticks. Now, let us turn to

the case of this young lady. The page told

me, fair one, that you were anxious to see me

immediately. What is it you would have?"

" Protection, sire," replied Isabel de Brienne,

raising her fair face towards the king, filled

with an expression of deep and hopeless grief,
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which touched the kind heart of the monarch,

and made his tone even more kindly than it

was before, as he replied,—
" And you shall have it, lady. But let me

hear how it is that protection is needed : have

you not a mother and a brother to protect and

help you ?"

" Alas, sire !" replied Isabel of Brienne,

" my mother is no more my father's wife, nor

my father's widow. She is now the wife of one

to whose will she shows all dutiful obedience

;

but unto me the mother's care and tenderness

are at an end."

" Fair lady," said the king, " the time that

I can spare you is but short, and it may save

you both trouble and grief, and, perhaps, from

one cause or another, may likewise spare you

a blush, if I tell you that I know the past.

Lest you should suspect that my ears have been

wronged, and your conduct falsely told, the

brief history of the facts is this: — you have

loved and been beloved by a very gallant gen-

tleman, one who has served his king and

country well and faithfully ; and your mother,
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not holding him as dearly and highly as we

may do, or you have done, has opposed your

marriage with the man of your choice, and

endeavoured, as far as may be, to separate you

from him. He, in the somewhat indiscreet

eagerness of love, persuaded you, it would seem,

to fly with him secretly, and unite your fate to

his by a clandestine marriage, which, upon

every principle of law and reason, must be null

and void. However, at the very altar, I am

told, your worthy stepfather here present sur-

prised and separated you from this bold gentle-

man, took means to insure that you should not

meet again, and was bringing or sending you

to Paris, when you contrived to escape. Thus

far we know ; what is there more ? The tale

that we have heard is very simple."

As the king ended, he looked round with a

slight smile, which certainly might be inter-

preted either " This matter is very clear," or

else, " I know there is another version."

The person who answered it first, however,

was the good priest. " That is the story, sire,"
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lie said. " 'Tis a most excellent piece of goods,

but smells somewhat of the manufacturer."

" How so, sir ? but let the lady speak, and say

if this be true or not."

" True, sire," replied Isabel de Brienne,

much to the surprise of the Lord of Masseran.

" It is all true ; but there is much besides to

be said, and some things which I must say, but

which, perhaps, I cannot prove, especially now,

when deep grief masters me. As your majesty

has said— and no blush will stain my cheek

while I do own it— I loved and was beloved,

by as noble a gentleman as ever graced this

land ; but I trust that I loved him wisely too,

for to that love I have been plighted since my

fifteenth year. My father—my good father, sire,

who in times past has stricken in many a battle

by your side, and also in many another well-

fought field— joined my hand to his with pro-

mises which I his daughter was but too willing

to fulfil. My mother, it is true, always looked

somewhat coldly on him I loved, ever since he

struck to the ground a base man, her intendant,
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for wronging an unprotected girl ; but still my

mother was present when we were plighted to

each other; still she was present when my

father, on his death-bed, made me promise that

I would wed the man whom he had chosen.

Oh how willingly I promised !— Oh how gladly

I would have kept that promise ! — but they

have rendered it vain," and unable to restrain

herself, the tears burst forth, and she wept

bitterly,

Henry had carried his eyes from her to the

countenance of the Lord of Masseran from

time to time while she spoke, and now taking

her hand kindly, he said, " Be comforted, dear

lady, be comforted. This changes the matter

greatly. What else have you to add ?"

" Oh much, much, sire," replied Isabel,

wiping the tears from her eyes ;
" but I will be

brief, sire; indeed, I will be brief, and not

waste your most precious time. Bernard de

Rohan, my promised husband, went to serve

his king in Italy
"

" And did serve him there right well," said

the king. " But go on."
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" He had been absent some time," she con-

tinued, " and I was longing for his return,

when a nobleman of your majesty's court sought

my hand, to my great surprise, with my mo-

ther's countenance. Thinking that he had been

deceived, I told him the w^hole truth, but still

he pursued his suit. I wish, sire, that it were

not needful for me to give his name, but I fear

I must."

" The Count de Meyrand," said the king.

" He has already urged his suit to us. What

more of him, fair lady ?"

" He urged it upon me, sire," she answered,

" after he knew that my heart was given, and

my hand was promised, to another— that other

being his own friend. He sought me, sire, he

persecuted me, he used words that I will not

repeat, nay, menaces, all with the countenance

of my mother, who acted, I believe— nay, I

know— under the commands of her new hus-

band. I was in hopes of some relief when my

Lord of Masseran here took us so suddenly to

Savoy, but we were soon followed by the gentle-

man you have named. I was now told to think
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DO more of Bernard de Rohan. I was informed

that my hand was destined for the man whom,

by this time, I detested, and that means would

be found to make me obey. Vague and ter-

rible fears came over me ; but I obtained an

opportunity of writing one letter to him I

loved. Would that I had never done so ! for

that letter has killed him."

" Methinks, sire, it would have been better,"

said the Lord of Masseran, in a sneering tone,

« if the fair lady was so tyrannically used in

my poor dwelling, to write to her brother in

the capital."

!

*' I did," replied Isabel of Brienne, " often

and most sorrowfully."

" But did you ever ask him to come to you?"

demanded the Lord of Masseran. " He says

not."

" Never," replied Isabel of Brienne. " On

the contrary, I besought him not to come. I

concealed half my grief, the daily anguish of

witnessing my mother's sorrow, the taunts, the

sneers, the bitterness, which, like the Egyptian

pestilence, made our very food swarm with
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reptiles— I concealed much, much that I

might have told, and still besought him not to

come."

" May I ask why, madam?" said the king,

with evident surprise.— '' De Vieilleville, there

is something under this.— I must hear the

whole," he added, seeing her hesitate. " Lady,

it must be told."

" It was, sire," said Isabel de Brienne, in a

low but distinct voice— " It was, that I feared

if brother and sister should be in the same

house beyond the pale of your majesty's realm

— in a place where few questions are asked, and

secret acts do not easily transpire — I feared, I

say I feared, much for my brother's safety."

" I understand," said the king, " I under-

stand. But there must be great objects for

such doings."

" Every thing reverts, sire," said Vieilleville,

addressing the king in a low voice— " Every

thing reverts to the mother in case of the death

of the son and daughter without children."

" These, sire, however," said Isabel, " were

but suspicions, and perhaps were unjust "

VOL. II. I
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" Oh most nnjustj I do assure your majesty,"

said the Lord of Masseran, who had more than

once shown a disposition to break in, but had

been restrained by a gesture from the king.

^' Such base designs never entered my mind."

-<< Perhaps such suspicions were unjust, sire,"

continued Isabel ; "but to speak of facts. I

had been forced out more than once to hunting

parties where the Count of Meyrand joined us

;

and at length, on one occasion, I was told that

I must needs go forth with my Lord of Mas-

seran to visit a house of his farther in the moun-

tains. I went with fear, sire, on many accounts.

First, the hour he chose was strange, just be-

fore sunset; next, my mother was not with

us, and next, the train appointed to accompany

us was smaller than usual. Scarcely had night

fallen, when we were suddenly attacked and

overpowered by a large body of men "

"Was this with violence?" demanded the

king. " Was any one killed or hurt?"

" None, but some of the old and faithful

servants of my family," replied the young lady,

" who foro;ot where they were, and how situ-
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ated, and defended their young mistress with

their lives. One of them escaped, and fled to

a little inn for help ; but in the mean time we

were, as I have said, overpowered and carried

off farther into the hills, my Lord of Masseran

as well as myself; though I cannot help thinking

that he went somewhat willingly, for certainly

amongst the assailants there was one if not more

of the attendants of his good friend the Count

de Meyi'and. When we had gone some way—
a long way indeed it seemed to me— a cavalier

who had been found at the inn, none other

than Monsieur de Rohan, came to our rescue,

having gathered together a number of persons

sufficient to deliver us."

" A number of brigands !
" said the Lord of

Masseran, interrupting her, " brigands, you

mean, young lady ! brigands !"

" Ha ! ha ! " cried the priest, " wonderfully

good ! That bolt was smartly shot, my good

Lord of Masseran. But as you have put a

word to the lady's story, I will put another
;

she says « persons,' you say ' brigands,' I say,

any body he could get. I was one of the num-

I 2
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bcr : there were other people from the inn, and

the brigands, it is very true, came and joined us;

not hking, as your majesty may easily conceive,

that the good Lord of Masseran, or any other

lord, should take their trade out of their hands.

However, we refused no help where we could

get it. The Chevalier de Meyrand, who was

at the inn when the man came crying for aid

remained at the table with the capons, and the

bottles of wine, not liking, as may well be sup-

posed, to frustrate his own schemes, or fight

against his own people ; and Bernard de Rohan,

with what assistance he could get, set free the

young lady, ay, and the Lord of Masseran to

boot."

*' Then there were, in truth, brigands with

you, my good father," said the king.

" In sooth were there, sire," replied the

priest ; " some of the best brigands between

this and Naples ; and I have a shrewd notion

that Corse de Leon was there himself."

" Indeed !" said the king with a smile,

'« then I wish I had been there also : I would

give half a province to see that man, who seems
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to have been born for a general, and become a

brigand by accident."

" Brissac writes me word, sire," said the

Marechal de Vieilleville, " that Corse de Leon

has served you better in Piedmont than any

three captains in your service."

" That may well be," said the king ;
" but

yet we must not too openly favour such gentry.

— Now, lady, we have interrupted you too

long."

" I have but little more to say, sire," replied

Isabel de Brienne :
" as those who had delivered

us were carrying us back to the castle in safety,

I had full opportunity— the first time for years

— of speaking with my promised husband, who

informed me that he came, not alone to seek

my hand, but to bear despatches from Mon-

sieur de Brissac to my Lord of Masseran there.

What I have to tell farther is not altogether of

my own knowledge ; but let him deny the facts

if he can, for there are persons who can prove

them if he does deny them. He received in-

telligence that Monsieur de Rohan brought

him despatches and directions of an unpleasant

I S
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kind, and he left the chateau that he might not

receive them. He also ordered that admittance

should be refused both to my mother and my-

self; and 1 had reason to believe that a new

scheme was formed for compelling me to wed

the Count de Meyrand. In these circum-

stances, your majesty, I saw no chance of

escape, but in doing as I did do. I was far

from your protecting arm; I was, in fact, in

the power, and at the disposal, not of my mother,

but of a stranger to our house and nation ; and

I knew that if I delayed or hesitated, even for

a few days, I was likely to be borne far away

beyond the power of rescue or deliverance. I

held that my father's will and wishes justified

me in what, at other times, might have been a

rash, perhaps an improper, act: and having

the opportunity both of seeing him I loved and

escaping with him, I did not hesitate : our pur-

pose being immediately to seek your presence,

and cast ourselves at your majesty's feet, en-

treating your gracious pardon. We were after-

wards seized at the altar, as your majesty has

been told; and I was then carried away, as if
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with the purpose of taking me to soQie remote

place, but, in reality, to give the opportunity of

a mock deliverance by the Count of ^Nleyrand
;

"

and she gave a brief account of what had taken

place after the count came apparently to her

rescue. " I doubt not that he was carrying

me to Paris," she continued^ " and might ulti-

mately have brought me to your majesty's

presence ; but I neither chose to be entirely

in his power, and at his disposal, after all that

had happened, nor to quit that part of the

country where I had reason to believe my

brother was or might soon be, and where my

husband — yes, sire, my husband, for a vow

had been spoken which nothing but death could

do away— where my husband lay a captive in

the hands of that dangerous man. With the

aid of Father Willand here I made my escape

;

but alas ! alas ! it was only to find that he who

had loved me well and truly, was no longer in

life to protect and guide me. I found, sire,

that he had died a horrible death in the castle

of Masseran, by the falling of the tower under

which he was confined,"

I 4
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She spoke, to all appearance, calmly; even

the last words were distinct, though low ; but

she kept her eyes bent down, and, closing them

for a moment, the drops of tears broke through

the long black lashes like a crushed diamond.

" I grieve for you, dear lady," said the kingy

'* and I sympathise with you also; for I loved

this young gentleman well. But tell me, have

you any suspicion that his death was brought

about unfairly?"

" No, sire, no," she replied ; " I have no

cause to suppose so. I know nothing farther

than that it is as I have told you."

" You see, sire," said the Lord of Masseran,

*' that she exculpates me from blame in this

matter."

" No, my lord, no," replied the king. " Of

the manner of this gentleman's death she knows

nothing ; but in regard to your preceding

^conduct, she does any thing but exculpate you.

She says, or I am mistaken, that she had good

reason to know a scheme had been formed for

compelling her to marry the Count de Mey-
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rand, and also for bearing her far away beyond

the possibility of rescue or deliverance. Call

you this exculpating you ?"

" But I deny that this is the case, sire," re-

plied the Lord of Masseran. " How could she

tell what were my schemes or what were my

plans? These are but vague suspicions, en-

gendered by disappointment and anger."

" No, my lord, they are not," replied Isabel

de Brienne. '' They are not vague suspicions

:

they are certainties which I have never yet fully

told to any one, no, not even to him I loved,

because you are my mother's husband ; but

may I put you in mind of a German courier

who was with you secretly on the twenty-ninth

of last month— not the first that came that

day — ay, and of the Spaniard who came two

days afterwards
"

The Lord of Masseran turned paler than his

rufiP, and clasped his hands together, as if about

to pray for mercy ; but Isabel went on, " With

his majesty's permission, I will first tell you

in your ear, my lord, what I know of those
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couriers. Then if you will have it so, and still

deny the fact, I will speak aloud, and call on

those who can prove it."

The king bowed his head in token of con-

sent ; and, while Isabel spoke for a few moments

with the Lord of Masseran apart, he said to

Vieilleville, with a thoughtful look, " You see

Brissac's information was good."

" Might it not be better, sire," said Vieille-

ville, " to send this man for a few days to the

Bastile, in order to ascertain how the case now

stands?"

'* It is not worth while," replied the king, in

the same under voice ; " the treaty will so soon

be concluded that he can do no mischief, espe-

cially while we keep him about the court. On

the contrary, Vieilleville, I hope and trust he

will not drive this poor girl to say any more

;

for I suspect, if she were to tell all, I should be

obliged to punish him ; and that same sword of

justice is the heaviest and most unpleasant one

to wield I know.— Well, fair lady, does your

penitent admit the facts ?"

" He does not deny, my lord," replied Isabel
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de Brienne, " that I had good cause for sus-

picion ; and he has moreover promised me, both

in his own name and in that of my mother,

that I shall never be farther pressed to give my

hand to any one, but shall be permitted to do

the only thing that now remains for me to do

in life: to retire from a world where I have

known little but sorrow, and vow myself to the

altar for ever."

'* Nay, nay," said the king. " Not so, fair

lady, not so. We will have you think of this

better. Such charms as yours were never made

for the cloister. At all events, let the first

shadow of this grief pass away : you know not

what may happen to change your views.'*

" Nothing can ever do so, sire," replied Isa-

bel de Brienne. " Your majesty must not

forget, that with him who is gone I have been

brought up all my life. The sweet years of

childhood, the happiest period that I have ever

known, are in remembrance full of him and of

his affection. To him all my thoughts have

been given, all my wishes linked from child-

hood until now : the thoughts so nurtured
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have become part of my being. His glory I

have felt as my glory, his happiness I have

prayed for before my own, and his praise

lias been to my heart the most tuneful of all

sounds. I can never think otherwise than I

have thought, sire; and I will beseech your

majesty not to give this good Lord of Mas-

seran any motive to withdraw the word that he

has plighted to me."

" Nay, I will not do that," replied the king.

'^ I will hold him bound by that word, that

neither he nor your mother shall offer any op-

position to your wishes in this respect; but

still, at the king's request, you must delay the

execution of such a scheme, at least for a short

time."

** I fear, sire," said the Lord of Masseran,

" that it will be in vain. As your majesty well

knows, and as I do not scruple to confess, I

had other views and wishes for her ; but I know

that she is of so fixed and determined a nature,

that when, believing she is right, she has made

up her mind to a certain course of action, no-

thing will move her to abandon it."
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" We shall see, we shall see," said the king.

" I would fain not lose one of the brightest

ornaments of our court. — Vieilleville," he con-

tinued. " Unto your care I will commend this

young lad3\ Take her with you to the apart-

ments of your daughter, and of my daughter

Claude. Bid the princess love her and soothe

her, and consult with the queen where she can

best be placed in the chateau, so as to have

comfort, and ease, and repose, with as little of

the bustle and gaiety of a court as may^be, for

the time. Such things will be harsh to]"you,

I know, young lady. Monsieur de Masseran,

we will be father and mother also, to her, for a

while. Father Willand, let me see you at night-

fall : I have somewhat to say to you, my good

friend."

*' I shall make the almoner in waiting jea-

lous," said Father Willand ; " but I hope your

majesty will order me some dinner:' for I

doubt much if, in your whole palace, I should

find any one charitable enough to bestow an

alms on a poor wandering priest like myself."

" You are mistaken, good father," said
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Vieilleville. " You will find your cover at my

table— come with me : we must no farther oc-

cupy his majesty's time."

Thus saying, he led Isabel de Brienne to the

door; but before he had gone out, the king

called him back, and said in a low voice, " Do

not let the Savoyard quit the court. Should

need be, tell him I require his presence the

day after to-morrow. — Discourage these ideas

of nunneries.— Poor Meyrand is madly in love

with this girl ; and it is strange to see how pas-

sion mixes itself up with his supercilious air of

indifference.— Perhaps she may be brought to

yield."

" I think not, sire," replied Vieilleville,

bluntly, and with a low bow left the room.
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CHAP. VI.

The horse was strong and fresh, and Bernard

de Rohan rode on rapidly. The stars came

out brighter and brighter as the night deepened,

and the clear, deep, lustrous purple of those

fair southern skies became mingled with yel-

low light, as the moon, looking large and de-

fined, rose over the deep black summits of the

eastern hills. It was not long before the

French frontier was passed ; and in those days,

as Savoy was completely in the occupation of

the French, no guards watched upon the way to

stop or question the stranger coming from the

neighbouring land.

Judging the distance which Isabel must have

gone, even at a slow pace, to be considerable,

Bernard de Rohan did not think fit to pause

at any of the first towns or villages which he

met with, but avoiding man's habitation as
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far as possible, went on till his horse's speed

began to flag, and he found it necessary to stop

for repose and refreshment. He had now gone

on, however, for about five hours, so that it

was by this time the middle of the night, and

with difficulty he made himself heard in a small

hamlet on the road to Grenoble. He procured,

at length, some refreshment for himself and

for his horse, but no tidings whatsoever, which

could lead him to judge whether Isabel and

liis servants had, or had not, taken the same

road which he himself was following. He re-

mained, however, for two hours, to allow the

horse time to rest, and then once more putting

his foot in the stirrup, rode onward at a slower

pace.

About an hour after, the day once more

6egan to dawn, and he found himself winding

in and out amongst the beautiful hills which

border the Isere. Every thing was rich, and

fertile, and picturesque, and upon those scenes

the eye of Bernard de Rohan could have

rested with infinite pleasure at any other time;

but now anxious eau'crness hurried him on,
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scarcely remarking the objects around for any

other purpose than to judge where he was, and

how far from Grenoble. A little after five in

the morning, he passed through the small

village of Montbonnat, and heard with fjlad-

ness the assurance of the people of the place

that he was not much more than two leagues

from Grenoble.

After giving his horse a draught of water,

he went on his way again through that beautiful

district of streams and mountains, constantly

ascending and descending, till at length, not

far from the hamlet of Imfray, he saw before

him a single horseman coming slowly on, the

first person, in fact, whom he had met upon

the road since he had set out the niorht before.

When the young cavalier first perceived him,

the man was at the distance of some two hun-

dred yards ; but it was with no small pleasure

that Bernard de Rohan at once recognised one

of his own servants, named Pierre Millort, an

honest but somewhat weak man, who had been

born upon his own estates, and had served him

for many years. He now felt certain of obtain-
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ing speedy news of Isabel de Brienne, and rode

directly towards the other horseman, expecting

that the man would remember his lord's person

at once. The young nobleman, however, dressed

in the habit which had been given him by Corse

de Leon, bore not at all his usual aspect, and

good Peter Millort also devoutly believed him to

be dead. It is not to be wondered at, therefore,

that he looked upon the person who approached

him as a complete stranger ; and fancying that

there was something in his appearance of a

very doubtful nature, he drew his sword a little

forward, as he saw the strange cavalier riding

directly up to him, and prepared to defend

himself, in case of need, as well as might be.

When Bernard de Rohan called him by his

name, however, asking if he did not recollect

him, astonishment, not a little^^mingled with su-

perstitious fear, made the man nearly fall from

his horse, and he felt strongly inclined to argue

the matter with his young master, in order to

persuade him that he was really dead. At

length becoming fully convinced that such was

not the case, and that Bernard himself, in a
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bodily and corporeal form, was before his eyes,

he gave him the information which he desired

regarding Isabel de Brienne, though that in-

formation was by no means satisfactory to the

young cavalier.

The lady had arrived at Grenoble, he said,

on the very same day that she had set out from

Gandelot's inn; but, finding that her brother

w^as not there, and had not sent any notice of

his coming to the house in the city where she

expected to hear of him, she had taken her de-

parture on the following morning, in order to

reach the capital and throw herself upon the

protection of the king, as speedily as possible.

She hoped to arrive at Vienne in one day, the

man continued, and had sent him off at once

to convey intelligence of her route to somebody

he was to meet at Gandelot's inn.

" Then how happened you not to be there

last night?" demanded Bernard de Rohan.

" Had you pursued your journey, you would

have saved me the trouble of coming to Gre-

noble, and would have enabled me to cut
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across the country and join her at Vienne this

morning. Now she will be two whole days in

advance of me."

" And not a horse will you get in Grenoble

with which to pursue your way," replied the

man ; " for that's the reason, sir, why I did not

come on at once."

" Had you not your own horse ?" demanded

Bernard de Rohan, somewhat angrily.

"Yes, sir," answered the servant, "I had;

but a sad accident happened to him, poor fellow.

I left Grenoble at the very same moment that

the lady set out for Vienne, but I had not got

far beyond La Tronche, when the road being

covered with loose stones which had rolled

down from the hill, my horse slipped and fell,

cutting both his knees to pieces. I was obliged

10 lead him back into the town, and no horse

could I get for love or money, till at length I

made a bargain with a peasant from Bachat to

change with me, he taking my fine beast on

the chance of curing him, and giving me this

wretched animal in his stead, to enable me to

go on my way. It is not, however, an hour
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since he brought the beast in. So you see, sir,

I have lost no time."

" That is enough," said Bernard de Rohan,

thoughtfully, " that is enough. I must go on

to Grenoble now, however. Come with me
;

you will not be wanted at Gandelot's inn;"

and thus saying, he rode on to the town, where

it was necessary to give his own horse a long

time to rest, for the distance which he had come

was more than fifty miles, and the road steep,

difficult, and fatiguing.

Judging by the rate at which Isabel was pro-

ceeding, it was clear that she must reach Lyons

before that day closed; for though she might

not accomplish her purpose of arriving at

Vienne on the day before, yet the distance to

Lyons itself was but two easy days' journey.

Every means that long military experience

suggested was employed by Bernard de Rohan

to refresh and invigorate his horse more

speedily, and those means were very success-

ful, although some of them may appear to us,

in this age, somewhat fantastic. Balls of spice

were given to the animal, his feet and pasterns
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were bathed in red wine, and various other

proceedings of the same kind were adopted with

a similar view. It was impossible, however, to

go on till towards the evening, and even then

the young cavalier found that it was in vain to

seek Vienne that night, as neither his own

horse nor that of his attendant could accom-

plish the distance. They proceeded as far as

possible, however, so as to leave a moderate

day's journey between them and Lyons, and on

the succeeding evening Bernard de Rohan had

the pleasure of seeing the fair city of the Rhone

spread out before his eyes, and of knowing that

there could not well be more than one day's

journey between him and her he loved.

The great difficult}^, however, now was to

discover at what inn Isabel had lodged on the

preceding night, in order to ascertain what

route she had followed on her farther journey.

Lyons, even at that time, was a very large and

important city, filled widi inns of every sort

and description ; and as in those days despotic

suspicion had not invented the fetter-lock of

passports; as there was no tyrannical police, no
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licensed spies to whom the abode of every citi-

zen, the sleeping-place of every traveller, the

movements of every being in the realm were

known, as is now the case in France, Bernard

de Rohan had no other means of ascertaining

the resting-place of Isabel during the preceding

night, than his own conjectures or inquiries

made at all the principal places of public re-

ception.

When he had himself passed through Lyons

some time before, he had been in command of

a considerable body of soldiers, and had lodged

at an inn in the suburb of La Guillotiere. That

suburb was not so large in those days as at pre-

sent ; but it possessed at that period one of the

best inns which Lyons could boast of; and as

the servants who now accompanied Isabel de

Brienne were then with him and he had re-

mained for several days there, he judged it not

at all unlikely that they might have conducted

his fair bride to the resting-place where they

had previously lodged. He rode, then, directly

to the same inn, which was surrounded by its

own court and gardens ; but the faces that pre-
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senled themselves were strange to him ; for

amongst all the mutable things of this earth

there are few more mutable than the servants

of an inn.

In general, at all the auberges on the road, a

man on horseback was sure to meet with atten-

tion and good treatment ; but in such a city as

Lyons, luxury had of course brought fastidious

notions along with it ; and the frequent visits

of persons with large trains, ladies in immense

rumbling carriages or clumsy horse litters, made

the horseman with his single attendant and

weary horses an object of very little importance

in the eyes of the drawers and ostlers.

Perceiving some slackness of civility, the

young cavalier ordered the host to be sent

to him, and the landlord of the Checkers,

for so the inn was called, presented himself,

gazing upon the young gentleman at first as a

perfect stranger. A moment after, however,

the face of the Baron de Rohan came to his

remembrance, at first connecting itself vaguely

with considerable sums of money received, and

numerous expensive attendants, horses, arms.
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banners, et cetera ; so that his satellites were very

soon surprised by seeing various low and pro-

found inclinations of his head, as he welcomed

*' his lordship " back to Lyons ; hoped that the

campaign had gone well with him. Gradually

recollecting more of the circumstances, he re-

called even his visitor's name itself, and in tones

of indignant haste bade the stable boys take

Monseigneur de Rohan's horses, and the cham-

berlain show monseigneur himself to the best

apartments of the inn, while he followed, bow-

ing lowly every time the young cavalier turned

round.

Bernard de Rohan's first inquiries were for

Isabel de Brienne ; but the good host was far

too wise and practised in his profession to

satisfy the young gentleman fully before he

had fixed him at his own inn.— Oh yes, un-

doubtedly, he said, such a lady had been there,

and had set off that very morning, with just

such attendants as monseigneur described. He

would come back and tell him more, he con-

tinued, in one minute, when he had merely

given orders for a nice little supper to be sent
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up, and had seen that the horses were properly

cared for. But when he at length made his

appearance, after being absent till the supper

he talked of was nearly ready, and the young

gentleman actually sent for him, it then turned

out, of course, that the lady he spoke of was

quite a different person, some forty years of

age, and the widow of some famous marshal

dead many years before.

Bernard de Rohan was disappointed, but he

did not suffer his equanimity to be disturbed

at finding some little want of sincerity in an

innkeeper. He partook but lightly, however,

of the good host's supper; and then, directing

the attendant who accompanied him, to make

inquiries at all the inns in the suburb where

they then were, he himself set out on foot, and

passing the bridge, pursued the search through-

out the town of Lyons. That search, how-

ever, proved vain ; and not the slightest tidings

of Isabel and her train had Bernard dc Ro-

han been able to find before the sun went

down.

He was preparing to return to the inn, in
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the hope that his servant might have been more

successful than himself, when, in passing down

one of the long narrow streets which led from

the great square, he was met by a crowd of

people so dense, that he found it would be

absolutely impossible to traverse it, and he ac-

cordingly turned (little caring what had caused

the assemblage) in order to pass round by the

church of the Feuillans, and make his way

homeward by another street.

The pavement of the good town of Lyons is by

no means pleasant, or easy to walk upon, in the

present day, being entirely composed of round

slippery stones, on which the feet seem to have

no hold. In those times it was even worse, for

it was irregular in construction, as well as bad

in material : and Bernard de Rohan himself,

though strong and active, found it no easy task

to outwalk, even by a pace or two, a crowd of

persons better accustomed to tread those streets

than himself. He had contrived to get a few

steps in advance, however, and had reached the

long narrow street which passes round by the side

of the church, when he was stopped just as he was
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about to pass down it by another crowd as dense

as the first, by whicli he was forcibly borne along.

Tlie two currents, meeting in the more open

street he had just quitted, carried him forward

in the midst of them, and finding it impossible

to escape, he gave himself up for the time, and

turning to a lad who was near, inquired what

was the occasion which called so many persons

together.

" Why where do you come from, seigneur,"

said the young man, " that you don't know all

this business?"^

" I come from Italy,'* replied Bernard de

Rohan, " where I have been with the army

;

but, once again, what is all this about?"

" Why I should have thought it might have

reached there," replied the lad. " But don't

you know they are bringing along Jamets, the

great heretic printer, to burn him in the Place

de Terreaux?"

" Indeed ! " said Bernard de Rohan. " Pray

what has he done to merit such a terrible punish-

ment?"

" What has he done ?" cried the young man,
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with a look of indignation. " He is a heretic
;

is not that enough ? Don't they all mock the

holy mass?— What has he done? I should not

wonder if you were a heretic yourself."

" No, no, my good youth," replied Bernard

de Rohan, " I certainly am not that. But

they were not so strict about these matters a

year or two ago, when I went with the army

into Italy."

" There is much need they should be strict

now," replied the boy, who as usual thought it

manly to outdo the follies of his elders, " for

the poisonous vermin have infected the whole

place. Don't push so, Peter," he continued,

speaking to one of those behind him, who was

urging him forward exactly in the same manner

that he was pressing on those before him.

" Get on ! get on ! or we shall not see the

sight," cried the other. ^* They have taken

»him on through the lane."

In a few minutes the crowd began to issue

forth into the Place de Terreaux ; and, before

he could disengage himself, the terrible pre-

parations for burning of one of the unfortunate
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victims of superstition were before the eyes of

Bernard de Rohan. A space was railed ofF in

the centre of the square, and kept clear by

guards ; but in the midst thereof, at the dis-

tance of about thirty yards from the young

cavalier, appeared an elderly man, with a fine

and intelligent countenance, pale as ashes, and

evidently fully sensible of all the agonies of

the death he was about to endure. He was

chained upright to an enormous post or stake

driven into the ground, and one of the brutal

executioners was seen fastening the chain tighter

round his neck, though another had, by this

time, lighted the faggots which had been piled

up underneath and around his feet. From

time to time the victim closed his eyes, and his

lips moved as if murmuring forth a prayer ; at

other moments he cast a wild and fearful glance

round upon the people ; but in general he re-

mained still and quiet, as if striving within

himself to subdue the natural repugnance of

the flesh to the endurance of pain and death.

Bernard de Rohan loved not such sights,

nor such acts ; and as in that open space the
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crowd was thinner around him, he was turning

away once more to pursue his path homeward,

when a capuchin friar, approached the unfor-

tunate man, and, holding up a crucifix, seemed

to exhort him to abandon his faith. At that

point, however, all the firmness which had sup-

ported him through imprisonment and trial

came back, and, waving his hand indignantly,

he turned away his head with a gesture of

disgust.

The capuchin raised both his arms towards

the sky ; and a roar of furious exultation burst

from the people, as the flames, almost at the

same moment, were seen to rise up round the

unfortunate victim, and the convulsive gasp of

agony distorted his countenance.

Bernard de Rohan forced his way on ; but

as he did so, some one touched his arm from

behind, evidently intentionally, and, looking in

that direction, he beheld, to his great surprise,

the countenance of Corse de Leon.

The Brigand gazed upon him for a moment,

but without speaking, then turned his head

away ; and recollecting the warning which he
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had received not to notice him unless spoken to

by him, Bernard de Rohan made his way out

through the people, and reached the inn just

as it was growing dark. He now found that

his attendant had been as litde successful as

himself in the search for Isabel de Brienne;

but the landlord informed him that a gentleman

named the Chevalier Lenoir had been there to

inquire for him ; and Bernard de Rohan, trust-

ing that Corse de Leon might possess some

better means of information than himself con-

cerning the course which Isabel had taken,

waited impatiently for the Brigand's return.
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CHAP. VII.

Bernard de Rohan waited for nearly an hour

before the person whom he wished to see made

his appearance. At length, however, the au-

bergiste entered; and— with a face of so much

mystery and importance as almost to make the

young gentleman believe that he was acquainted

with the character and pursuits of the Brigand

—

he announced that the Chevalier Lenoir had

called again to know if the Baron de Rohan had

returned. In a minute or two after, Corse de

Leon himself entered the room; and Bernard

could not but feel some surprise at the manner

in which the wild, bold, vehement rover of the

mountain side conformed to the usages of

society, and bent down his energies, if we may

so say, to the customary trammels of an artificial

mode of life.

He shook hands with Bernard de Rohan

as an old friend, put down his hat upon the
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table by his side, remarked that the dust had

soiled his plume, spoke of the heat of the past

day, and with such empty nothings carried on

the interview till the aubergiste had retired and

closed the large oaken door behind him.

The moment he was gone, however, the Bri-

gand said abruptly, " I came hither before, to

lead you to the scene whither it seems you had

gone without me. Is not that a lovely sport?" he

continued, with a curling lip and a flashing eye.

" Is not that a lovely sport for keen sleek priests,

after feasting in the refectory ? Is not that a

sweet amusement for these holy and gentle pas-

tors to go to with the grease of their patties still

sticking upon their lips? Pastors ! why our pas-

tors of the Alps would teach them better than

that : they take the wool and use the milk, but

they roast not the lambs of their flock, as the

people of the plains do. By Heaven, it would do

my soul good to make yon bloodthirsty capuchin

eat the flesh he has cooked this night. They

call us lawless brigands," he continued. " Pray

God that we may ever be lawless, so long as

there are such laws as these. I came to show
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you this spectacle, for I once told you I would

make you witness such things, but you had gone

without me."

" I went not willingly," replied Bernard de

Rohan. " I w^as caught in the crowd, and could

not disentangle myself. I hate and abhor such

sights, and think that these acts are disgraceful

and ruinous to our religion. If any thing

could justify heresy, such persecution surely

would do it.*'

" Think not, think not," cried Corse de

Leon, eagerly— "think not that this is a

crime of our religion alone, or of any other. It

is man, and man's infamous laws, and the foul

vices of that strange compact which rogue has

made with rogue, and villain with villain, and

tyrant with tyrant, and fool ^vith fool, in order

that the cunning may have the best means of

outwitting the strong— that the criminal may

torture and destroy the innocent, and the vir-

tuous be for ever the prey of the vicious. Ca-

tholic or Protestant, Heretic, Infidel, Turk— it

is all the same : man is bound together, not by

a league for mutual defence, but by a league for
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mutual destruction and corruption. Here you

yourself have a friend and comrade, who fights

by your side, and whom you trust. What is the

first thing that he does ? betrays you — seeks

to injure you in the darkest way— plots— con-

trives— cabals
"

" There is a day of reckoning coming," re-

plied Bernard de Rohan.

" Ay, and it may come soon," answered

Corse de Leon, " for that very man is now

in Lyons."

Bernard de Rohan started up, and laid his

hand upon his sword, which he had thrown

down uj^on a chair beside him ; but the Brigand

went on, saying, " Not to-night, not to-night.

Let it be in the open day ; and it were better,

too, before tlie whole court of France."

" I will not wait for that," replied Bernard

de Rohan. " Where I find him, there will I

punish him. But as you say, it must be in the

open day. Yet I must not let him escape me ;

I will write to him this instant."

" The way of all others to make him escape

you," replied Corse de Leon. " He might, on
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this occasion, refuse to meet you hand to hand

— he might——

"

" No," answered Bernard de Rohan, " no,

he dare not. There is no French gentleman

who dares to be a coward. To those whom he

has wronged, he must make reparation, even

though it were with Hfe. Besides, this is not a

man to turn away from the sword's point."

" I know not," answered Corse de Leon,

" for I am not one of you ; but methinks—
though there is nothing upon all the earth now

living that could make me turn aside from my

path— there would be something very terrible

to me in a wronged friend. However, this man

may have an excuse, you know not of, to refuse

you that which you desire : he may say that

the matter is before the king, which, as I learn,

it is. Be persuaded : wait till to-morrow : then

let him be narrowly watched : meet him alone,

and when your sword is drawn upon him, then,

as you say, he cannot well evade you."

" He shall not," answered Bernard de

Rohan. " But still it is not him that I now

seek, it is my own dear Isabel ; and here, in
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this town of Lyons, I have lost all trace of her,

though she must have been here last night."

" Perhaps not," replied the Brigand. " I

have no certain tidings of her any more than

you have; but listen to what I do know. I

reached this place in haste to-day ; and during

the morning, at the inn called the Dolphin, near

the old church, by the river, I saw a man who

had been with this Meyrand in Savoy, his guide,

and assistant, and confidential knave. He knew

me not, and indeed, perhaps, had never seen

me, for I see many, but am seen by few. I

made inquiries, however, and 1 found that this

man had preceded his lord from Paris on busi-

ness, it was said, of mighty moment. He was

preparing rooms for him, gaining intelligence,

and in fact making all things ready for what-

ever knavery so skilful a master might have in

hand. I inquired farther, and found that yes-

terday, shortly after the man's arrival, a lady

and her train had paused for some moments at

the same inn — that one of the servants had

spoken to this serviceable villain, and that

without descendinoj from her litter, she had
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gone on, it was said, towards Geneva. To-day

I waited and watched for the arrival of your

enemy, and the moment he did come, he was

closeted with his knave. A minute after, the

host was summoned, and much inquiry made

for fresh horses to go towards Geneva. By this

time, however, it was late : none but tired

beasts could be found, and the journey was put

off till daybreak to-morrow morning."

*' We will travel the same road," said Ber-

nard de Rohan— " We will travel the same

road— But what can have induced Isabel to

take the way to Geneva?"

" We know not that this lady was the same,'"'

replied Corse de Leon, " but supposing her to

be so, forget not that she believes you to be

dead. I have told you that the matter is

before the king ; and she may fear that, as this

Count de Meyrand is a known intimate of a

woman all too pow^erful in this land of France,

some constraint may be laid upon her will, in

order to make her give her hand to him."

" They shall find," replied Bernard de Ro-

han, " that there is one whose claim upon her
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hand is not so easily to be cast off; and even

were I dead, I am full sure that to the last day

of her existence she would look on one who

could betray his friend with nothing but abhor-

rence and disgust."

" It may be so," replied the Brigand ; " but

you have yet one thing to learn. Your claim

upon her hand is already disallowed. On that

the king's decision has gone forth three days

ago. An edict, which has just reached Lyons,

was then registered in the parliament of Paris,

rendering all clandestine marriages, past or

future, null aiad void. This was aimed at you,

depend upon it, for both the wily Italian and

the artful Frenchman were then at the court of

France."

Bernard de Rohan covered his eyes with his

hands, and paused thoughtfully without reply.

" All this," he said at length, " all this shows,

mv friend, the absolute need there is of my

being speedily in Paris. Wherever Isabel may

turn her steps, she will soon hear that I am

living, if I appear before the king ; and in an-

other point of view, also, my speedy appeal to
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Henry himself may do good. There is one

whom you have mentioned who does certainly

possess much power— far too much for any

subject in the realm— but yet I judge not of

her so harshly as you perhaps may do. She

has a noble spirit, and I think would not wil-

lingly do wrong. Besides all this, she is the

trusted friend of one who loves me well— the

Marechal de Brissac — therefore I do believe

that especially she would not wish to injure

me. When I have seen her she has always

seemed to regard me highly; and I will own

— although I must regret that any one should

hold such authority in the land of France

as often to overrule the king's wisest ministers

— I do believe that, for her own personal

advantage, she would in no degree seek what

is unjust to another or do that which might

be dangerous to her country. I have no

doubt that one of her first wishes is to promote,

in every way, such plans as she considers just

and wise ; and, although of course she may

from time to time be biassed, like every other

person, by blinding mists of prejudice or of
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self-interest, yet I do think that she is less so

than any other being who ever yet filled a

situation of splendid disgrace and ill-bought

authority. I believe, then, that with her, as

with the king, a few plain words of remon-

strance and explanation will win that support

which is alone needful to my just claims."

" Then go thither at once," said Corse de

Leon, with a dissatisfied air. " If you will still

trust to those whom you have not tried, go

thither, and encounter whatever the conse-

quence may be. Were I you, my conduct

would be different."

" What would you do, then?" asked Ber-

nard de Rohan. " I do not propose to go to

the court at once, but merely after I have done

all that I can to trace my Isabel on the road

that she has taken. Say ! what would you

do were you situated as I am?"

" It matters little," replied Corse de Leon

;

" for we are differently formed. You are like

the stately war-horse, doubtless strong and full

of fire, but broken down to the bit and rein of

custom, and trained to pace hither and thither,
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as the great riding-master, called society, wills.

Your affections may be vehement, your courage

high, your heart sincere, but you are not fitted

and formed for the wild life of freedom, or for

a desperate and deadly struggle against the

trammels of habit, and the lash and spur of

opinion. I, on the contrary, am the lion— or,

if you will, the tiger, or the wolf No hand

tames me and goads me on—my mouth knows

no bit and curb— the desert is my home— soli-

tude my society—my own will my law— and

they who strive to take and chain me^ to break

me down to the world's habits, or to bind me by

man's opinions, will either rue the bite of the

free wild beast, or see him die before the

hunters, in silence and despair. If you would

know what I would do, I would take my re-

venge of that bad man— I would seek the lady

till I found her— I would tell her that dangers,

obstructions, impediments, and the vain idleness

of a world's laws were before us if we did not

trample upon that world's judgments—I would

ask her to cast off for me and with me the pre-

judices of country and connections— I would
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make my native place of the first land of free-

dom I could find— I would find my friends

and my relations amongst the brave, and the

free, and the good, wherever I met them— I

would press out from the grape of liberty the

wine of my own happiness, and I would drink

of the cup that my own hand had prepared.

But such counsels are not for you ; such things

are not parts of your nature."

" I believe not," replied Bernard de Ro-

han ;
" but still the first part of your advice

I shall follow, and at daybreak to-morrow will

set out to meet this man upon the way, and bid

him draw his sword where there is none to in-

terrupt us."

" Should he refuse ? — " said the Brigand.

"He is well accompanied— has many men with

him, and some who seem to bear a high rank and

station. He may refuse to draw his sword, and

say that the matter is before the king— what

then ?"

"I will spurn him as a cur," replied Ber-

nard de Rohan. " I will strike him in the

midst of his people, call him coward as well as
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knave, and send him back with the brand of

shame upon his brow. It matters not to me

who are with him ! If gentlemen be there, so

much the better, Bernard de Rohan's name is

not unknown, Bernard de Rohan's honour

bears no stain ; and they shall hear his treachery

and baseness blazoned in the open day by a

tongue unknown to falsehood."

Corse de Leon gazed upon him for a moment

with a grave, perhaps one might call it a pitying

smile. "You have forgotten," he said, "or

never fully known the court of France. There

has there risen up," he added, " within my me-

mor}', a habit— an affectation of indifference,

if you like to call it so— to all things on this

earth ; which indifference is born of a corrupt

and a degraded heart, and of sated and ex-

hausted appetites. To a high mind, furnished

with keen and vigorous faculties, nothing on

earth can be indifferent ; for acuteness of per-

ception— a quality which, in its degree, assimi-

lates us to the divine nature— weighs all dis-

tinctions. As God himself sees all the qualities

of every thing, whether minute or great, and
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gives them their due place, so the grander

and the more expansive the intellect may be,

the more accurately it feels, perceives, and esti-

mates the good or evil of each individual thing.

The low and the base, the palled taste of luxury,

the satiated sense of licentiousness, the callous

heart of selfishness, the blunted sensibilities of

lust, covetousness, gluttony, effeminacy, and

idleness, take refuge in indifference, and call it

to their aid, lest vanity — the weakest but the

last point to become hardened in the heart of

man— should be wounded. They take for their

protection the shield of a false and tinsel wit,

the answer of a sneer, the argument of a super-

cilious look, and try to gloze over every thing,

to themselves and others, with a contemptuous

persiflage which confounds all right and wrong.

Thus will this count and his companions meet

you ; and you will gain neither answer nor

satisfaction, but a jest, a sneer, or a look of

pity."

" It matters not," replied Bernard de Rohan,

" it matters not ! There are some things that

men cannot laugh away ! Honour, and courage.
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and virtue, are not columns planted so loosely

that a light gale can blow them down ; and I

will mark his brow with such disgrace that an

ocean of laughter and light jests will never

wash the stain off again. When I have done

that, I will seek my Isabel, and by her own

wishes shall our future conduct be guided. You

have reasoned like a learned scholar, my good

friend; but yet you see you have not converted

me to your thoughts, though I will own that it

much surprises me to find you have such varied

knowledge of courts, and, I should think, of

schools also."

" I have of both," replied Corse de Leon :

" the one I have seen, though in a humble

sphere, the other, in my youth, I frequented,

and gained there knowledge which those who

taught me did not know that they communi-

cated. However^ I wished not to convince you or

to overrule your determination, for that deter-

mination is not wrong. I only desired that you

should go to its execution with a full know-

ledge of all that you might meet with. Follow

your plan, therefore, as you have laid it down.
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and in executing it I will not be far from you

in case of need. There is no knowing what a

bad man may do, and you ride too slightly

attended to oiFer much resistance in case they

sought to do you wrong."

" Oh I fear not, I fear not," replied Ber-

nard de Rohan. " Here, on the soil of France,

I have no fear of any acts of violence, such as

that from which I suffered in Savoy."

" Have you not seen to-night," said his com-

panion— " Have you not seen this night what

wrongs are daily done, even here ? However, as

I have said, I will not be far from you ; so for

the present farewell, and let not daylight see

you a lingerer in this dark city."

Thus saying, he turned and left his young

companion, who remained for some time

plunged in deep thought ; and though the light

of bright hope continued still unextinguished

before him, mists and clouds came across the

flame from time to time, making it wavering,

uncertain, and obscure.
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CHAP. VIII.

The sky was still grey, when Bernard de

Rohan, up and dressed, stood waiting in his

own chamber till his horses, which seemed

somewhat long in coming, were brought forth

into the court of the inn. As he did so, he

slowly and thoughtfully drew his sword from

the scabbard, and pressing the point against

the ground, bent the weapon nearly double.

Then withdrawing his hand suddenly, he suf-

fered it to spring back again, and the well-

tempered blade became instantly as straight as

it was before.

The young gentleman marked it with a

smile, and putting the true friend in need back

again into the scabbard, he walked down the

stairs and spoke a few words to the host at the

door, till his horse being at length led forward,
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he sprang into the saddle and rode out, as if

taking the way to Geneva.

When he had gone about a mile, he met a

peasant coming in on a gaily decorated mule,

bringing supplies for the good city ; and as the

man gave him the good morning, the baron

asked whether there were any travellers on the

road before him.

" Oh ay," replied the man, " a fair party

as you would wish to see, and a gallant gentle-

man at their head.— Perchance you are looking

for them?"

" It may be so," replied Bernard de Rohan.

" How far are they in advance, my good

friend?"

" Truly you must use whip and spur," re-

plied the man, " for I passed them a good hour

and a half ago, beyond Mirebel, and they were

going at a mad rate."

Bernard de Rohan did apply the spur ; and

in a much less time than an hour and a half

passed through the small hamlet of Mirebel,

and under the old castle which then stood upon

the hill beyond. Inquiring at one of the cot-
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tages as he passed on, he again heard of the

same party, but still found that they were far in

advance of him ; nor, by the accounts of the pea-

santry, did he seem to have gained upon them

much, when he was once more obhged to pause

in order to refresh his horse.

" It will be night before I overtake them,"

he thought ;
*' but I will overtake them or die."

Such resolutions are always very, very vain,

as, indeed, is every other resolution of human

nature. Tossed as we are upon the sea of

circumstances, and never knowing where the

next wave may bear us, there is but one reso-

lution which man can safely take, with even a

probable hope of not breaking it— the reso-

lution of doing right whatever may be the

event. Then, even then, he must count with

daring boldness upon the stability and the

firmness of that most weak and waverincr thinor

— his own heart.

Bernard de Rohan resolved to overtake them

or to die; and with that resolution he rode on.

At Mont Luel he heard of them again, and

eagerly pursued his way, till towards the after-
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noon he arrived, with tired horses, at the small

town of Pont d'Ain. He had heard of the

party tlmt he sought at every place where he

had paused to inquire, even as far as the village

of Varambon, which, as the reader well knows,

is scarcely a mile and a half from the pleasant

little town of Pont d'Ain. In the latter place,

at that time, though it was directly on the way,

as the road then lay, from Paris to Chambery,

and a castle belonging to the Duke of Savoy

stood upon the heights, seeming to claim it as a

part of his dominions— at that time there was

but one inn in the place which afforded accom-

modation for man and horse. There were two

or three houses, indeed, of the kind called

Replies, where travellers on foot were enter-

tained; but to the other house, or the Gite,

as it was called, Bernard de Rohan directed his

steps, and immediately on dismounting in-

quired for the party of horsemen which had pre-

ceded him.

" The gentleman and his servant," replied

the hostess, who was the person to whom he

addressed himself,— " The gentleman and his
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servant, who came about two hours and a half

ago, have both gone out, and are to return

by supper-time ; but there has no other party,

sir, either stopped here or passed through Pont

d'Ain to-day."

Such tidings were not to be believed by Ber-

nard de Rohan ; and although he had passed

through Pont d'Ain more than once before, and

had every reason to believe that there was no

other inn in the place, he now imagined that

in this respect he must be mistaken ; and, say-

ing that he also would return to supper, he set

out to inquire at every other house of public

entertainment in the town, whether the person

whom he sought for had as yet arrived.

The purposes with which he went w^ere cer-

tainly of a fierce and stern kind : he felt that

he had been deeply and bitterly wronged, and

he went to punish him who had done it ; but

as he walked on there was a calm sweetness in

the air, somewhat tempered from the heat of

noon, which in a degree soothed him, and caused

a feeling of sorrow at being forced to perform so

M 3
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bloody a task, to mingle with tlie other sensa-

tions in his bosom.

He inquired at more than one place whether

there was any other inn than that at which he

had stopped ; but found that there was none

where the party which he sought could have

paused for the night. At every other auberge,

also, the same story was told him, that no per-

sons had passed through the town that day, nor

had any party of consequence entered the town

except the cavalier and his servant, who had

put up at the great inn, and who it appeared

had been seen by every one. One old woman,

to whom he applied, began to enlarge upon the

grace and beauty of the cavalier ; and Bernard

de Rohan, thinking that Adrian de Meyrand

might possibly have left some of his attendants

behind on the road, or sent them in some other

direction, began to question her as to whether

she had remarked which way the gentleman

took when he left the inn, and could point it

out to him.

" Doubtless I can, sir," she said in reply.

" He seemed to saunter forth quite idly, and
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looked about the town. Then he walked up

towards the castle, and then cast his eyes up

the river, and came down again, and crossed

the bridge, and I saw him go slowly up, gazing

upon the water as if wondering at its clear-

ness."

" That is not like Adrian de Meyrand,"

thought Bernard de Rohan, as the woman

spoke. " He has no such tastes as that. Never-

theless, I will make myself sure
;

" and, follow-

ing the way that the good lady pointed out to

him, he too crossed the old bridge, and walked

quickly on at the side of the ^Ain by a path

which skirted the river, and along which the

high road is now carried. He pursued this

path for nearly two miles before he perceived

any human being, except here and there, in the

fields around, some of the peasantry gathering

in the abundant gifts of nature, or boys and

girls scaring the birds from the vines. At

length, however, the young cavalier perceived

another gentleman, sitting in a picturesque situ-

ation on a bank overhanging the stream, and
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gazing down upon the water. He was amusing

himself by pitching off pebbles from the bank

with the point of his sword scabbard, while his

hat and plume lay beside him, and his long

dark hair fluttered in the summer breeze.

The stranger was evidently not Adrian de

Meyrand, but yet the form was familiar to Ber-

nard de Rohan. He could not see the face,

indeed ; but the figure, the attitude, the employ-

ment, each instantly served to awaken remem-

brances of other days, and to tell him that, there

before him, sat Henry de Brienne, the brother

of his own dear Isabel. The young gentleman

did not perceive that any one approached ; and,

the path which his friend followed passing over

the bank behind, Bernard de Rohan came within

a step of him without rousing him from his re-

verie. The attitude and countenance of Henry

de Brienne were both melancholy, and Bernard

de Rohan heard him sigh deeply.

" Henry," said the young soldier, laying his

hand on his arm — " Henry, this is a strange

meeting."

Henry of Brienne started up, and drawing a
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Step back, gazed upon Bernard de Rohan with

an inquiring and bewildered look. " Mort-

bleu ! " he exclaimed at length, grasping his

companion's hand. " Here is the dead alive

again ! Why, Bernard, 'tis but this morning I

heard of your death. Intelligence the most

certain was brought of your being crushed

under one of the towers of the castle of Masse-

ran; and you have no earthly right to be alive."

" Has that story travelled even hither ?
"

said the young cavalier :
" Rumour has cer-

tainly quicker wings than the wind, for that

false tale to have reached even the Pont d'Ain

in four or five days."

" Nay, it was in Lyons that I heard it," re-

plied Henry de Brienne, " and there dame Ru-

mour appeared on a horse's back, and clothed

in the dress of a courier of the Lord of Mas-

seran's."

" Were you then in Lyons this morning?"

demanded Bernard de Rohan eagerly.

" In truth was I," his companion answered ;

" even at the inn called the Dolphin, Bernard

;

and had you but sought for me there, you would
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have found me with more than one old friend of

yours."

" With Adrian de Meyrand ? " replied Ber-

nard de Rohan :
" where is he now, Henry ?

He it is I am now seeking. Did he come with

you hither ?
"

" Not only Meyrand," replied the young

count, without directly answering his friend's

question— " Not only Meyrand, but the Lord

of Masseran also would you have found, had

you but visited the Dolphin. But come, let

us return to the inn, and, like statesmen and

lawyers, discuss all things over our supper;"

and thus saying, he drew his friend back in the

direction of the town.

" But where is the Count de Meyrand?" again

demanded Bernard de Rohan. " Henry, he

has basely wronged me ; and if he be any where

within reach I must find him, and make him

give me reason for what he has done."

" He is far away by this time," replied the

other in a careless tone, that did not much

please his companion. " Why, Bernard, he is
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at Moulins ere now, and will be in Paris before

you can reach him."

" Then he came not on with you hither?"

demanded Bernard de Rohan, seeing that the

prey had escaped from him. " This is unfor-

tunate."

" No, he returned to Paris as quick as he

came," replied Henry of Brienne. " It was

my good lord and stepfather who came hither

with me ; but if you would know, dear friend,

how it all fell out, you shall hear the tale;"

and he proceeded to give Bernard de Rohan as

clear an account as his own knowledge would

afFord, of all that had taken place in Paris

affecting the marriage of his friend and his

sister.

Bernard de Rohan listened in silence, with

busy but bitter thoughts chasing each other

through his brain, while Henry proceeded. " I

set out alone," continued Henry de Brienne,

after having detailed the announcement of

the edict— "I set out alone, and to say sooth,

I did not much covet the ffood Lord of Mas-
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seran as a travelling companion. I had scarcely

reached the third post, however, when I was

overtaken by my amiable stepfather and the

Count de Meyrand : the Lord of Masseran

being bound by the king's commands to set

you instantly free ; and the good count, I have

a notion, being very desirous of helping me to

seek for Isabel. When, however, we heard this

morning at Lyons, by a courier from Savoy,

that you were buried under the ruins of one of

the towers, the count sped back again to

Paris, to make his claim to the hand of Isabel

good before the king, while the Lord of Mas-

seran did me the honour of accompanying me

almost to the gates of the Pont d'Ain. I was

very anxious to get rid of him ; but I knew it

might be difficult to do so straightforwardly,

and, therefore, by a word spoken now and then,

during our morning's ride, I just let him under-

stand, that the king of France was very likelj'^

to visit your death upon his head some^vhat

severely, if he did not seek that gracious mo-

narch at once and tell his own story first. I

insinuated this fact more than asserted it, and
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he consequently became so strongly possessed

with that idea, that he quitted me where the

road turns off, leaving me to pursue my search

alone. Here, however, we are, once more

upon the bridge, and I trust that supper is

ready, for I am an hungered."

" Have you any clue," demanded Bernard

de Rohan, " to guide you in your search for

Isabel ? She, too, it seems, is persuaded that I

am dead, and I long to find and comfort her."

" I have no certain clue whatever," replied

Henry de Brienne, in an indifferent tone.

" She escaped from the charge of ]Meyrand,

it would seem, somewhere about Bourgoin, and

he, suspecting that Masseran had taken her,

followed with ail speed to Paris. As soon as

he found his mistake, however, he sent off a

servant to watch for her at Lyons, and gain

what intelligence he could of the course she

pursued. From this man we learnt last night

that a lady had paused at that inn, whom, from

a slight glance he obtained of her face in the

close litter that bore her, he could have sworn

was Isabel herself; but she staid not for more
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than a few minutes, and then took the road

onwards towards Geneva. What should lead

her to Geneva I cannot conceive; and, moreover,

the fellow represents her as being accompanied

by an almoner, and a large train, which how poor

Isabel should get I cannot divine. However, as

this was the only trace of her to be found, I felt

myself bound to follow it, and here I am upon

that course without any great tidings to guide

me farther. If one may believe the people at

the inn here, there were at least fifty ladies

and fifty large trains, and fifty almoners, passed

through the Pont d'Ain yesterday ; but at all

events I shall gain intelligence at the frontier,

for they would not allow a number of men to

pass without inquiry."

Bernard de Rohan heard him in silence,

pondering upon all the intelligence which had

been given him. He now, for the first time,

knew all that had taken place, and he felt that

his situation was one of no slight difficulty.

The ear of the king had evidently been gained

by persons whom he had but too just a cause

to regard as his enemies. Though neither he
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nor Isabel was distinctly mentioned by the edict

of the king, his marriage had been formally

annulled ; and it became a question, whether

he should immediately proceed to Paris and

endeavour to remove any prejudices created

against him, leaving Henry ofBrienne to seek for

his sister and bring her to the court; or whether

he should pursue the search for Isabel herself,

and, accompanying her to the capital, lay claim

to the hand which he still looked upon as

plighted to him by ties that the will of no king

upon earth could ever dissolve.

It may be asked, whether the suggestion

which had been made to him by Corse de Leon,

of carrying her he loved to some foreign land,

did not occur to his mind ; and whether he did

not feel tempted in some degree to follow it.

It certainly did present itself to his recol-

lection. It was, however, but as an image of

what might be a last resource. He knew

that the church would hold his marriage to

be good, whatever a retrospective law might

say against it; and he did think, that, under

some circumstances, he might fly with Isabel
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to another land, and pass the rest of his days

in voluntary exile, content with an inferior

station, and happy in an union with her

he loved. The picture, even, was a pleasant

one to look upon ; for, in contemplating sa-

crifices that we propose to make for the attain-

ment of any great object, imagination is ever a

kind friend to self-devotion, painting the con-

sequences of our acts all bright, and concealing

all the darker points of the future in a blaze of

light. We see not, we calculate not upon a

multitude of minor miseries; neither do we

take into consideration the remoter evils ; it is

the greater and the nearer pains and perils that

we look to, and w^e find strength in the de-

termination of our own hearts to vanquish these.

But at the same time we do not remember that

the strong cause, the motive which gave such

vigorous impulse to all our actions, as to carry

us through the first and more prominent ob-

stacles, gradually loses its own power and

activity, till at length the very memory of our

first sensations dies away, and we are left to

endure all the remote consequences w^ithout the
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sustaining power that bore us forward at first.

The cannon ball that tore its way through

strong walls without a perceptible diminution

of its speed, in the end of its course creeps

slowly along the ground, and at length a child^s

hand may stop it as a plaything. Thus, in

general, are the strong resolutions of encoun-

tering all evils for the attainment of one great

purpose. They carry us forward impetuously

through the first obstacles, but fail of them-

selves at length, and are overcome by petty

impediments. No man, however, believes it

will be so in his own case. For no one either

sees all those petty impediments, or believes-

that the vigour of his resolution will ever fail.

To Bernard de Rohan the thought of so

flying with Isabel, and seeking fame and for-

tune in another land, offered a pleasant picture

to*_his eye, but merely as a thing that might

have been, had France then been groaning

under a despotic tyrant, or which still might

be, were any act of absolute injustice exercised

against himself. Such, however, was not yet the
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case. The monarcli was one very generally

loved and esteemed, not perhaps a very great

and politic sovereign, nor in any respect a man

of resplendent genius, but still of an amiable

and a kindly heart, of a noble and a chivalrous

spirit, humane, and generous, and placable.

He paused not then upon the suggestion of

Corse de Leon as a plan applicable to the

moment; but when he came to ask himself

the question, which of the other two courses

he should pursue, whether he should hasten

on to the court alone, or accompany Henry of

Brienne upon his search, the latter was soon

chosen. " I should be wronging my own

claims," he thought, "not to maintain to the

last mv rio[ht to Isabel's hand as her husband.

The consent of her father having been given,'

and given in her mother's presence, without

the slightest opposition, must surely render

this marriage a case not to be affected by the

king's edict. I should be injuring her, then,

I should be injuring myself, if I did not main-

tain my right by every means in my power;

and hand in hand with her, I will go to the
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foot of the throne, and require Henry's con-

firmation of our union."

There were other considerations, also, which

led him towards the same course. There was in

the manner of Henry of Brienne a certain sort

of thoughtful abstractedness which was not na-

tural to him. There was a reserve, a want of

the open-hearted and somewhat careless frank-

ness of demeanour which usually characterised

him — a something, in short, which showed a

difference between his affections at that time

and his feelings in the years gone by. It was

not that he was cold, or unkind, or unfriendly

;

but there was a shade upon him, a restraint,

which made Bernard de Rohan but the more

anxious to see Isabel himself, and accompany

her to the court. His conduct, therefore, was

easily determined ; but as his young companion

continued thoughtful, and seemed little inclined

to speak, Bernard de Rohan resolved to wait

till the next morning, ere he discussed with

Isabel's brother the future plans they were to

pursue.

N 2
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They were near the inn, indeed, before

Henry de Brienne's tale was concluded; and

once arrived there, supper had to be served,

servants and chamberlains were coming and

going, and no opportunity for private conversa-

tion presented itself. The hours went by, the

sun went down, and Henry yawned, declaring

that he was fatigued with his long joiu'ney.

Bernard de Rohan marked his conduct with

some surprise, but agreed to his proposal of

retiring to rest; and, though he himself, anxious

to depart early on the following day, lost no

time in seeking his pillow, he heard with

wonder and with pain the steps of Henry de

Brienne, in the adjoining chamber, walking up

and down for more than an hour, and giving a

direct contradiction to his pretence of fatigue.

" All is not right," thought Bernard de

Rohan— " All is not right, and I must learn,

as soon as possible, what is the matter here."

The lover was early up, as usual ; but Henry

de Brienne did not appear for some time, and

Bernard de Rohan sent a servant to his room

to waken him.
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*' He would come to breakfast soon," was

the reply the servant brought ; but another

hour went by and he did not come ; and when

his friend went up himself, to hasten him, he

found him but half dressed.

Bernard de Rohan urged him to more speed,

somewhat impatiently; but the young gentle-

man seemed surprised, and heard his friend

announce his determination of accompanying

him in the search for Isabel, with a look ex-

pressive of any thing but satisfaction. Bernard

de Rohan had to remember that it was Isabel's

brother, and to put a guard upon his lips, lest

any sharp or unkind word should escape him.

Believing, upon reflection, that either the

Lord of Masseran, or the Count de Meyrand,

might have been labouring to shake Henry de

Brienne's regard for him, he turned the sub-

ject during their breakfast to the conduct of

both those persons, and displayed fully and

fairly the proceedings of each. Henry de

Brienne heard him almost in silence, and only

observed, " Oh, every thing is fair in love and

war, you know, Bernard."
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"And in friendship, too?" demanded Ber-

nard de Rohan gravely. " If so, Henry, neither

love nor friendship will bring happiness, nor

war glory. A man of honour will pursue each

honourably, or not at all. He who wins by

other means loses more, surely, than he gains.

— But here are the horses, friend ; let us not

waste more time, I do beseech you."

Thus saying, he hastened out and sprang

upon his horse. Henry de Brienne followed

more slowly, and lost many a precious minute

in inquiries and orders about nothing ; mount-

ing at length, he rode on in silence beside his

friend. There was restraint on both sides ; and

Bernard de Rohan even thought that he per-

ceived a degree of irritability in Heni-y's man-

ner which was unpleasant to him ; and yet the

mood was strange, too : for when Bernard strove

to vanquish his restraint, and to remove the

strange humour which had fallen upon him

;

when for that purpose he tried to lure his

mind back to other years, and, through the

memories connected therewith, to awaken the

feelings and affections of those days ; when he
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spoke of his early love for Isabel, and her love

for him, and of all the things in the gone,

by means of which association was likely to re-

new a better spirit, Henry smiled with a me-

lancholy air, and casting do^^•n his eyes,

thoughtfully murmured, " Those were happy

days."

As soon, however, as the momentary effect

had passed away, he fell into the same mood,

and in conversation either displayed a quick

and waspish impatience, or rambled wildly and

idly over a thousand irrelevant subjects, ever

keeping aloof from any mention of his sister,

and her union with Bernard de Rohan,

At the small town of Cerdon, near which

the traveller first begins to climb the moun-

tains of the Jura, the two gentlemen stopped

to make inquiries, hoping there to obtain

some more accurate information regarding the

course of Isabel than they had met with at

Pont d'Ain. Here, however, no trace of her

was to be found. If, at their former rest-

ing-place, they had been confused by a mul-

titude of accounts, here none was to be
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obtained at all. The simple fact met them

in reply to every inquiry, that no lady, with

any train, great or small, had passed by, or

through Cerdon, during the several preceding

days. This assurance was given, and repeated

again and again, and how the search was to be

pursued now became the question. At length,

it was determined to send out messengers in

various directions, to the towns and villages

round about, between Cerdon and the Pont

d'Ain, to discover at what point Isabel had

quitted the road to Geneva; and, not con-

tented with trusting to others, Bernard de

Rohan, after a short pause, declared that he

would set forth himself, and trace back the

way for some distance towards Lyons, inquir-

ing at every village near which a cross road

turned off.

Henry de Brienne endeavoured to dissuade

"him from going, and then drew from him a

hasty promise not to pursue the search, if he

gained certain intelligence, without coming or

sending for him.

" I must slay here," he said, " myself, unless
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I gain some clear information, as my good Lord

of Masseran has promised to send me news of

his reception at the court, without a moment's

loss of time. He travels post, and such tidings

may soon come."

Bernard de Rohan paused not for farther

inquiry, but went on his way, and during the

whole of the rest of that day pursued the

search, but in vain. On his return to the

inn at Cerdon that night, he found that Henry

de Brienne had set off, not long after himself,

for Nantua, leaving a message that he would

be back as soon as he could.

He learned also that two of the messengers

which had been sent out had returned, bring-

ing no tidings : but a third arrived, towards

eleven at night, with better success, having

heard, at the town of Bourg, that a lady had

passed in that direction, bearing so completely

the description of Isabel that Bernard could

not doubt her route was once more dis-

covered.

" The people at the inn at Bourg," the

man said, ** declared she had taken her way to-
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wards Macon, and was travelling but slowly ;"

and the lover's heart beat eagerly to follow her

at once, had he not been prevented by his

promise to her brother. He looked anxiously,

then, for Henry's return ; but midnight passed,

and it became no longer doubtful that he

would remain at Nantua that night.

Bernard de Rohan took the precaution, how-

ever, to order a messenger to proceed at an

early hour to Nantua, bearing intelligence to

Henry de Brienne, that the course his sister

had taken had been discovered ; but when he

himself rose early the next morning his friend

had not made his appearance, and several

more hours passed, by the young cavalier, in

somewhat angry impatience. At length, when,

as far as he could calculate, full time and more

than time had been given for Henry de Brienne

to return from Nantua, he ordered out his

horse, resolved to wait no longer, and was in

the very act of mounting to depart, when the

messenger he had sent rode up to the inn

door, telling him that IsabePs brother had set
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off by the cross road which led from Nantua

direct towards Bourg, and begged him to join

him at the village of Leissard.

Bernard de Rohan certainly felt somewhat

indignant; but, followed by his servant, he put

spurs to his horse in order to overtake his

friend; and though, on account of the rivers

and streams which intersect that part of the

country, he had some difficulty in making his

way, he yet arrived at Leissard in time to meet

Henry de Brienne at the door of a little ca-

baret in the village. He could not refrain

from giving some way to the feelings of anger

which his friend's conduct had occasioned ; and

though he spoke gently, he certainly spoke

reproachfully.

Henry answered in a hot and fiery mood;

and the old lady of the inn, who was handing

up a glass of the good wine of Bresse to the

young gentleman, exclaimed, " Oh, don't quar-

rel, noble sirs, don't quarrel. It were a pity

to see two such gentlemen any thing but

friends."
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" Be not afraidj my good lady," replied Ber-

nard de Rohan, " there is no fear of our

quarrelling."

" On my life, I do not know that," replied

Henry de Brienne; and, without more ado, he

put a piece of money in the hostess's hand and

spurred on. It was then that Bernard de

Rohan first perceived that his friend was quite

alone, having no longer even the servant with

him who accompanied him from the Pont

d'Ain to Cerdon ; and, riding fast after him,

he asked him where was his groom, more for

the purpose of beginning a new subject than

any thing else.

" I have left him to wait for Masseran's

courier," replied the young count in a surly

tone. " But 1 see not what you have to do

with that."

" Nay, nay, Henry," replied his friend, '' do

not make a quarrel out of nothing ! In what I

said just now I merely wished to point out that

when two people are pursuing a search of this

kind together, they must act upon some ar-

ranged plan."
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" I really do not see," said Henry de Brienne,

turning his head towards him sharply, but still

riding on, " why we should pursue this search

together at all. I do not want your company

in it ; and, in fact, would a great deal rather

be without it. I am seeking my sister, in

order that she may be placed under the king's

protection as well as mine, and on such a

search I would rather proceed alone."

Bernard de Rohan remonstrated in vain, and

then, using a higher tone, explained to him

briefly his views and purposes, which were the

views and purposes of an honourable and up-

right man.

" I have nothing to do with all that," re-

plied Henry de Brienne. " I have merely to

say that I don't choose to be followed and

tutored, guided and directed, by you. The

matter has gone far enough."

"Too far, Henry !" replied Bernard de Ro-^

han, with his cheek very red. " Be assured,

however, that whatever you say or do will make

no difference to me. I shall pursue my search

for Isabel, having myself obtained information
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of where she is, without scruple and without

hesitation, whether it pleases you or not."

" Then you shall certainly pursue your search

by yourself," answered Henry de Brienne with

an angry gesture ;
" for you shall not accom-

pany me. I am in no mood to be trifled

with," and his left hand rested upon the hilt of

his sword.

" Nay, nay, Henry," replied Bernard de

Rohan, with a sorrowful smile, " this is really

too much. You will do as you please ; I shall

simply pursue the straightforward path before

me towards Macon. I shall endeavour, and,

I trust, with success, to find your sister, and

shall convey her immediately to the court of

the king, with all the tenderness, affection,

care, and delicacy of a brother. Now, as I

said before, you will act as you please ; I go on

my way, and say not one word more upon the

subject."

" I will take care you shall not say one

word more to me," replied Henry de Brienne.

" But yet the matter ends not here ; we shall

meet again ere long. If you follow that path,
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I follow this." So saying, he turned at once

into a road, the entrance of which they had

been approaching, and which led into a deep

wood, extending down to the very banks of the

Ain. He took no farther leave, nor looked

behind him, but galloped on at full speed,

leaving his companion gazing after him in

anger, surprise, and grief

After pausing for a moment, Bernard turned

towards the servant, who had drawn up his

horse a step behind, and who, having heard

angry words, and marked angry gestures, be-

tween his master and one whom he knew to be

the friend of his earliest years, seemed scarcely

less surprised than the young cavalier himself

All that had taken place was so unexpected,

so strange, so unaccountable, that Bernard de

Rohan felt confused and bewildered, and re-

mained a moment without speaking. " Good

Heaven!" he said to himself at length; "is

old affection to be treated thus?" and then,

raising his voice, he added to the man, " Wait

here till I come back."

At the same moment he put spurs to his
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horse, and rode after Henry de Brienne at full

speed, resolved to endeavour once more to

soothe and reason with him, and do much

rather than suffer him to depart in such a

frame of mind. Happy had it been for him,

happy for all concerned, had he refrained. He

did not again make his appearance for three

quarters of an hour, or perhaps more, and

the servant alarmed by all he had witnessed,

rode some short way into the wood. There,

however, he met his master returning. Ber-

nard de Rohan was on foot, leading his horse,

his countenance pale and somewhat haggard,

his handkerchief bound round his hand, and

some drops of blood upon his sleeve and collar.

As soon as he saw the servant, he sprang upon

his horse again, rode on without speaking, and

once more resumed the high road.
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CHAP. IX.

The court was still at Fontainbleau; and Isabel

de Brienne sat in a lonely chamber of the

chateau, gazing forth, with a fair and an ani-

mated scene before her eyes, but without taking

any note of the calm face of nature, or of the

many moving objects that flitted across the

view. Those eyes, indeed, were dimmed with

tears, which, though several days had now

elapsed since the heavy grief that weighed her

down had fallen upon her heart, had not ceased

to flow from time to time when she thought of

him who was gone, and called up the memories

of the past. Let us love as we may, let us

enjoy the society of those to whom our heart is

given as much as it is possible, there will be

still— from the touch of earth in all our affec-

tions— something which renders the memory

of love, when fate has severed the tie, more

VOL. II. o
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sweet, more intense, than even while its mortal

course was running. Perhaps it is, that— as

when we are removed at some distance from

beautiful things we see them better than when

we are in the midst of them — perhaps it is,

that when the moments of enjoyment are

passed, we feel them collectively, rather than

separately, and that the whole of our happiness,

when gone, gathered together by recollection,

is more powerfully and duly estimated than

when scattered over the pathway of many

hours.

Be it what it may, it seemed to Isabel de

Brienne that her love for Bernard de Rohan

had increased rather than diminished by his

death ; that the happiness which she had en-

joyed in his society was greater than she had

imagined it to be ; that the necessity of that

society to her heart was more absolutely impe-

rative than she had believed it; that to her

there was nothing that could supply its place

;

that without it, life was more arid than a

desert.

She sat and wept then, but silently and
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quietly; for although the cause of her tears

still continued, that which first occasioned

them to flow was in the past. No new bit-

terness had been added to her situation by

any thing which took place around her. Every

one was kind to her, every one seemed to

compassionate her. The king himself had seen

her more than once, and had spoken to her

with all tenderness. His daughter, the Prin-

cess Claude, had devoted herself to soothe

her. Even Catherine de Medicis, who, not-

withstanding her strong courage and mas-

culine mind, had a touch of every human pas-

sion in her nature, the softer as well as the

fiercer, had used her gently and kindly, and

had done all that she could to prevent any

thing from being importunate to her in her

affliction. She had never been called upon to

appear at the court. She had been left undis-

turbed in that solitude which could alone calm

her grief; and if any thing was said or done to

win her from her sorrow, it was quietly and

delicately; for there was something in her very

manner and tone which impressed all those

o 2
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around licr witli the certainty, that she did not

either exaggerate the grief that she felt, or en-

courage it to endure longer than its appointed

time.

On the present occasion, however, she had

not sat long alone ; for the Princess Claude had

not left her more than half an hour when she

received a summons to the presence of the king

;

and descending to the story of the castle im««

mediately below that which she inhabited, she

found Henry himself, with the dauphin, his

young daughter Marguerite, and one or two

others of the highest personages attached to the

court. The moment she entered, Henry ad-

vanced to meet her ; and taking her by the

hand, said in a low and gentle voice, " I have

sent for you, fair lady, because I think that

the time is come when you must make an effort

to shake off this grief, and in some degree to

mingle with the world again."

" Sire," replied she, in a quiet but firm tone,

" I have no wish ever to mingle with the woild

again. The purpose which I mentioned to your

majesty of retiring into a convent as speedily
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as possible remains not only unshaken, but, on

the contrary, confirmed by thought and calm

reflection. Last night I had a letter from my

mother, fully approving of my intention ; and

this morning I had an interview of some length

with my Lord of Masseran, who rather confirms

than opposes my purpose. He told me that

his stay was prolonged here by order of your

majesty ; and I was not without hopes that it

was for the purpose of making such arrange-

ments as might be requisite for my permanent

retirement from the world."

" No, no," replied the king, " my views in

detaining him were far different. I cannot

abandon the hope that your feelings in these

respects will change ; and I must require of

you to remain some time longer here, and to

make an effort to mingle in the more tranquil

society of this place."

" Oh, sire," exclaimed Isabel, " do not, do

not force me so to do."

" Nay," said the king gravely, " I must exact

it of you. From the larger assemblies of the

court, you shall be exempt; but on ordinary

o 3
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occasions I must request that you will be

present. I have now some important business

to transact, but I beg you to remain here till

my return."

Thus saying, the king departed, and Isabel

remained standing where he had left her. She

felt that she must obey ; but, at that moment,

though accustomed to courts, though full of

grace, and possessing, in general, that calm

tranquillity of mind which enables one, in all

ordinary circumstances, to act with dignity and

calmness, she could willingly have sunk into

the earth at once to avoid the aggravation of

all she felt by the number of human eyes upon

her. It endured but for a moment, however

;

for the dauphin immediately advanced to her

side, saying, " Let me lead you to a seat, fair

lady. Here is one beside my sister Margue-

rite;" and, as he led her on, he added in a

lower voice, " Be comforted, be comforted.

Perchance things may not be so bad as they

seem."

Isabel shook her head with a melancholy

look. " He knows not the history," slie said to
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herself; but, somewhat re-assured by his kind-

ness, she suffered him to lead hei' on, and took

the seat by the princess, who greeted her with

a kindly smile. For some minutes, of course,

she continued an object of attention, and it was

easy for her to perceive that her history and her

situation gave a topic to many persons there

present. Gradually, however, the subject lost

its interest with its newness. People came and

went. Several of th6 royal family spoke to her

with kindness and attention. Marguerite, \vith

those kindly feelings which she never lost, even

with the loss of other good qualities, applied her-

self with more skill than so young a person might

have been supposed to possess, to occupy her

fair companion's thoughts ; and Isabel was be-

coming somewhat reconciled to the scene, when

a person entered, the sight of whom once more

threw her into distress and agitation.

That person was the Count de Meyrand, and

after speaking to the higher personages in the

room, he advanced directly towards her. The

sight of the count, as we have said, agitated and

distressed her ; but it was not the sight alone

o 4
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that gave her the greatest pain. His appearance

in that saloon, and in the private circle of the

royal family, was enough to show her at once,

both that he had not ceased his pursuit, and that

he followed it with the approbation and coun-

tenance of the king. Such a conviction was

indeed terrible to her, and drove her almost to

despair.

Little did the Count de Meyrand know the

sensations which at that moment were busy in

her bosom, the feelings of abhorrence and dis-

gust with which his whole conduct had inspired

her; the determination which instantly seized

her to lose no time in throwing herself at the

king's feet, and beseeching him to spare her

the misery of any farther suit from one she so

thoroughly detested and despised. The count's

demeanour, however, was very different from

that which she expected ; and certainly had it

been possible for Isabel to be deceived in regard

to his past conduct, or to feel towards him any

other sensation but that of dislike and reproba-

tion, his behaviour on the present occasion

might have made some way to regain her esteem.
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He approached her, then, with a grave and

even melancholy aspect; and bowing first to

the Princess Marguerite, he then turned to

Isabel, and said in a tone not exactly low

and private, but still somewhat beneath that of

the ordinarv conversation that was Gfoino; on,

" I grieve to see you looking ill in health as

well as at heart. Mademoiselle de Brienne. But

I can assure you that I share your sorrow for

one who— nay do not make so impatient a

gesture : I beseech you remember that we were

friends before we were rivals, and that such old

feelings are not easily shaken off."

Isabel's eyes filled with tears, but she re-

mained silent, and mastered them, though at

the same time Marguerite, perhaps acting by

directions she had previously received, made

room for the count to stand between herself

and Isabel, and turning away her head talked

to her little brother Henry.

The count did not lose the opportunity, and

endeavoured, for more than an hour, to draw

Isabel into conversation. He found the effort

vain, however : she remained silent and re-
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served ; the very presence of one bitterly con-

nected by memory with the death of him she

loved being in itself sufficient to take from her

all power and inclination to converse. When

forced to answer, she did so shortly, generally

by a monosyllable, and if, as was twice the case,

the count approached the subject, which was

certainly uppermost in the thoughts of both, she

replied in terms which made him leave it again

instantly.

At length the king himself returned, and

if one might judge by his countenance, the

business which he had been transacting was of

no very pleasant nature; his brow was heavy

and contracted, and his cheek a little flushed;

but such signs of anger were already dying away

when he entered, and were soon mastered en-

tirely. Amongst the first he spoke to was the

Count de Meyrand, and he did so familiarly,

though with a grave air. He was accompanied

by the Marechal de Vieilleville, who, while the

monarch was thus noticing Monsieur de Mey-

rand, addressed a few words to Isabel in a

kindly tone, and glanced his eye, but certainly
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with no very friendly expression, towards the

count.

The thought at that moment struck Isabel,

of engaging Monsieur de Vieilleville to assist

her in her views. He had shown himself ex-

tremely kind towards her since her arrival ; and

his daughter, who was in attendance upon

the Princess Claude, had been her greatest

comfort. She resolved then to speak to him

at once, and the opportunity was favourable.

No eyes were at that moment upon them ;

the king was speaking to the Count de Mey-

rand, and his right shoulder turned towards

her; and instead of replying to the courteous

inquiries of the marechal, she said, " Oh,

Monsieur de Vieilleville, I beseech you to ob-

tain for me an audience of the king as speedily

as may be, and if you would be yourself pre-

sent also, to give me your support with his

majesty, I should feel some hope, for in truth
"

— and she turned her eyes for an instant

towards the Count de jNIeyrand — '•' for in

truth, if this is to continue, my heart will

break."
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" I fear it cannot be before to-morrow morn-

ing," replied Vieilleville, " for his majesty is

almost immediately going out to ride, and there

is more than sufficient business for this evening

already accumulated."

" Then, let it be as early as possible," said

Isabel, " and oh, give me your voice and assist-

ance, Monsieur de Vieilleville, I beseech you."

The marechal could not reply, for at that

moment the king turned towards them, saying

to the Count de Meyrand in conclusion, " Be

here, at all events. Monsieur de Meyrand, to-

wards mid-day to-morrow, as I think I may

have something of importance to say to you."

The count bowed low, and promised to obey;

and Henry, addressing Isabel, with that cour-

teous hypocrisy, which may be an evil, but is

a pleasant one, thanked her for having kindly

stayed and mingled with his court; although

he knew well that the fair unhappy girl had no

choice but to yield to the commands she had

received. The king, indeed, meant it kindly,

and she felt that it was so; but die heart, under

the effect of deep grief, is like a fine strung in-
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striiment from which the lightest touch brings

forth a sound, and a careless hand often, in

seeking to awake more cheerful notes, strikes

accidentally upon some inharmonious tone,

which turns the whole to discord.

Henry saw the bright drops swimming be-

tween the dark lashes, but knowing that a word

more might make them overflow, he left her to

speak to some one else, and shortly afterwards

the party separated.

Isabel retired to her own chamber, and for

an hour or two afterwards was left to repose.

She saw from the windows, at which she placed

herself, the gay cavalcade of Henry and his

courtiers ride away into the forest. She per-

ceived many a group moving hither and thither.

She heard the sound of horns, and the cry of

dogs, and in her loneliness, it seemed to her,

that all human things became more and more

distasteful to her every moment.

It was at that unpropitious time that the

tapestry over the door was pushed back

;

and, equally to her surprise and indignation,

she beheld the Count de Meyrand. She
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gazed at liim in silence for a moment as he

came in, dropped tlie tapestry, and advanced

towards her. But, although it was clear he saw

how distasteful his visit was, he neither hesi-

tated nor apologised, but proceeding without

pause to the place where she sat, he bent his

knee to the ground, with an air of deep grief

and anxiety, saying, '^ I come alone, Mademoi-

selle de Brienne, to beseech your pardon for

all that I have done amiss, to entreat you to

forgive all the pain I have caused you, to

acknowledge that I have been wrong, very

wrong, in many things that I have done."

" Such acknowledgments, sir," replied Isa-

bel, in a cold tone, " may be a relief to your

own heart, but I neither require nor wish for

them. As to forgiveness, I do forgive you

from my soul, as I do every body else who has

acted the part of a bitter enemy towards me."

" Oh, call me not so ! call me not so !" he

exclaimed, vehemently. " Call me not an

enemy, when I have been actuated throughout

by the deepest, the strongest, the most passion-

ate love ! Oh, Isabel, if vou could tell what I have
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suffered, if in the cold composure of your own

well-regulated feelings, you could conceive what

ardent and intense passion is, if, in short, you

knew love, as love appears when he masters a

strong human heart, you would comprehend, you

would find excuses for the madness, if I may

so call it, of my late conduct, you would con-

ceive how and why I was driven to use every

means, in order to obtain the hand of her I

loved. You would comprehend it, I say you

would find excuses for it, you would pardon,

you would pity it. — Nay, do not rise, lady—
how have I offended now?"

" By mentioning, sir," replied Isabel, " love

that can never be returned, on which I have

again and again besought you not to speak,

which is an insult to the widowed affections of

my heart— love which has not produced the

fruits of love, but has borne a bitterer harvest

than the darkest enmity could have produced.

I must insist that you leave me, or I will call

for those who, in this place at least, are ready

to insure me protection."

" Nay," said the count, detaining her gently
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by the hand, *' I beseech you remain, I my-

self will go in one moment. It was not my

purpose, when I came here, to speak to you of

that love : your words called forth, whether I

would or not, those feelings which I would fain

have kept imprisoned in my heart. I will not

offend again. I came to assure you that my

conduct shall be changed, that I am bitterly

grieved for the past, and that I will give you

no farther occasion whatsoever to view me in

any other light than that of a sincere friend, if

you will grant me forgiveness, and prove the

sincerity of that forgiveness by laying aside

the cold and repulsive demeanour which you

displa^^ed towards me a fev/ hours ago, by

suffering me to approach you even as a common

acquaintance, by permitting me to hear the

tones of your voice, sometimes to win a smile

from your lips, and by granting that I be no

longer to be excluded from that happiness which

is afforded to every one who knows you, on

account of the deep, intense, and unchange-

able affection which you have inspired, affection

which, as you see, has changed my character,
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wakened me out of that indifference which I

fancied was an inherent part of my nature,

and made me as vehement and eager as a boy."

" All this, sir," said Isabel, " is very useless,

and I must beg you to leave me. I am glad

that you repent of evil that you have done. I

hope that your repentance is sincere. I forgive

you the pain that you have inflicted on me with

all my heart ; but all that I can promise is,

that my conduct towards you, when we meet

accidentally, will be regulated by yours towards

me. If, as you say, you give me no farther

occasion either for offence or for anxietv re-

garding yoifl? purposes, I will refrain from

showing towards you those feelings which your

previous behaviour might well inspire : but the

moment that you insult me, after what has

passed, with one word upon the subject of

those wishes which have brought so much

misery upon me, that instant I regard you and

treat you as the bitterest enemy that fate has

ever sent me. Now, sir, let me beseech you to

leave me, for I cannot hear one word more

upon these matters."
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The count saw that she was determined, and

withdrew, renewing the assurances he liad

given ; but in the antechamber he paused again,

looking bitterly down upon the ground. " Will

it succeed?" he muttered to himself. " Will

it succeed?— She seems as obdurate as iron.

—

I doubt it much, even with the king's aid."

He moved two or three steps farther on, and

quitting the antechamber, entered one of the

long galleries of the palace, one side of which

-was pierced by manifold tall windows, throwing

a bright and checkered light across. There

he paused again, and mused for several minutes;

but while he did so, another man entered the

gallery from the opposite end, and approached

him with that calm and stealthy step, which

does not proclaim its own advance by the sound

of any footfall.

At length a shadow crossing the light made

the count look up, exclaiming, " Ha, my Lord

of Masseran ! The very man I could have

wished to see."

" Not more than I wished to see the Count

de Meyrand," replied tlie Lord of Masseran,
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with a sweet smile. " I have not heard what

progress you have made during the day. I

Qn\y know that you have had opportunity."

" Which has proved not a little iruitles^,^*

replied the count. " I saw her at the court

this morning, as you know, but she was ice

itself. I watched my opportunity, however,

this afternoon, and have now seen her a] one.

According to your hint, I assured her that I

repented heartily of the past, promised to give

no more occasion of offence, besought her only

to endure my presence and acquaintance with

common courtesy, and -"

" But did you let her see that you loved her

still ?" demanded the Lord of Masseran. Did

you tell her how passionately you loved her?

Did you tell her "

" Yes, yes," interrupted the count, " I told

her ail that, and more than that— I spoke

vehemently and eagerly, for by Heaven there

I spoke but the truth."

"But what did she say?" demanded his

counsellor. " Did she yield ? Did she reply

favourably ?
"

p 2
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" Not she," answered the count. " She

spoke, indeed, an icy forgiveness, in harsh and

chilling words. But when I would have talked

to her somewhat more of my passion, when I

would have laid all that I have done amiss

upon the fiery love which she had inspired, she

rose in anger to call her people round her ; and

though I soothed, and tried to quiet her, yet

all I could gain was a repetition of the same

cold forgiveness, and a promise to shape her

conduct according to mine, vv^ith a menace, if

I ever mentioned love to her again."

" And what would you have more, my dear

count?" demanded the Lord of Masseran, with

a meaning smile. " Shape her conduct to

yours ! Ha, ha, ha ! Why then you know well

how to shape your own. Be gentle with her

for a day or two, then press her warmly, and

more warml3% By my life you will find such

sins more and more easily forgiven each day.

Offend her with love in the morning, then

kneel at her feet and crave pardon, bedewing

her hand v/ith tears half the evening, and brush

away the tears with kisses, and be again for-
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given. Is woman's heart so new a study to yon,

count, as not to know that whenever she tells

you what you are not to do, she tells, in fact,

what it is you are to do ; and that in affairs of

the heart a woman's words are to be inter-

preted, like morning dreams, reversedly?"

" Perhaps you are right," replied the Count

de Meyrand ;
" for the truth is this, my good

lord, that a man in matters of love is like a

gamester, so long as he plays coolly and in-

differently, his skill and his experience have

their effect ; but if once he gets deeply excited

and interested, he sees nothing but the object

before him, and loses the advantages which

present themselves."

" At all events," said the Lord of Masseran,

" you have obtained one advantage, and even

while you fancied you were not successful, have

been more successful than I could have anti-

cipated. Instead of shunning you, and cutting

you off from all opportunity of urging your suit,

she now agrees to meet you with courtesy as an

acquaintance. It will be your own fault if you

are not soon received with regard as a friend,

p 3
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and yielded to with affection as a lover. I am

going to visit her even now myself, and I will

not fail to aid your pursuit. But you must

remember," he added with a laugh, " if j^ou suc-

ceed, you must build me up again that tower,

which by its fall did us such good service.'*

" If I succeed, I will build you a dozen

castles," answered the Count de Meyrand

;

" and why should I not succeed ? She is but

a woman, and they are all alike."

With these words they parted ; and the Lord

of Masseran pursued his way to the chamber

where the Count de Meyrand had left Isabel

de Brienne. Thither we must follow him, in

order to see how far his words to the count

corresponded with his actions. After pausing

for a moment in the antechamber to think, he

entered with a quick step, as if in great haste

and eagerness ; and, approaching Isabel, he said

— addressing her, as he usually did, without

any of that tone of familiar intimacy which the

near connection existing between them might

have produced— "I have just met the Count

de Meyrand, and I fear, mademoiselle, that he
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has been intruding upon you, and causing you

pain?"

" He has, indeed, my lord," replied Isabel.

"But he has promised me most faithfully to

abstain from doing so for the future ; and, in

fact, to give me no further cause of any kind

for offence."

The Lord of Masseran's lip curled into a

sneer, and for a moment or two he purposely

made no reply. "If you are satisfied with

such an assurance," he answered at length, " I

have no reason to be dissatisfied, for of course

it tends to what I have always wished : that you

should give him your hand."

" Isabel gazed in his face for a moment, with

a look of surprise and horror. " What do you

mean ? " she asked at length.

" Simply," replied the Lord of Masseran,

" that the Count de Meyrand is now in the

right course, and must succeed. He was in the

wrong course long enough, and so obstinate

therein, that he well nigh ruined me as well

as himself."

" I do not understand you," replied Isabel^

p 4
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impatiently. " How did he well nigh ruin you,

my lord ? Me he has certainly rendered most

unhappy."

" He has well nigh ruined me," replied the

Lord of Masseran, " by inducing me to do a

thousand things in favour of his love for you,

which I never else should have thought of.

You cannot suppose, for one moment, that all

those strange and dangerous schemes which he

pursued were mine. I had no interest in the

matter, and can prove at any time that every

thing was done at his suggestion."

Isabel cast down her eyes in thought, and

the Lord of Masseran, feeling that she might

have some difficulty in believing him to be so

soft and easy in disposition, as to be led to any

thing without strong motives, added in a low

tone, " He had me in some degree in his

power, it is true, and I could not refuse. Other-

wise, I never would have consented."

" May I ask, my Lord," said Isabel, look-

ing up in his face, " what it was you meant

just now, when you said, that the count was in

the right course, and must succeed."
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The Lord of Masseran's countenance, which

had before been grave, now assumed a quiet

smile, and- he replied, " I meant that he was

in a course of that gentleness and soothing

courtesy, which wins without striving. Who

ever saw a fowler rush upon his prey like a

lion ? he rather creeps quietly up, and takes it

by surprise ; and so must man do with woman's

heart. Besides, there is power and influence

with him, which you cannot well resist. Though

the king would not force your inclination,

Meyrand has his full countenance in seeking

your hand, and probably has been advised by

him— for no one is more skilled in such

matters than Henry— to affect moderation.

Perhaps the king sees, that at heart you are

not disposed towards a convent; and he will

therefore keep the matter going on for a month

or two, till a little decent time elapses, after

which, he will, with a gentle and kindly use of

his authority, make Meyrand happy with your

hand. Meyrand, in the mean time, will treat

you tenderly and softly I am sure, will not

urge you at first; but will go gently from the
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friend into the lover; and tlien you will find

him ardent enough, no doubt."

Isabel had turned deadly pale as the Lord

of Masseran spoke : her breath seemed to come

with difficulty ; and at length waving her hand

to stop him from going on, she said, with a

great effort, " I am faint, my lord, — I pray

you send my women—another time, when I

am better."

The Lord of Masseran seeing that what he

had said had produced fully the effect he in-

tended, hurried from the room, as if in great

fear and anxiety, to call some of the female

attendants to Isabel's assistance. They went

to her in haste, and found her sunk from her

chair upon the floor. She had not absolutely

fainted ; and when they raised her, she burst

into a convulsive fit of tears, which for the

time relieved her.

" There is no time to be lost," she said to

herself when she had somewhat recovered

;

and, although the women attempted to dis-

suade her from making the effort, she suc-

ceeded in writing a few lines to the Marechal
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de Vieilleville, beseeching him not to fail in

asking an audience for her of the king at as

early an hour as possible. " I will leave no

doubt of my wishes," said Isabel to herself;

" and this is a request which has never yet

been denied."
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CHAP. X.

The king was speaking to the Dauphin Francis

as Isabel, conducted by the Marechal de Vieille-

ville, entered the royal cabinet at the hour of

nine in the morning of the following day. The

prince was standing near the door unbonneted,

but had apparently asked his father some final

question ere he left the room, to which Henry

replied,— " On no account !— Lay my com-

mands upon him, Francis. He is in the king's

hand, and none shall judge but myself.— Far-

ther, do as I bade you."

The dauphin bowed his head, and withdrew;

and Henry, turning to Isabel de Brienne, wel-

comed her with a gracious smile, which gave

her good hope of a favourable audience.

" Your good friend, here. Monsieur de

Vieilleville," said the king, " has told me, fair

lady, that you wish to speak with me on mat-
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ters of much importance. I had hoped that

we had already conchided so much of your

business that the rest might stand over till

both you and I had thought maturely of the

matter. However, as you wish it, and as I have

now an hour to spare, I am ready to give you

full attention."

" Your majesty is most gracious," replied

Isabel, " and ever has been most gracious to

me; but I trust that you will hear me patiently,

and grant me a request which has never yet, I

believe, been denied to any lady of the realm

who was disposed to ask it."

" Nay, nay," said the king, interrupting her.

" Not that request again ! For your own sake

I would have you think over it for at least a

month or two ; and for the sake of another also

who loves you well, I would have you not

only think over it, but abandon it altogether."

The king spoke with a smile ; but Isabel de

Brienne replied gravely and sadly, " I beseech

your majesty call it not loving me well. He
may love much, but he loves much amiss ; and

it is his conduct and the evident hopes that he
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entertains, which make me the more eager, by

putting the final barrier between myself and

the world for ever, to escape from his persecu-

tion, or, at all events, to convince him that his

expectations are vain."

*' Nay, you are too severe," said the king.

" What has he done so deeply to offend you ?

He has but sought, as any man might well

seek, to obtain a treasure which was withheld

from him."

" I know not well, sire," replied Isabel,

whose generous spirit was roused at what she

judged the defence of guilt— "I know not

what is the code of honour amongst men. It

seems to me that they often fight and spill each

other's blood because they are accused of dis-

honourable acts, which yet they commit every

day. I know not whether the dishonour should

lie in doing the wrong, or being told that we

have done it. Methinks in the former ; and, if

so, when Monsieur de Meyrand betrayed, de-

ceived, and falsified the truth to his friend, he

was doing no very honourable act. I beseech

your majesty to pardon my boldness, but you
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ask me, sire, what great cause of offence he has

given me. In the tale I lately told your ma-

jesty I mentioned many an offence — many

that I consider dark, ungentlemanly, and dis-

honest deeds ; and if I could fancy that the

fault was in me and in any idle beauty my face

or person may possess, rather than in him and

the corruption of his own heart, I should hate

myself as a sharer in things that I condemn

and despise. As to offences towards me in all

these disgraceful acts I speak of, I forgive them

freely ; but Heaven forbid that I should wed

the man who has committed them, for, as I

must ever despise him, I could never love him.

—

Let your majesty but recollect what he has

done, and what I have suffered from him," and

she calmly and deliberately recapitulated all

that she had observed or knew of the conduct

of the Count de Meyrand.

She remarked that, while she was speaking, the

king took notes of what she said regarding the

count ; and when she had ended that matter, she

added, " I beseech your majesty to remember

I am not making an accusation, or asking any
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punishment upon this gentleman. I have said

I forgive liim ; and when I do so, it is without

reserve ; but I only beseech your majesty to

take my case into your gracious consideration,

and to suffer me to retire at once into any con-

vent you may please to name ; for if it were

your royal will that, while at your court, I

should be exposed to what I underwent yester-

day, my heart would break with the misery it

suffered, and the grave would be the cell which

gave me repose."

" I grieve, my dear young lady," said the

king in reply, " not only that Meyrand is so

distasteful to you, but that he has, as I must

own, given you good cause to view his conduct

with disapprobation. However, I will not press

him upon you, and therefore there can be no

reason why you should not remain at the court.

Why— if exempt from his pursuit—why should

you fly from us and bury all your charms and

graces in a dull convent? There are thousands

of noble gentlemen in France who would give

half their heritage for one smile from that

sweet lip. These convents rob us of half our
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loveliest dames; and, good faitli, like that

luxurious monster, my namesake the Eighth

of England, I have a great mind to suppress

all the monasteries and nunneries in the realm.

By Heaven, I hate these convents."

" Oh, say not so, sir, say not so," said Isa-

bel. " They are the refuge of many a wrung

and broken heart. They are the places where

the sweet secret tears of blasted affection may

be best poured forth. They are the sanctu-

aries of that holy grief which God gives man to

wean him from the earth. There, too, remorse

may hide his trembling head, and penitence

and prayer call down hope from Heaven. Ah,

no, we may hate the abuse of them, sire, but I

now feel myself that in every land there is

a need of some place set apart to solitude."

" I will not reason with you on the policy of

such things," said the king, smiling ; " but one

result is very necessary to guard against— the

natural instability of human resolutions : and

there is no such effectual way of so doing, as

to give time for forming those resolutions and

considering them properly before they are

VOL. n. Q
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made irrevocable. The law requires a year of

probation, and so far does its duty ; but in re-

gard to those whom we esteem and love we

require other and better trials of the resolve

before we even permit that year of probation to

begin ; for we well know the means used during

noviciate to prevent all retraction. Thus must

I still return to my point— putting the Count

de Meyrand out of the question— there are, as

1 have said, a thousand other noble gentlemen

in France ready to enter the lists as aspirants

to this fair hand. Surely, out of them all, you

may choose some one who may make you happy

and be happy with you ; and I wish you to

pause, reflect, and judge before you decide.

Time will heal the wounds from which you

now suffer, and we may soon see you a bright

and happy bride."

" Never, your majesty," replied Isabel,

firmly. " I can assure you, you mistake me. I

have no heart to give, and without it I will never

give my hand. Had my father plighted me to

one I did not know— one who, after the ac-

quaintance of a day, and the exchange of half-
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a-dozen words, was destined to be my husband

without farther knowledge or inclination on my

part— the case might be as your majesty sup-

poses ; but loving and having beloved from

infancy until now, a man whom my father

chose because he knew that he would possess

my affection and ever make me happy, my spirit

is widowed, and my heart is buried in the grave

of him I loved. I do beseech your majesty, by

every thing that may move you, to grant my

prayer, and let me seek the only shelter where

I can hope for repose and peace."

" "Well," said the king, dipping the pen in

the ink, with a smile and a shake of the head,

as if he still doubted, " well, fair Isabel, if it

must be so, I will yield. Yet still, once more

let me ask you, are you fixed and determined ?

Recollect the changes that time works in human

resolutions. If there can be satisfactory proof

given that this Count of Meyrand was really a

sharer in the acts that you mention, so far from

favouring his suit, I will banish him from the

court as long as you remain in it. If, there-

fore, it is on that account you fear, put him

Q 2
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entirely out of the question, and then tlnnk

whether, with the course of time, your grief

may not be softened down, your heart opened

to new sensations, and your affections find a

worthy successor to him whom you have lost.

Urge her, De Vieilleville, to consider this."

" It is of no use, my lord," replied Isabel,

somewhat mortified at seeing a smile still upon

the king's countenance, as if he thought that her

resolution was affected, '' it is of no use. Ifany

voice could move me, it would, of course, be

that of your majesty ; but my purpose is fixed,

and I do assure you most solemnly that my

hand shall never be given to any man upon

this earth ! To this I pledge myself beyond all

recall."

** Nay, then," answered Henry, " if that be

the case, I have nothing to do but yield my

consent," and after writing for a few moments

on a paper that lay before him, he took it up

and read,— "I do hereby signify my full con-

sent and permission that Isabel, Demoiselle de

Brienne, shall enter into any convent or com-

munity of regular nuns, or canonesses that
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she may think fit to choose, having fulfilled the

noviciate, and all preparatory rules and regu-

lations as established by the law of the land,

and the forms and ordinances of the community

selected."

Still, however, he held the paper in his hand,

saying, "Nevertheless, I do not like to give

it."

" I beseech you, sire, to do so," said Isabel,

who at that moment looked to the possession of

that paper as her great hope of peace and tran-

quillity through life.

" Nay, wait one moment," said the king :

« there is a gentleman for whom T have a high

esteem, of great rank and consideration, a mem-

ber of one of the most noble and princely fa-

milies of France— some branches of which, in-

deed, are allied to our royal house— handsome,

gallant, and so captivating in demeanour, that

I cannot fancy any lady's heart long resisting

persuasion such as his. I recollect, in days

long gone, to have seen in his eyes no light

admiration when the fair Isabel de Brieni.e

passed by, and I do believe he would consider

Q 3
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liimself the happiest man in France if he could

move her from this passion for a nunnery. I

will but "

"Nay, nay, I beseech you, sire !" cried Isabel,

throwing herself upon her knees before him.

"Oh, spare me! spare me!" But Henry

gently disengaged the hand which she had

taken to detain] him, and passing by, left the

cabinet.

Isabel wrung her hands, " Oh, my lord !

"

she said, turning to Monsieur de Vieilleville,

" this is a new misery the king is bringing on

me."

De Vieilleville soothed her, assured her that

the king meant kindly by her, and would not

urge her beyond a certain point; but he kept

that sort of grave and serious countenance whicli

made her feel that such topics of consolation,

though suggested to calm her, might not be be-

lieved, even by himself. Her heart beat with

anxiety and apprehension, and she could scarcely

keep the tears from falling over her cheeks, when

she heard the steps of Henry and some one

els.' again approaching the cabinet. It cost
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her a terrible struggle with her own heart to

master her emotions, and to summon resolution

sufficient to think briefly over her situation,

and how she should behave. Before she could

determine on any thing more than the mere

general purpose of again and again expressing

her resolution, in as strong language as she

could use, the door of the cabinet opened. Her

back was still turned towards it, her eyes bent

upon the ground, as if to avoid seeing the person

thus brought to importune her sorrowful heart

for love it could not giv^e, and she only drew a

step aside to afford the monarch room to pass at

once to his chair.

As he did pass, however, there was another

hand laid upon her arm, and the voice of some

one beside her said, " Isabel
!"

She started back— turned towards him—
lifted her eyes— and with a long loud scream,

before any one could catch her, fell senseless

on the floor.

" Good Heaven, I have carried this too far !"

exclaimed the king, starting forward, and aid-

ing with his own hands to raise her head.

Q 4
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" She is only fainting, your majesly," said

Vicillevillc, " I will run and call your physician

to her."

"No, no!" said the king, "bring some

water, but do not mention w^liat has occurred.

We have many matters to deal with, and must

do it carefully.— See, she begins to revive."

When Isabel de Brienne opened her eyes

again, the first face she saw was that of Ber-

nard de Rohan ; and her first greeting on her

return to consciousness, was the warm kiss of

deep and pure affection. She was still lying

on the floor, with her head propped by cushions

of purple velvet, and her shoulders supported

by Bernard's left arm, while with his right

hand he clasped hers tenderly.

We need not pause upon the meeting. We
need not pause upon the feelings that were

excited in the bosoms of either ; upon the words

that were spoken as soon as Isabel recovered

the power of utterance; or upon the over-

powering joy, which repaid her for all that

she had suffered. It often happens with us

in life, that we know not the intensity of our
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own affections till they are severely tried.

Love, ay, and even sometimes hate, will lie

slumberini? at the bottom of the heart with

very little apparent power, till something rouses

the genius or the fiend, and he starts up, armed

with more than gigantic power. Isabel had

now learned how deeply she loved : and al-

thou<?h Bernard de Rohan had ever found her

full of the tenderness, the sweetness, the de-

votion of affection, it was not till this moment

that he was met with all the open ardour

and intensity of feeling which he himself ex-

perienced towards her. She hung upon the

bosom of him whom she had fancied lost to

her for ever. She gazed with deep affection

in his eyes. She hid her face upon his

shoulder and wept. All, all the signs and

tokens of joy and love that human nature can

display, from smiles to tears, were given as

his welcome back from death to life — and he

was very happy.

They were alone when Isabel first recovered;

for Henry's kindly heart had made him draw

awav the Marechal de Vieilleville when he saw
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consciousness I'eturning, in order to leave the

lovers for a short space alone. In a few mi-

nutes, however, the king came back, and seat-

ing himself at the table, he gazed with a smile

upon Isabel, saying, " Now, my rash young

lady, here is the king's permission for you

to enter whatsoever convent you think fit.

Your resolution, you said, was unchangeable.

You vowed that you would never give your

hand to any man in life. What am I to think

now?"

Isabel looked down for a moment, and then

raising her eyes with a smile, even while the

warm blood mantled in her cheek, she replied,

" I have given him my hand already, your ma-

jesty."

A slight frown came upon the king's brow

;

and, with the quickened perception of love,

Isabel saw in a moment that she might rouse

in Henry's heart the lion of authority, to

oppose her own wishes, if she spoke of the

marriage between her and Bernard de Rohan

being lawful, notwithstanding the royal edict.

She added, therefore, the next moment, " I
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trust, sire, that your majesty's consent in this

case may be obtained more easily than on the

occasion of my late petition, which I now with-

draw."

" Well and rightly spoken, fair lady," said

the king, his good humour at once returning.

" I have some chiding to give yon, baron," he

added, addressing Bernard de Rohan, " for

having ventured clandestinely, and without

lawful sanction, to unite yourself to this young

lady by a marriage which, as you now well

know, is null and void. For that fault, how-

ever, you shall receive pardon, in consideration

of your good services in Piedmont; and your

claim to her hand shall have favourable con-

sideration."

Bernard de Rohan, perhaps, might not feel

so well inclined as Isabel to bow the head to

the king's will ; but there was no resource, and

he submitted, though not without attempting to

justify himself. " I trust to your majesty's

gracious favour," he said, " to make me at

length happy, after enduring so much as I have

endured; but I beseech you to consider that
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the act which I ventured to do was not alto-

gether so unjustifiable as it may have been

represented. From all that I saw of the Lord

of Masscran ; from all that Monsieur de Brissac

communicated to me concerninfy his doubtful

faith towards your majesty ; from all that Isabel

herself told me of his plans and purposes, I

judged, perhaps wrongly, that not a moment's

time was to be lost in freeing her from the

restraint in which she was held. No possible

means existed of so doing except by aiding her

to escape and flying with her. To have done

so without being able to call her my wife might

have subjected her to unjust and evil imputa-

tions. I had her father's full and written con-

sent. Her mother had known of that consent

being given, and had never raised her voice

against it. I therefore might fairly conceive

that I had the approbation of both her parents.

It was our intention, I most solemnly assure

your majesty, so far from treating jour au-

thority with any disrespect, to hasten to your

court with all speed, for the purpose of casting

ourselves at your feet, and beseeching your
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approval. In these circumstances I trust that

you will grant us your gracious pardon, and

with the same generous kindness which you

have displayed, in bringing us together again

so soon, will confirm, by your royal will, the

union in which we ventured to en<Tao;e."

" God loves the free giver, my good young

friend," replied the king ; " and, although there

is in human nature a propensity to enhance the

favours that we have it in our power to confer

by exciting anxiety and impatience even in

those to whom we wish well by affecting delay

and hesitation, yet would I not do so in the pre-

sent case were it possible to grant your request.

The edict by which all such marriages are an-

nulled has become the law of the land ; and

laws are too solemn things to be played with, to

be enacted one day, revoked, altered, amended

another, as ignorance and stupidity may have

created defects in their original state, or as

caprice and vacillation may cause a change of

opinion afterwards. This law was long thought

of, and promulgated with reluctance upon the

show of absolute necessitv. Such bein^r the
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case, you must consider your marriage as null
;

but as I do sincerely believe that in contract-

ing it, you had no thought of offence, and as

the will of this young lady's father, joined with

her own affection and her brother's consent,

must overbear what seems the unreasonable

opposition of her mother, your marriage shall

take place with all speed, and with my full

consent and approbation. In the mean time,

Monsieur de Rohan, you are our guest at

Fontainbleau ; and when I place the honour of

this fair lady in your good charge and keeping,

I know that I trust to a rock which is not to

be shaken.

Bernard and Isabel kissed the king's hand

with deep gratitude for the kindness that he

showed them, and were about to retire, when

a page entered, saying, " The Count de Mey-

rand, sire, waits without, according to your

majesty's commands of yesterday."

The eyes of Bernard de Rohan blazed in a

moment. " I do beseech your majesty," he

said, " to let me deal with that most dishonest
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man accordingr to the iisaojes and customs of

gentlemen and soldiers."

Isabel, however, cast herself at the king's

feet, saying, '• Oh no, sire ! no ! under the

protection of your mighty arm, he can do us

no farther harm. Bid Bernard forgive him, as

I forgive him, and let not the hand that by

your kindness is soon to be clasped in mine at

the altar — let not that generous hand which

has never been stained with any but the blood

of your majesty-'s enemies, be dyed with that of

a fellow-subject
!"

" She is right, Monsieur de Rohan. She is

right," said the king, " and only entreats me to

do what I had before determined. Of course

the dauphin gave you my message this morning

before I saw you. By that you must abide,

remembering, that if on any pretence whatso-

ever you violate my commands, and draw your

sword upon the Count de Meyrand, I retract

the promise which I have made, and this lady's

hand shall never be yours so long as I am king

of France. To this I pledge my honour ! I
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myself will deal with the Count de Meyrand.

What he has done requires the chastisement

of my Pi'evot, rather than the chivalrous kind

of punishment whicli you propose. I will not

see him now, but some two hours hence when

my son and some others are present, I will

inquire into his conduct, and may then sum-

mon you. For the time, retire with Monsieur

de Vieilleville to his apartments, where as you

may have much to say to one another, you may

well spend an hour or two together."

The latter part of the king's directions

Bernard de Rohan was very willing to obey ;

and though his heart burned to chastise with

his own arm the man who had betrayed him,

yet the hand of Isabel was too precious a boon

to be risked for such an object ; and he knew

that Henry was not one to forget the menace

he had used, in case of disobedience.
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CHAP. XL

As the chambers of the palace of Fontainbleau

were then arranged, there was— between the

great gallery and the audience-chamber in

which the kino; on ordinary occasions received

deputations, and other considerable bodies of

people on business too numerous to be ad-

mitted to his cabinet— a large anteroom, with

several doors, some leading to staircases, some

to the great gallery, and some to other cham-

bers as well as to the audience hall. Across this

anteroom, the Count de Meyrand was pacing

with a gloomy brow and a slow step, when he

was met by the Lord of Masseran entering

suddenly by a door which led from a back stair-

case. The brow of the latter was even darker

than that of the count, but it bore more the

aspect of terror than discontent: and his eyes,

generally so calm and searching, now looked

VOL. II. R
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somewhat wild and astray, while his cheek was

as pale as death. The instant he saw Mey-

rand lie paused, as if he would fain liave gone

back ; but the count's eyes were upon him, and

the Savoyard, instantly reversing the impulse,

advanced rapidly and grasped him by the hand.

" You seem agitated, Masseran," said the

Count de Meyrand. " What is the matter?

The king has just refused me an audience—
things are not going well."

" Not aoinfr well ! " exclaimed the Lord of

Masseran. " By heavens they are not, Mon-

sieur de Meyrand!— What is the matter?

—

You, the lover of Isabel de Brienne, and not

know what is the matter ! I should have

thought that the very feeling of the air would

have told you. It lies heavy upon my chest."

" How ! is she ill ? " demanded the count

eagerly. " Why look you so scared? Is she

ill, I say?"

" 111 ! Not she," exclaimed the Lord of Mas-

seran. " She is well, too well ! But I for one

have keener perceptions when an enemy is near.

I seem to feel it in the very air he breathes.
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Bernard de Rohan has come to life again. The

tale they told us of his being crushed under the

tower is false. Either he has done the tning

himself to favour his own escape, or else the

burning of that accursed tower has opened the

way for him to fly."

The first impulse of the Count de Meyrand

was to lay his hand upon the hilt of his sword,

for he felt that there could be no longer any

concealment, and that the rivalry between him

and Bernard de Rohan must be one of life and

death. The moment after, however, he drew

his hand back quietly, as if ashamed of the

emotion he displayed, and demanded in a calm

tone, " Pray, where have you heard of all this ?

Where is this gallant chevalier? We must give

him a warm reception."

" How did I hear of it ?" exclaimed the Lord

of Masseran, impatient at the indiflPerence which

he knew to be affected. " My own eyes told

me. Where is this gallant chevalier? In this

very palace, not many hundred yards from this

spot, seated by Isabel de Brienne, doubtless, for

I saw them both passing towards the apartments

R 2
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of Vieillcville, with her hand clasped in his,

and the old marechal performing the office of

Mercury, and doing the honours of Fontain-

jleau."

The fingers of the Count de Meyrand clasped

tight into the palms of his hands, and he fixed

his eyes upon the ground with a frowning brow.

These, however, were the only signs of emotion

that he suffered to appear; and he remained

for some minutes without uttering a word,

though the Lord of Masseran continued to gaze

upon his countenance with a keen and inquiring

air, which seemed to ask, " Have you nothing

to suggest? Have you no plan to propose?"

" Come with me, Masseran," replied the

Count de Meyrand at length. " Come with

me, and let us talk this matter over. It were

sad to be foiled at this last moment."

" It were sad, indeed," murmured the Lord

of Masseran, " when this very morning it seemed

that the whole was in my hand, and it needed

but a few hours to complete the work."

" Psha!" said the count, not much heeding

what he said. " A few hours, a few days, a few
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weeks, or years, are nothing in the eye of fate.

If we miss the precise moment, whether it be

by a minute or a century, matters not, we have

lost the great talisman for ever. Come with me.

Let us consult and consider whether that mo-

ment is missed. The matter must soon be

brought to a decision. Bernard de Rohan, in

all probability, must be met and disposed of at

the sword's point. That would vex me little;

for though he be a stout and skilful man at

arms, there are others no less so than he, and

I should never be unwilling, for a great prize,

to risk an equal stake with any man. Young

rash-headed boys run into these encounters for

mere sport, and risk life and all its joys for no

great and probable object. With me, however,

all these things are matters of calculation and

of common sense, my good friend ; and I would

have brought it to the arbitrament of the sword

long ago, if I had thought that the prize could

be won by such means. But with a woman

like Isabel de Brienne, to conquer in such

mortal strife with him she loved, would be to

purchase hatred, not affection— to bar, not to

R 3
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open the way. Could I find means not to kill

him, but to overthrow, to cripple, to disgrace

him, to make him beg his life at the sword's

point, or by some other way to cast dishonour

on his once bright name, that indeed might be

more successful. Come with me, Masseran,

come with me. You Italians are generally

adepts at such things as these, and we must

consider of the matter well."

Thus saying, he led the way to the apart-

ments which had been assigned to the Lord of

Masseran, and there remained closeted with

his dark confederate, till one of the king's pages

came to summon him to the presence of Henry.

By the time the boy entered the room where

they sat, however, there had come a smile upon

the countenance of Meyrand ; and, rising with

a graceful and a stately air, which he knew

well how to assume, he followed through the

gallery towards the audience chamber. At the

end of the corridor, the boy advanced across

the anteroom which we have mentioned, and

threw open the doors, and in a moment after,

the count stood in the presence of his sovereign.

\
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Henry was seated at the upper end of the

room, looking up towards the Duchess de Va-

lentinois, who stood beside him on his right,

while, on the other hand, appeared the dauphin

and the Princess Claude. Near the duchess

was Bernard de Rohan with Isabel de Brienne,

and Mademoiselle de Scepeaux, the daughter

of the Marechal de Vieilleville, while in other

parts of the circle were one or two of the

inferior ministers of the crown, and some of

the most distinguished courtiers. The king was

habited as he had been in the mornino;, that

is to say, in black velvet richly embroidered

and laced with gold. But Bernard de Rohan

was no lon<?er in the ridinoj suit which he had

previously worn ; for, having procured garments

from his own long left dwelling, he appeared

in all the splendour displayed by courtiers of

that day, and well became tne costly habit

that he wore. Isabel de Brienne, too, had cast

off the deep mourning she had assumed, and

the lustre of her eyes, the varying colour of her

cheek, the trembling smile that played in joyful

R 4
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agitation on lier lip, all told that the mourning

was gone from her heart also.

Each object on -which the eye of the count

rested added fire to the torture that he felt

;

but there was something in the sight of the

Duchess of Valentinois, and in the position in

wliich she stood between his rival and the king,

that both pained and embarrassed him. During

the last day or two he had remarked a change

in her demeanour, and had perceived that she

did not exert her influence zealously in his be-

half; and the interview which had taken place

between himself and her, on his late arrival in

Paris, put his most private views almost entirely

at her command, so that he would willingly

have had her absent from the scene. By this

time, however, he had made up his mind to

the course he had to pursue, and the glimpse

which the Lord of Masseran had caught of

Bernard de Rohan liad given the count the

(Treat advantage of coming to face his rival well

prepared.

He advanced then into the midst of the

circle, with his head erect, his eye clear, his
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countenance calm and untroubled, and bowing

with graceful ease to the king, he ran his eye

over the rest of the circle, without flinching in

the slightest degree beneath the stern gaze of

Bernard de Rohan, or the expectant and in-

quiring glances of the more indifferent specta-

tors. When he had thus made his salutation,

he was drawing a step back, as if to take his

place at the end of the line, when Henry ad-

dressed him.

" Monsieur de Meyrand," said the king, •• I

have sent for you in regard to serious charges

which have been made against you, and which it

becomes vou to answer both as a French <ren-

tleman, a soldier, and a man of honour. You

have had "jood reason to know that we reojard

you with some favour, and we trust to find, by

the explanations you may give, that our favour

was not really undeserved."

The king paused, as if expecting the count

to reply ; and Meyrand answered at once, with-

out waiting to hear the charges, very willing to

take the initiative upon himself.

*' From those I see in your majesty's pre-
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sence," he said, " and from the fraud of a

reported death — spread for what purposes the

parties themselves best know — I can easily

divine the nature of the charges to which you,

sire, allude, and am ready to repel them as

befits a man of honour. I see here, sire, a fair

lady, to whose hand, but yesterday, I had

your majesty's permission and sanction to as-

pire "

" You are right in that, sir," interrupted the

king. " But in the first place, at that time, I

was not aware— fully, at least— of the con-

duct which you had pursued ; and, in the next

place, I believed the hand of that lady to be

free from all other engagements : but after my

return from hunting in the course of yesterday,

I met with our gallant friend here, Monsieur

de Rohan, and with no slight pleasure found

him living whom we had all imagined to be

dead.''

" Whether your majesty have withdrawn the

permission that you gave," continued the Count

de Meyrand, "I cannot tell; but I trust not;

and I know your majesty is too just to believe
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charges upon mere hearsay. The facts are very

simple, however tliey may have been concealed.

Monsieur cle Rohan and myself are rivals. He

has had many advantages over me in pursuing

his suit, and I, in consequence, have resorted to

every fair means and just stratagem to favour

my suit also. I deny it not ! I have done it !

Love for this lady has been the motive, and

love for her has suo^^ested the means. But

if Monsieur de Rohan dares to say that I

have done aught dishonourable or wrong, I

here, in the presence of your majesty, give him

the lie ; and dare him to prove his words upon

my body, as becomes a gentleman and a sol-

dier."

Bernard de Rohan took a step forward, with

his colour somewhat heightened and his brow

bent. The king, however, waved him back,

saying, " I will hear you in a moment, Mon-

sieur de Rohan ; but first let me tell this gen-

tleman that the charge against him, of which I

speak, is not made by you, but by this lady,

who accuses the Count de Meyrand of having,

together with the Lord of Masseran, contrived
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and cxcciitecl various sclienies unworthy of a

French gentleman and a man of honour, 'i
The

Marquis of Masseran— a sovereign prince him-

self— is not amenable to us, but only to his

suzerain our cousin the Duke of Savoy. But

Monsieur de Meyrand may well be questioned

as to his conduct ; and either now, or at some

future time, shall be called upon to show whether

he did or did not use unjustifiable means for

getting Mademoiselle de Brienne into his

hands. What were you about to say, Monsieur

de Rohan?"

" Simply, my lord," replied Bernard de

Rohan, " to reiterate in my own name the

charges made against the Count de Meyrand

by Mademoiselle de Brienne, and to add in

distinct terms that he, Adrian of Meyrand, is a

false and treacherous villain, who has deceived

his friend, betrayed those that trusted him, and

forgotten his own honour. Farther, I am ready,

with your majesty's permission, which I ear-

nestly crave, to prove these words upon him

with my sword, and also to establish them by

positive evidence, to your full satisfaction."
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'* I beseech you, sire," said the Count de

Meyrand, " let the matter be speedily and

briefly settled. As to entering into any other

proofs, after the words that have been spoken,

that were needless. Hand to hand, as two

French gendemen, let us determine our dif-

ference. No other invest! "ration is required. Io" •eqi

own, without fear or shame, that I have used

all fair means to win this lady's love; but I

pronounce that any one who says, that what

I did, I did dishonourably, speaks falsely, and

is a knave."

" The matter, Monsieur de Meyrand," re-

plied the king, " is not so easily settled as you

seem to think. Did cowardice always accom-

pany vice, evil would not walk so boldly as she

does. Many a man vrho has dared to do a bad

act, will dare to justify it at the risk of life;

but we must judge by other proofs ; and I ask

you, Monsieur de Meyrand, whether now, in

my presence, you are ready to go into the in-

vestigation of the charges against you, or whe-

ther you would have farther time ?"

" I see no use, sire," said the Count de
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Meyrand, " of yielding any investigation re-

garding such matters. Monsieur de Rohan

has already "

" The charges are not alone those of Mon-

sieur de Rohan," said the king, interrupting

him. " Were that the case, perhaps, we might

give your enmity its course, but the charges are

those of Mademoiselle de Brienne."

" It matters little, sire, whose they be," re-

plied the count boldly ;
" I have already said

what I acknowledge. The manner in which it

may be told by one party or the other will

make all the difference ; a shade may be cast

here, or a shade there ; suspicions may be

brought to aggravate ; words and deeds may be

magnified and distorted. In cases like this, in-

vestigation can do no good; the matter turns

upon a point of honour, and can be decided

but by one means. The charges may be Ma-

demoiselle de Brienne's.— Your majesty avers

it, and therefore it is : but the Baron de Ro-

han takes the charge upon himself. So let the

matter rest between me and her champion."

" By Heaven, sir," exclaimed the king,
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his eye flashing, and his cheek growing red,

" you shall find that the king is her champion,

and it may not be so easy to deal with him

as any other. You refuse, sir, to meet the

charges brought against you, as I think they

should be met, and I lay my commands once

more on Monsieur de Rohan on no account or

consideration whatsoever, either publicly or

privately, to give you the meeting that you

desire."

" Commands, doubtless, very easily obeyed,"

muttered the count between his teeth ; but the

king instantly checked him sternly.

" Were you, sir," he said, " as eminently dis-

tinoruished for active and darinor courage— were

you as renowned a soldier, and as successful an

officer as Monsieur de Rohan— even then your

sneer could not touch a man who during the

whole of the Italian wars let no post slip with-

out bringing us some tidings of his gallant and

daring actions. As it is, sir, inferior to him in

every respect, he may well refuse you the meet-

ing that you seek, without an\' imputation on

his courage; at all events, the king's com-
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mands fully justify hinij and render your sneer

contemptible."

" Perchance, sire," replied the Count de

Meyrand, still unabashed, and acting on the

plan he had previously laid out, — " perchance,

ere many days be over, I may have something

more than sneers to bring against this honour-

able gentleman. Your majesty is now, I see,

completely deceived ; but the deception will not

last long, and then "

" This is too bold and barefaced," said the

king. " If you suppose, sir, that by vague and

unsupported words like these you can leave the

taint of suspicion upon a tried and honourable

man, you are very much deceived ; and, for the

very attempt, as well as for the charges which

you refuse to meet, I banish you from this court

;

and you will be pleased to remain in the neigh-

bourhood of your own estates near Chateaudun,

and not to approach within twenty leagues of

the city of Paris, or the castle of Fontainbleau.

I give you one day to make your preparations."

The Count de Meyrand, fully resolved not to

suffer the charges against him to be thoroughly
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investigated, bad ventured even to offend tlie

king rather than suffer such a result to take

place; but he by no means wished to do so

more than necessary ; and he replied with a

low inclination of the head, " I bow most

humbly to your majesty's pleasure. Your will

in this, as in all other things, must be my law.

It is only to see your majesty prejudiced against

me, by the representations of one who loves

you less than I do, tliat grieves me bitterly."

" No more, sir, no more," replied Henry,

waving his hand, " I am quite satisfied. Those

who will not answer such charges must be

deemed guilty. You may retire."

VOL.
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CHAP. XII.

I RECOLLECT hearing a friend describe an in-

terview he once had with Beethoven, which

gave me a more sensible idea of the triumph

of the spirit over the body, of the sublime

power of imagination over the weakness of our

corporal organs, than any thing else that I

ever met with. As is well know^n, the great

musician was very deaf, and much more so

at some moments than at others. When the

visiter entered, Beethoven was playing one of

his finest compositions, which had not at that

time been given to the world, and his back

being turned towards the door, he did not per-

ceive that any one came in. As he went on,

all the various appearances of intense delight

and emotion passed over his countenance, and

at length the tears rolled down his cheeks as

he concluded. The visiter then laid his hand
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upon his arm, and made him aware of how

great was his admiration of all that he had

just heard.

'•' Alas ! my friend," replied the great har-

monist, " I have not heard a single note. I

can only imagine it.'*

But he had imagined and had felt it all

;

and such as the music thus imagined, is hap-

piness to the human heart. It consists of

sensations within ourselves, var^'ing, changing,

fleeting, but all forming one grand harmony

for our own hearts, and for our hearts alone.

There is nothing more difficult to paint and

to dwell upon than happiness ; for there is some-

thing in the human mind requiring that variety

which each individual may find in positive en-

joyment himself, but which is not easily deriv-

able from any account of happiness in others.

Our own happiness supplies us with variety

from the various sensations and actions pro-

duced in our own mind. Each hour, each

moment, may bring such a change of feeling,

such a new tone from the same instrument,

such a fresh chord in the same harmony, that

s 2
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it may never pall upon our own sense; but

others cannot be made to see, or feel, or hear,

that which is going on in the secret chambers

of our own bosom, and he who sits down to

read a long description of the happiness of any

other human beings, is much like a person

reading the bill of a concert to which he

cannot be admitted. Memory may tell him

that some of the pieces are very beautiful.

Imagination may try to conjure up something

from the names of others ; but both memory

and imagination will fall so short of reality,

that few will get to the end of the progrannne,

and many stop at the first words.

The happiness of Bernard de Rohan and

Isabel de Brienne, on the night after the inter-

view which we have described in the last chap-

ter, was of that bright and calm character

which offers few points for the minds of others

to rest upon. It was as a tranquil and a sunny

sea bright and beautiful to look upon, but

curled only by a light wind, agitated no more

than to a gentle ripple. To the hospitality of the

Marechal de Vieilleville, Henry had committed
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them for the night, as, on account of some

important business, the monarch confined him-

self to his own apartments ; and Vieilleville him-

self, though somewhat formal and ceremonious

withal, had a sufficient insight into the feelings

which then moved them, to know that the best

courtesy would be, to leave them as much as

possible alone.

The klrnr himself had fixed the dav for their

ve-marriage, and had placed but a week's inter-

val between them and that ceremony which was

to unite their fate beyond all question ; and

while they sat there, and conversed over the

past or the future, while they told and heard

all that had happened to each, scarcely a doubt

of the happiness of the coming years crossed the

mind of either. They were happy, alike, in

their fate, and their anticipations; and when

Bernard de Rohan at length rose to leave the

litde party assembled in the rooms of Monsieur

de Vieilleville, he promised himself and Isabel

another joyful meeting on the morrow.

He intended to take his way towards tlie

inn where he had alighted on his arrival, as all

s 3
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the rooms in the palace had been appropriated

before his coming ; but in the corridor just

beyond the apartments of Monsieur de Vieille-

ville, he met a page, who put a billet into his

hand. The young cavalier opened it, and ad-

vancing to a lantern which hunff over one ofo o

the doors, he was about to read, when the

door itself opened, and the dauphin entered the

corridor.*

Bernard de Rohan had seen enough to be

aware that the handwriting was that of the

Count de Meyrand, and he ceased reading

somewhat suddenly.

" Ha ! Monsieur de Rohan," said the dau-

phin. " Well met ! Well met ! I was seek-

ing a companion for an adventure, and you are

just the man. You have been lately in the land

of song, too, so give me the aid of your good

voice. But come with me ; come with me.

Here are lutes in this neighbouring chamber;

and we may as well cast on some disguise."

* It may seem strange to speak of a lantern in the

corridors of a royal palace ; but such was the custom of

the day.
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" I follow your highness," replied Bernard

de Rohan, partly divining what the young

prince wished: but turning to the page before

he went, he said, in a low voice, " I will read

the note hereafter, and send an answer without

delay."

Thus saying, he followed the dauphin through

an anteroom, where a number of attendants were

seated, who started up at the appearance of the

prince, and thence into a chamber beyond, which

was vacant. Here Francis paused for a moment

to explain his purpose.

" There are other bright eyes in this palace,

besides those of your own fair lady, Monsieui

de Rohan," he said. " In the farther wing,

not to be seen by any but her own maids till

her public appearance at the court to-morrow,

is my promised bride, the fairest of the fair

;

and I would fain let her know, by some soft

music beneath her window, that there is one

here prepared to love and cherish her. 1 was

going by myself, for I must not trust any of

my own people : but you are happily met with,

and we will take our lutes and set out. Here !

s 4
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Here is a cloak to wrap you in, and there, on

that table lies another lute ; but I fear it is not

in tune."

" I will soon remedy that," replied Bernard

de Rohan, taking up the instrument and

running his hand over the strings with some

skill acquired in Italy. " I fear, however, I

shall be but a poor performer, yet I will do my

best."

The instrument was soon in tune, the cloaks

thrown on; and passing by another way than

that by which they came, Bernard de Rohan

and his royal companion issued forth from the

prince's apartments, and threading the long

passages and dim corridors of the palace, arrived

at a small door which was not shut, and gave

them egress to the open air.

" Come hither, come hither," said the dau-

phin, leading the way close to the wall of the

palace. " The moon shines too brightly. Let

us keep out of the light."

In those days there were some trees— old

inhabitants of the forest— which actually ap-

proached within a few yards of the palace itself;
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and it so happened that the windows of that

wing to which the dauphin now conducted Ber-

nard de Rohan were turned in the direction of

the tali elms, as if for the very purpose of afford-

ing the tenant an opportunity of hearing a song

of love sung under the wide-spreading branches.

Leading the way thither, in the shadow cast by

the building, the prince took his place upon the

soft green turf, which has now been long co-

vered with heavy piles of stone; and, leaning

his back against one of the trees, he struck a few

notes from the instrument he carried, and began

to sinor. It was soon evident that the sonor waso o

heard; for the lights v.hich had been observed

in one of the chambers in the building were

removed, as if to give no encouragement ; but,

at the same time, that sign of disapprobation was

counterbalanced by the appearance of one or

two female heads at the casement, the fair ladies

to whom they belonged choosing to imagine that

the darkness of the hour would prevent them

from being seen.

The song of the dauphin had not reached a

close, hov/ever, when the figures of two other
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men were seen to issue forth from the shadow

of one of the old towers, and approach rapidly

towards the spot wliere the serenaders stood.

*' What can be done ?" exclaimed Francis,

as his eye fell upon them. '* My father will

not easily forgive me ; for he bade me not to let

any one know that the princess has arrived at

Fontainbleau."

" Perhaps they may not have any intention

of molesting us," replied Bernard de Rohan

:

" let us walk slowly away. If they pursue us,

I will turn and stop them."

The dauphin adopted the suggestion at once,

and walked on in a different direction from

that of his own apartments, followed by Ber-

nard de Rohan. The two strangers, however,

pursued at a quick pace ; and a moment after

the young cavalier felt a smart blow upon his

arm, while the voice of the Count de Meyrand

was heard, exclaiming, " Now, sir ! now ! We

are out of sight of the windows, and no place

could be better -^ Or are you flying like a

coward?"

Bernard de Rohan turned sternly upon him.
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" You know, sir," he said, " that th^ commands

of the king fix my sword to the scabbard, or I

would have punished you long ere this."

" Brave men never seek excuses, sir : cowards

are never without them," replied the count

:

" but we know how to treat those who use

them. Draw, sir ! draw ! " and at the same

moment he again struck his adversary with the

flat of his s^vord, which was already naked in

his hand.

Bernard de Rohan could endure no more;

his sword sprang from the sheath, and was in

a moment crossed with that of the Count de

Meyrand. Both were well practised in the

use of their weapon ; but Bernard de Rohan,

from the constant habit of warlike exercises,

was decidedly superior in activity and pre-

cision. He parried the furious passes of his

adversary without suffering the point ever to

approach his bosom ; and, in an effort which

the count made to overreach him by a feint, he

took advantage of one careless moment to dis-

arm him, and send his sword flying amongst

the trees. The count was brought on his knee
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by the effort he had made ; but at tliat very

instant there was a sound of many voices

coming from the palace, and cries of " Where ?

where ?
"

Meyrand started upon his feet, gazed round

with a rapid glance, as if for the person who had

accompanied him thither ; and then, with one

look of rage and disappointment at Bernard de

Rohan, plunged into the wood and disappeared.

Bernard dc Rohan, on his part, also turned to

look for the dauphin ; but Francis, not having

perceived who it was that approached wlien his

companion was attacked by Meyrand, and

thinking it merely some of his father's officers,

had hastened onward at once towards the tiill

iron railings, or grille, which at that time se-

parated the old gardens of the palace from the

forest ; and, passing through a small gate, he

had ah'eady entered the chateau itself on the

other side.

A party of the guard were now approaching

the spot where Bernard de Rohan stood in the

clear moonlight. The night was so bright that,

even if he had been able to escape, it was more
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than probable he was already recognised; but

lie felt no inclination to have recourse to flight,

and, calmly replacing his sword in the scab-

bard, he advanced in the direct line of the

persons who were approaching, as if either to

meet them or to re-enter the palace. The

moment he came up, however, he was seized

by the archers of the guard, who, though a

somewhat unruly body themselves, were A'ery

zealous in preventing any one else from in-

fringing the laws regarding the royal habi-

tation.

" Swords drawn within the precincts of the

palace !
'* cried one.

*' Fetch the provost," exclaimed another

" Let me pass I let me pass ! " cried a third,

who proved to be a lieutenant of the guard.

" How now. Monsieur le baron de Rohan?"

he said. " You have been found with your

sword drawn within the precincts of the king's

hotel : do you not know that such is a great

crime ?"

'• To draw one's sword willingly, my good

friend, is a great crime," replied Bernard de
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Rohan, '' but not to defend one's life when at-

tacked. I was followed hither this moment,

struck, and assailed sword in hand by a man

whom I have just disarmed. You will find his

sword somewhere under the trees there. There

is no crime, I suppose, in my having defended

my own life."

" Run and seek for the sword he speaks of,"

said the lieutenant, in the quick and imperative

tone given by a little brief authority.— " Pray,

Monsieur de Rohan, what wei*e you doing here

at this hour of the night?"

" As I cannot conceive that there can be

any crime in my being out in the forest on

a moonlight night," the young cavalier replied,

" I do not feel myself bound, sir, to give you

any account of my conduct in that respect, no

do I see what you have to do with it."

" Your pardon, good sir, your pardon," re-

plied the lieutenant. '' We have every thing

in the world to do with it, as we have the

king's own especial orders to keep a strict watch

and guard round this quarter of the palace

1*
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during the whole night. Doubtless his majesty

was informed of some evil intentions, otherwise

he would not liave given particular orders on

the present occasion.

" Be so good, my friend," said Bernard de

Rohan, turning to one of the archers, " as to

take your hand from my shoulder, for I am

not accustomed to bear any one's hands upon

me patiently, and have a way of removing un-

pleasant things that may not be agreeable to

you.— Under the circumstances you have men-

tioned," he continued, again addressing the lieu-

tenant, " and as I have been forced undoubtedly

to draw my sword in my own defence within

these precincts, it may be as well if we go im-

mediately to the presence of his majesty him-

self, that I may explain to him the whole

matter."

" It is impossible you can do so to-night,

sir," replied the lieutenant of the guard, very

well pleased to make his authority felt :
" the

king has gone to rest, and my duty is straight-

forward. I have no business to trouble his
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majesty upon the subject at all. You must deal

with the prevot de I'hotel, Monsieur de Ro-

han, and to him you can tell what tale you

like."

" I shall certainly tell none but the true one,

sir," replied Bernard de Rohan; "and pray

where is the prevot to be found, that the busi-

ness may be settled at once?"

" Oh, that I cannot tell," answered the lieu-

tenant in a dry tone. " We shall doubtless

find him to-morrow morning; for it is no reason

why we should disturb anybody's rest that you

choose to walk out by moonlight. In the mean

time, you will be pleased to take up your abode

in the inner guard-room ; and though I fancy

I ought to require you to give up your sword,

I shall content myself with putting a sentinel

at the door, if you will pledge me your word not

to make your escape."

" That of course I will do, sir," replied Ber-

nard de Rohan. " I am always ready and will-

inir to submit to lawful authoritv; and as I

doubt not that, under the circumstances, you

are perfectly justified in what you do, I shall
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make no resistance, nor any attempt to evade

the restraint you think necessary to impose."

" Ay, that is speaking like a reasonable gen-

tleman now," said the lieutenant, a good deal

mollified. " Come, we will walk on together,

sir. Ha ! is that the sword, Fauchamp ? A
costly weapon, upon my life ! Morbleu ! The

hilt is all gold and jewels. It will be long ere

it fits its owner's hand again ;" and evidently

taking possession of the Count de Meyrand's

sword as his own property, the worthy lieu-

tenant led the way into the palace, and con-

signed his prisoner to a small chamber within the

guard-room, where were a bed a table and a

chair. A sentinel was ordered to stand at the

door, though there was no exit whatsoever, but

throuorh the chamber in which all the ofuard on

duty passed the night; and the only sign of

civility which the lieutenant thought fit to show,

was to order a lamp to be given to his prisoner,

and to ask if he could do any thing for him.

" Merely," replied Bernard de Rohan, • ^to

send two messages for me, one to the inn called

the Sceptre, in the town, where my people, who

VOL. II. T
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have not yet had their master amongst them

four-and-twenty hours, are waiting my return

from the palace. Let them know that I remain

here to-night. The other message I wish you

to despatch is to his highness the dauphin,

telhng him where I am, and on what account."

" We cannot disturb him, sir," replied the

lieutenant, inclined to be a little more civil, but

still somewhat harsh and unyielding by nature.

" To-morrowmorning w^e can sendyour message."

" The dauphin has not yet gone to bed," re-

plied Bernard de Rohan :
" I saw him not long

ago, and take the responsibility of the act upon

myself."

" Well, sir," replied the officer ; " so be it

then.. It shall be done." Thus saying, he left

the room, and closed the door.

Bernard de Rohan sat himself down at the

table, and leaning his head upon his hand,

mused over the strange fate which seemed to

dog his footsteps ever since his return to France.

On the present occasion, however, his counte-

nance bore a smile, for he did not consider the

circumstances in which he was placed as in-
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volving any serious danger, or menacing any

thing more, indeed, than a little temporary dis-

comfort and annoyance. He had, in fact, only

sent to the dauphin, in order to ascertain what

the prince's wishes were, and whether he might

mention, on the succeeding day, the cause of his

having been out in the forest at that hour of

night.

He had not to wait long ere the prince ap-

peared, with a flushed cheek, and a good deal of

anxiety in his countenance.

" What is all this, Monsieur de Rohan?"

he said. " I shall be deeply grieved, indeed, if

after the strong manner in which Monsieur de

Brissac wrote to me concerning you, and with

all the causes which — as I told you yesterday,

when I saw you on your first arrival— that I

have to esteem you, and to'serve you— I shall

be bitterly grieved, I say, if I have led you into

any misfortune such as now seems to have fallen

upon you."

Bernard de Rohan, however, treated the

matter lightly. " I thank your highness much,"

he said, " for your good opinion, and deeply

T 2
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grateful am I to Brissac for writing so frequently

both to you and the Duchess de Valentinois, to

interest you in my favour; but there is nothing

in my present case, I trust, to deserve any ap-

prehension."

'•' But you should not have drawn upon the

people who followed us," said the dauphin,

'^ even ifthey had attempted to seize me. They

would have soon recognised me."

" Nay, my lord," replied Bernard de Rohan,

" I did not draw upon them, except in self-

defence ; nor were they the people you suppose.

It would seem that the Count de Meyrand, and

some other person, watched us from the palace

and followed us. When I turned round, I found

him with his sword drawn upon me. I bade

him recollect the king's commands, and said all

I could to stop him ; but he struck me twice,

and was deaf to all reason, so that I was forced

to draw in my own defence. I disarmed him,

but did not hurt him; and he fled, upon the

guard coming up. This I will explain to the

king to-morrow, and I think your royal father

will hold me free from all blame."
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" Oh, beyond all doubt," replied the dau-

phin, '^ though there may be need of some

proof."

" The guard have got his sword," replied

Bernard de Rohan. *' It is richly ornamented,

it seems, and will soon be recognised. That

will be proof enough, surely."

" I should think so," replied the dauphin.

" I could have wished^ indeed, that there had

been no need for mentioning me in the matter,

but, however "

" There is no need, my lord," replied Ber-

nard de Rohan :
" it will only be necessary for

me to say, if asked why I was there, that I

went forth to give a serenade to a fair lady. I

dare say the lute which I threw down when they

attacked me has been found, which will prove the

truth of the tale; and I need neither say to

what lady the serenade was to be addressed, nor

who was my companion by the way."

The countenance of the dauphin cleared up.

" Excellent !
" he said, " excellent ! You know

how strict my father's ideas of obedience are

;

and as you are well aware, De Rohan, now that

T 3
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our fair friend the duchess is not so loving as

she was towards the Guises, there are all sorts

of intrigues going forward, which my hapless

serenade might embarrass. Such were my

reasons for not wishing it known — But I will

ask if they have found the lute ; and although

I fear you must endure one night's imprison-

ment for my sake, I will take care it shall not

be passed in such a filthy den as this, filled

with the stale fumes of wine and ill-trimmed

lamps.— Ha ! come in here, master lieutenant,"

he added, opening the door: " have your people

found a lute belonojinfy to Monsieur de Ro-

ban?"

" Yes, your highness," replied the lieute-

nant, with a profound inclination ; " that is to

say, a lute was found near the spot where he

was arrested."

" Keep it, and the sword you found also,"

said the dauphin :
" they must be shown to the

king to-morrow. In the mean time, you must

not think of detaining a gentleman of Monsieur

de Rohan's rank in such a chamber as this.

He has committed no offence."
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" He was found with a drawn sword, your

royal highness/' replied the lieutenant, anxious

to justify himself.

*' And so are my page and my armourer every

day," cried the dauphin. '' However, sir, I do

not seek to interfere with the execution of your

duties ; 1 merely require you to place Monsieur

de Rohan in a more commodious apartment, till

those who are competent, decide whether he

have committed any offence or not."

" There is none other that I know of vacant

in the palace, my lord," replied the lieutenant,

" at least, none at my disposal."

" Then I will put one at your disposal," re-

joined the dauphin. " In my apartments there

is the cabinet in the west tower, where my

chief page sleeps : the page must sleep with his

brother to-night, and ^Monsieur de Rohan have

that room. You can put a guard at the door, if

you please."

" I would not so far presume, your highness,"

said the lieutenant ;
" but you know when the

Marquis de Palluprat was arrested, and the

lieutenant of the guard suffered him "

T 4
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" It iiialtors not, it matters not," replied

tlie danplnn :
" you may put a guard, if you

please. Come, De Rohan, follow me," and thus

saying, he opened the door, and went out

accompanied by the Baron de Rohan, and

followed by the lieutenant of the guard and a

sentinel.

The chamber to which the prince conducted

the young cavalier was certainly much more

convenient and comfortable in every respect

than that which they had just quitted; and

bidding the kind-hearted prince farewell, Ber-

nard de Rohan, who, as we have more than

once said, had litde imagination for personal

dangers and risks, threw off his clothes, cast

himself down on the bed ; and after thinking a

while over his late interview with Isabel de

Briennc, fell into a tranquil slumber, forgetful

of all that was. disagreeable in the events of

the evening.
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CHAP. XIII.

Nearly two hours after the events had oc-

curred, which we have described in tlie last

chapter, the hostess of the auberge called the

Sceptre, in the town of Fontainbleau, started

up, from a conversation in which she was en-

gaged with a man dressed in a clerical habit,

and exclaiming, " There they are at the door!"

snatched from the table a bottle of fine wine,

which, about ten years before, had swelled out

the grapes some twenty miles above Lyons, and

quitted the small parlour on the ground floor

in which she had been sitting. The priest

rubbed his eyes, and followed her ; and in a

moment after the same chamber was tenanted

by two gentlemen, with whom we have more

particularly to do.

" All is lost by that unfortunate lunge," ex-

claimed the Count de Meyrand, casting himself
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heavily into a seat as he entered. " My foot

slipped, or my hand shook, or my eyesight

failed me, or some folly, I know not what.

But all is lost, evidently — all is lost— love,

and revenge, and all."

" Nay, you are soon disheartened ! " said the

Lord of Masseran. " For a brave man, and

one who dares meddle with dangerous things,

without pausing or pondering, like a goldsmith,

to weigh a grain or two less here and there, you

are soon disheartened, indeed !— too soon for a

man who has staked all upon this chance, and

who, by the event of the next hour, may be

ruined for life."

** Nay, nay, Monsieur de Masseran," replied

the count, whose pride would not let him hear

another say what he would say himself; " ruined

for life I cannot be. You much mistake, if

you think that any king can deal with a French

noble as sovereigns and emperors can deal with

petty Italian lords. The king's favour may be

lost ! That cannot be helped ; but farther

than that I am not injured."

" Good sooth," replied the Lord of Masse-
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ran, " I thought the matter was much worse

than that. I thought that the kind's favour

once gone for ever, all chance of obtaining

her you love was gone also; for we may de-

vise schemes to carry her off— to take her to

other lands— to use force or stratagem, or wit

or persuasion, all in vain. Out of those dark

walls you can never get her, but with her own

and with the king's consent. Then, again, you

drew your sword within the precincts of the

palace, which brings you in danger of the good

prevot, who is a man somewhat fond of sharp

knives. I have heard, and I know that such

things as forfeitures have taken place for acts

not very dissimilar."

Tlie count looked gloomily down upon the

table, and clasped his hands so tight together

that the fingers became white.

** Am I not right?" demanded the Lord of

Masseran— " Am I not right in saying, that on

the next step depends your utter ruin or sal-

vation?"

*' By Heaven!" exclaimed the Count de

Meyrand, " if my ruin comes, yours shall go
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along with it, Lord of Masseran ! What avails

it to tell me what I pointed out before, that all

is lost — love, ambition, revenge ? What avails

it to repeat all this, and like some drivelling

grandmother, to dwell upon evils when they are

self-evident, without suggesting a means either

of fleeing from the consequences or remedying

what is gone amiss ? What is your suggestion ?

— Where is your resource ?— What is to be

done? — If you have nothing to propose, be

silent, or leave me."

Such, however, was not at all the purpose of

the Lord of Masseran, who, in truth, had

something to propose, but still found no small

enjoyment in seeing his confederate stript of

all his airs of indifference and superiority, and

giving himself up to passion and vehement dis-

appointment.

" Is this the calm, cool, reasoning Count

deMeyrand?" he said, looking on him with

one of his serpent glances. " Is this the calcu-

lating, strategetic Frenchman, whose resources

seemed unfailing and schemes innumerable?

Nay, nay, rise not up with such a flaming
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brow ! You forget your sword is gone ; so do

not strive to grasp the hilt !"

"Curses on it I" exclaimed tlie count, cast-

ing himself down on the seat, and striking the

table vehemently with his clenched fist. " Curses

on it ! or rather on this bungling hand !"

" Well, well," said the Lord of Masseran.

" Hear what I have to propose, and see whether

it may suit your lordly nature. It is a bold

measure, but we have none but bold measures

left. This business must soon be known. You

cannot escape far enough, ere it be public, to

put yourself out of the risk of danger. The

king can reach you wherever you may be. If

you grant these premises, I will go on and

show you how— by risking nothing farther

than is already risked — you may perchance

turn aside the blow from yourself, and at all

events gain a great and important advantage

over your rival."

"Indeed!" exclaimed the count, musing.

" Indeed !—The way must be clear and straight-

forward, however, my good lord. — I know not

how, or why, but it seems to me that crooked
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paths do not prove successful with me.— What

is it that you have to propose, and what to

promise?"

" I will not promise you," replied the Lord

of Masseran, "that you will ever obtain the

hand of the lady, — at all events for some

years; for were I to promise it, I should be

deceiving you, which, notwithstanding your

suspicions, I do not seek to do. But I will

promise you— and you shall see how, in a

moment — that your rival shall never obtain

her hand either."

" How so ? How so ?" exclaimed the count,

starting up and gazing eagerly in his com-

panion's face. " That were, indeed, worth

striving for at any risk. Revenge ! revenge !
—

Revenge would then be mine; and I would

give this right hand up to-morrow to be struck

off by a butcher's knife, in order to see him

withering day by day under love, disappoint-

ment, and despair— How so ?— But it is

impossible !"

" Not only perfectly possible, but perfectly

easy," replied the Lord of Masseran, " and
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with not a greater degree of risk than you

run by any other course you can pursue."

"I fear not risks!" exclaimed the count.

" Speak, speak ! what would you have me do?"

'« Simply this," replied his companion. *'At

the hour of the king's rising to-morrow, present

yourself at the door of his chamber, and be-

seech admittance on business of importance.

To no nobleman of your rank is it refused at

that hour. Cast yourself at his feet. Tell him

in humble terms that you come to offer him

your head.— Power always loves the exagge-

ration ofsubmission.— Then, when he asks your

meaning, say, that notwithstanding his orders,

your anger, indignation, and jealousy, had

caused you to call the Baron de Rohan to the

field. Doubtless he will eagerly enquire the

result, supposing by your coming that you have

killed your adversary. Then tell him, that in

going beyond the precincts of the palace, in

order to settle the affair, you two had drawn

upon each other, when the guard coming

up, you had been accidentally disarmed and

escaped."
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" It may be as well, indeed, to do so," said

the count, in a disappointed tone; "because, to

tell the offence first one's self, is the best way to

deal with Henry ; but, except in producing

some mitigation of his anger for this offence,

I see not what good it will do. I see not how

it will prevent this fatal marriage that they are

hurrying on."

" I will tell you how," replied the Lord of

Masseran. " In one moment I will tell you

how. Henry, to prevent this event from taking

place, has pledged his honour to Bernard de

Rohan, that if, on any provocation, he draws

his sword upon you, he shall never obtain the

hand of Isabel de Brienne, so long as Henry

the Second is king of France. The page who

announced to the king that you were in wait-

ing, told me the very words the monarch used,

for he heard diem, and thought he was doing

good service in noising it about, because I pre-

tended to be very anxious lest an encounter

should take place. Thus the king's word is

pledged, and he will sooner die than break it,

if you can but prove to him that your meeting
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of last night was by appointment.— If you can-

not do that, and show that De Rohan was as

ready as yourself, the king may get over it as a

chance encounter, or pardon it on the plea

that your enemy did it in self-defence. — It is

easy to say that he first drew his sword on

you."

" But that is false !" said the Count de Mey-

rand. *' It is a downright lie !

"

" False ! " exclaimed the Lord of Masseran,

with a shrill mocking laugh. " A lie !— Why is

this the first falsehood we have got over in the

matter ?— I thought the general principle on

which we acted was, that every thing is fair in

love and war. But if you are scrupulous, good

count— if your stomach turns at one small

falsehood more "

" But this is so direct
!

" cried the count—
" and yet it must be done. We must leave no

part of this last point doubtful or difficult. You,

Masseran, however, must lie too."

" Oh, I will lie most zealously," replied the

marquis, without the least hesitation. '' I hold

a lie well told, to be even more virtuous and

VOL. ir. u
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honourable than truth, when it is really neces-

sary and justified by expediency. What would

kings, courtiers, politicians, or priests be with-

out a lie ? I am not so weak a dabbler, as to be

frightened from my purpose by a bad name

given to a good thing ! What is the lie you

want ? I will answer for it, I tell it well."

"Doubtless!" replied the Count de Mey-

rand, with a sneer, from which he could not

refrain even then. " However, you must swear

that you saw the challenge which I sent him."

" Oh, but you did send him a challenge, I

know," replied the other ; " so I can well swear

that I saw it.— That is but half a lie," he

added, in a tone of disappointment. " But why

does your brow become cloudy again ? Is

there any new scruple suggests itself to your

delicate mind ?"

" No," answered the count ;
" but there is

a new doubt. Masseran, your plan of vowing

that Ive drew on me will not do !— You and I,

in our eagerness, have both forgotten that he

was not alone. Did not the boy who carried

my cartel, tell us that he was with the dauphin,
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and would send an answer ? and was not the

youth who accompanied him when we came

up, exactly of the height and air of Francis

himself?"

" Exactly," answered the Savoyard, coolly—
" exactly : because it was himself. But, my

good count, though quite as eager in this busi-

ness, I am not quite so agitated in it, as the

calm, indifferent Count de Meyrand ; and I

will tell you something that you did not per-

ceive. The dauphin never turned his head,

but hastened away with all speed, through the

grille into the gardens. He and his companion

were upon some work that Francis did not

choose to be caught in performing. It might

be making love to a soubrette, or it might be

stealing apples, or any other thing to which

boys are given ; but he ran away as soon as we

came up, and can no more tell which drew

first upon the other than if he had been in his

bed asleep."

" That is fortunate," said the count more

calmly ; " and your project shall be followed,

my good friend. But let us not be taken by

u 2
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surprise on any point. Early to-morrow we

must gain intelligence of all that has passed

since this affair took place— what has become

of De Rohan— whether it was really the guard

that came up— every thing, in short."

As he spoke, he pressed his hand upon his

brow, as if it ached ; and the Lord of Masseran

replied, " Leave that to me ; and get you to

rest, that your thoughts may be clear and calm.

I will see some of the baron's setvan ts by da}'-

light to-morrow, and discover every thing.

Before the king's rising, I will tell you all.—
But now to bed— I will back to the palace

;

so good night."

Thus saying, he left him, and walked out

into the air, but returned not to the palace at

once, pacing slowly up and down on the shaded

side of the street, as if the very moonlight were

too bright to shine upon his thoughts.

" He is weak and wavering," said the Lord

of Masseran to himself, thinking of the Count

de Meyrand— " He is weak and wavering.

I must not trust him with any thing great;

but there is still some pleasure in making
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these daring, vain, chattering Frenchmen out-

wit each other, and bring about their own ruin,

while they are plotting skilfully against others.

Ha, ha ! Now if this hound follows the scent

truly, he will ruin all his own hopes for ever, as

well as those of that keen harsh soldier. That

once done, commend me the girl to a nunnery,

and the fortune falls in, to our fair and obedient

lady. I wish my messengers from the south

would arrive. They might have been here this

morning early. I fear something has gone

wrong — whether they have not found the

youth?— or he have proved refractory?"—
In such pleasant speculations as these the

Lord of Masseran occupied about half an hour,

I have often thought, when looking at the mo-

tions of a serpent— the slow gliding tortuous

way in which it advances — the seeming slum-

ber in which it sometimes lies waiting for its

prey— the sudden writhing dart with which it

rushes upon its enemy, or its food— together

with the quiet dull sort of security which is ap-

parent in its horny eye— I have often thought,

u 3
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that I discovered a degree of pride and self-

satisfaction in its wily and silent skill.

The same sort of serpent pride filled the

heart of the Lord of Masseran, and I believe

has filled the heart of many another artful man,

in deceit and fraud. While the Count de Mey-

rand, who was in that most miserable of all

miserable states, unconfirmed, unhardened vil-

lany, lay tossing, feverish and restless, on the

bed of care and self-reproach, the Lord of Mas-

seran slept calmly and soundly during the hours

he gave to rest, and woke at the break of day

with a mind clear and refreshed, to pursue with-

out scruple, fear, or hesitation, the same dark

schemes into which as we have seen he had

plunged. We say without fear ; for though

there had been difficulties, obstacles, and dan-

gers from time to time, to ward off^, and to

encounter, sufficient to give him momentary

alarm, yet the ease with which he had sur-

mounted them, by playing off one person against

another, had served to give him perfect I'eliance

in his own powers. He hastened to dress him-
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self, then, in order to ascertain exactly what

had followed the encounter of the preceding

night, and had already given directions to an

attendant to seek one of the followers of the

Baron de Rohan, when another servant enter-

ed, leading the way before a man booted and

spurred, and dusty with rapid travelling.

We have seen that to those towards whom he

judged it not necessary to assume a calm and

insinuating air, the Lord of Masseran could be

fierce, haughty, and harsh, and he instantly

turned upon the courier who entered, with an

angry and menacing air, saying, " How is it,

Geronimo, that you have kept me waiting a

whole day ? You should have been here yester-

day morning."

" I thought it best, my lord "— replied the

man in a humble tone, " as I have news of great

importance to tell you — I thought it best not

to come away, with any part of my story im-

perfect; and I spent the whole of one day

making inquiries in the neighbourhood of Cer-

don — But I cannot speak plainly, till you can

hear me alone."

u 4
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"Leave the room, leave the room!" said

the Lord of Masseran addressing the other

servants, and in an instant the chamber was

cleared, the door shut, and the tapestry drawn

over it.

The two attendants, one of whom had been

aiding his lord in dressing, when the other

had entered showing Geronimo the way, now

remained together in the little antechamber.

They kept at a respectful distance from the

door which led into their lord's apartment,

knowing his habits of suspicion and his dislike

of being listened to ; but they themselves talked

together in low tones, seated on the coffer in

the window. The one asked the other what

tidings Geronimo brought from Savoy: the other

replied that Geronimo had not been to Savoy,

for he had only gone to carry a message to

Count Henry : what news had been brought

back the man declared he could not say, but

from a few words that had passed, he fancied it

was something Geronimo thought would please

their master mightily.

This anticipation, however, seemed by no
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means to be just, for in about twenty minutes,

the Lord of Masseran opened the door sud-

denly, without the least noise announcing that

he was about to do so ; and looking sharply

round the room, as if to see that nobody had

been near the door, he said with a heavy lower-

ing and somewhat anxious brow, " Has none

of Monsieur de Rohan's servants been found ?

Go and see— quick, go and see."

Both the servants ran out at once, and in

about five minutes one of them returned bring-

ing with him the servant of Bernard de Rohan,

whom we have before mentioned, called Pierre

Millort. The latter was instantly admitted to

the chamber of the Savoyard nobleman, and

remained there for some minutes alone with

the Lord of Masseran, Geronimo having come

out and taken his station in the anteroom.

Whatever [took place within, profound stillness

reigned in the outer chamber; for the valet

durst ask no questions, and Geronimo was as

silent as the grave ; stopping all inquiry by a

declaration that his lord had strictly forbidden

him to mention the tidings to any one, till he
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himself thought fit to disclose them. At length

Bernard's servant came forth and went his way,

replying to some words the Lord of Masseran

addressed to him, " I wo'n't fail to tell my lord,

sir, how kind you have been."

The Savoyard closed the door, and walked

two or three times up and down the room with

a dark and sneering smile upon his countenance,

pausing every five or ten steps and thinking

deeply. At length, after a longer pause than

usual, he burst out into a laugh, exclaiming,

" What so natural ? They quarrelled on the

road, fought, and he was killed ! — Now, then,

the whole is at an end for ever."

This conclusion seemed to be perfectly satis-

factory to him, he called in his servant again,

concluded the process of dressing, and then

hurried forth towards the inn to seek the

Count de Meyrand. When he arrived there,

however, he found that Meyrand, after passing

a sleepless night, had risen early, and, impatient

of delay, had gone at once to the palace.

" By Heaven," exclaimed the Lord of Mas-

seran, " he may ruin all, with his weak impe-
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tuosity ; but the king most likely has not risen

yet. I must speed back and see."

Thus saying, he turned his steps without a

moment's delay towards the palace, and sought

the antechamber of the king's apartments. He

found nobody there, however, but ushers and

other ordinary attendants; and, on inquiry as to

whether the king had risen, he was answered in

the affirmative, the page adding that his ma-

jesty was engaged in business of importance

with the Count de INIeyrand. The Lord of

Masseran turned away, muttering to himself,

" Well, after all, the best and surest card is in

my own hand. He cannot do much harm."

At that moment a gentleman issued forth

from the king's chamber, and as soon as he saw

him, exclaimed, " Ha ! Monsieur de Masseran,

I was coming to seek you ! His majesty requires

your presence."
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CHAP. XIV.

The custom of the kings of France, from the

time of Charlemagne down to the last of the

Capets, to receive various members of their

court while they were rising and dressing in the

morning, is so well known that we need scarcely

tell the public that it did exist. On the present

occasion, however, Henry, not well satisfied

with the conduct of the Count of Meyrand,

and wishing to mark his displeasure, had kept

him waiting in the antechamber for some time

till he was nearly dressed. The count was

then admitted, and the pale, anxious, and agi-

tated countenance that he bore, his troubled air

so unlike his usual demeanour, and especially

so unlike his demeanour of the day before^

somewhat moved the compassion of the kind-

hearted king ; and he thought, " After all, this

man has some grace, and repents of the insolent

conduct into which he was hurried yesterday."
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" I come, sire," said the Count de Meyrand,

advancing towards the king, " to put my life at

your disposal. I have committed an act which

I acknowledge to be perfectly inexcusable ; and,

whatever may be your majesty's decision, I

shall bow to it with more humility and con-

trition than I displayed yesterday, when my

mind was, I confess, in a state bordering on

frenzy ; and indeed, to temporary madness

alone, can I attribute my whole conduct during

that day."

The king's brow contracted again but

before he could reply, an attendant appeared,

saying, " The prevot de I'hotel, sire, is with-

out, desiring earnestly to speak to your ma-

jesty."

" Bid him enter," said the king, in a stern

tone; and then, turning towards the count, he

added, " If I interpret your words rightly.

Monsieur de Meyrand, I shall have need of

him before you quit me. Now, prevot, what

is it that you want?"

" I wished to know your majesty's will," re-

plied the prevot, with a low inclination, " as to
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what is to be done re<jjardino: the Baron de

Rohan, who was taken by the guard last night,

with his sword drawn, near the grille enclosing

the gardens. It is held to be within the pre-

cincts of the palace, sire, though I confess the

matter may be doubtful, and probably Mon-

sieur de Rohan was not aware that it is so."

" Bring him hither immediately," replied

the king. " We have more important questions

to settle with Monsieur de Rohan than that, I

think. An error we can pardon : wilful dis-

obedience must be punished, or else the kingly

power is intrusted to us in vain. — This, Mon-

sieur de Meyrand," he continued, while the

prevot retired, " this, I naturally suppose, is

connected with the matter which brought you

hither : is it not so?"

" Doubtless it is, sire," replied the count.

" I do confess that, moved by jealousy, indig-

nation, and despair, I wrote to Monsieur de

Rohan last night, calling upon him to meet

me. He came forth for that purpose, I having

no intention, indeed, of drawing my sword

within the well known precincts of your royal
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residence." — He said it without faltering or

hesitation, so familiar will a direct falsehood,

shuddered at at first, become to a man's mind

by one single night of evil consideration. " He

drew upon me, however," continued the count

;

*« and, taken by surprise, as well as heanng

the guard coming near, I suffered myself to be

disarmed."

" There was no blood spilt?" demanded the

king.

" None, sire," answered the count. "But

still I own my fault while I regret it, and ac-

knowledge that it was my intention to carry

the matter to the last extreme."

" There is some virtue in sincerity, at least,"

replied the king, after musing for a moment

;

" but here comes Monsieur de Rohan. Gen-

tlemen, stand aside. Monsieur de Breze, put

forward that chair, if you please. Now let

these two rivals stand before me. What have

you to say for yourself. Monsieur Bernard de

Rohan, first, for disobeying my most strict

commands, and, secondly, for drawing your

sword within the precincts of the palace?"
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" To both, sire,'* replied Bernard de Rohan

cahiily and straightforwardly, " to both I have

the same answer to make, that I did not draw

my sword wilHngly, nor till I was compelled to

do so in defence of my own life as well as my

own honour. My honour I could well trust in

your majesty's hands ; but my life, as you were

not there to defend it, I was bound to defend

myself."

" But the Count de Meyrand, here," replied

the king— " the Count de Meyrand, here, in-

forms me that, while going forward to a more

convenient and lawful place for such en-

counters, you drew your sword upon him."

" This, sire," replied Bernard de Rohan, in

a calm, steady, and determined voice, and at

the same time fixing his eyes upon the coun-

tenance of Meyrand, which was very pale,

*' this assertion of Adrian de Meyrand is, like

the whole of his life, a lie."

" You hear," said the king, turning to the

Count do Meyrand. " What proofs can you

give of your assertion?"

*' Every proof, sire," replied the count.
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'• Will Monsieur de Rohan deny that he re-

ceived my cartel ? Will he deny that he came

out to meet me ?"

" The latter I will certainly deny," replied

Bernard de Rohan. '* In regard to the cartel,

sir," he continued, turning to the king, " I

certainly did receive a note last night from

Monsieur de Meyrand— sent. not by any French

gentleman, but by a simple page. I opened it,

but scarcely saw more than the first word, when

his highness the dauphin coming up, and en-

gaging me in conversation, I told the page that

I would send an answer; and I have never

thought of the paper since. It is here, sire,"

and he placed it in the king's hand. " I then

ventured to go out," he continued, «' taking

with me an instrument of music lent by his

highness the dauphin, in order to give a sere-

nade, in the Venetian fashion, to a fair lady

now in the palace, when I was overtaken by

Monsieur de Meyrand and another person,

the Lord of Masseran, I think— "

The Count de Meyrand nodded his head in

sign of affirmation ; and the king, turning round

VOL. II. X
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to one of the gentlemen near, said, " Summon

the Lord of Masseran, Villeblanche, to be here

immediately.— Go on, Monsieur de Rohan."

" The count, when I first saw him," Bernard

de Rohan proceeded, " had his sword drawn.

The first notice I had of his presence was a

blow from the flat side of the weapon ; and when,

remonstrating with him, I bade him recol-

lect your majesty's injunctions, he called me

coward, used the most insulting language,

struck me again, and compelled me to draw in

my own defence."

" I hope you are dealing with me sincerely,

Monsieur de Rohan," said the king : " in this

very note which you have put into my hand,

there is an invitation to meet the Count de

Meyrand with a hostile purpose, at the very

spot where I understand you were found.

—

Was there any instrument of music disco-

vered?" he continued, turning to the prevot.

" Yes, sire," replied the prevot, " a lute

was found near the spot where the baron

stood."

" A mere pretext, sire," said the count; "but
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here is my Lord of ^Nlasseraii— let him speak to

what he saw."

" Now, sir," said the king, turning to the

Lord of Masseran, " I have to request that you

will detail, without communication with any

one here present, what you witnessed between

these two gentlemen last night. Here is a

strange discrepancy in their statements. Relate,

if you please, all that took place."

The reply of the Lord of Masseran was as

artful as it could possibly be. " You take me

quite by surprise, sire," he said :
'' for I came

upon a matter totally different, an event sad

and terrible, which it is my painful task to dis-

close to your majesty, and which really quite be-

wilders me— but I will answer your questions

first, sire. Knowing that the noble Count de

Meyrand had sent a cartel to ^Monsieur de

Rohan, I accompanied the count towards the

spot where he had appointed to meet his adver-

sary, for the purpose of going farther into the

forest and settling their differences, wherever

they could find an open space beyond the pre-

X 2
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ciiicts with fair ground and clear moonlight.

Almost as soon as we were out of the palace,

we saw Monsieur de Rohan before us, ffoins:

towards the spot; and Monsieur de Meyrand

took a step forward to speak with him."

'•' What did he say?" demanded the king.

" I was a step or two behind," said the Lord

of Masseran, " so that I did not catch the exact

words ; but I suppose he gave him good night,

or exchanged with him some of those ordinary

courtesies which gentlemen in such situations

sweetly offer to each other before they cut

one another's throats. The moment after,

Monsieur de Rohan drew ; and, before I had

time to represent that we were in the precincts

of the palace, Monsieur de Meyrand had drawn

also."

'. The count had watched him with a strong

inclination to smile, notwithstanding all the

agitation he did really feel, at the honest,

straightforward, truth-like air with which the

Lord of Masseran told his story.

The king, however, interrupted it in this

part to ask, *^ Arc you sure, my Lord of Mas-
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seran, that the Baron de Rohan was the first to

draw his sword ?"

'' Sire," replied the Lord of Masseran, so-

lemnly, " I have not the slightest hesitation in

saying that he was."

" What say you now, Monsieur de Rohan ?"

said the king.

" Simply this, sire," replied Bernard de Ro-

han, indignant at the falsehood, '• that every

w^ord I have spoken to your majesty is the

plain truth ; and let me beg you to call to

your recollection that no one, either for the

inducements of policy, ay, or even to deceive

an enemy in the field— though both in cabi-

nets and camps such things are held as no

dishonour — has known me ever to utter one

falsehood; that no light excuse, even to free

me from a troublesome friend: no deceitful

cause assigned, to evade doing a service; no

braggart boast, or vain false word of any kind,

has ever been known upon my lips ! Then let

m.e call your attention to the fact, that these

charges are brought by two men, who have al-

ready, for the same purpose at which they are

X 3
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aiming now, contrived the most false, villanous,

and deceitful schemes, and have not scrupled

— the one, who was once a French gentleman,

and the other, who was, and ever has been, a

base miscreant— to violate every principle of

truth. I refer, sire, to the character of this

Italian witness as sent to you by the Marechal

de Brissac; and, putting his testimony out of

the question, I say that my word against that

of the Count de Meyrand must weigh down

the scale, and send his up to the beam."

" What you say is so far true," replied the

king. " You have a name for truth. Monsieur

de Rohan, which goes some way, but cannot do

every thing against direct, and evidently un-

premeditated testimony. I told you yesterday

that if, on any provocation whatsoever, you

drew your sword upon the Count de Meyrand,

you should be punished in the way which

you recollect I mentioned ; and I feel strongly

disposed to pronounce that sentence upon you

at once."

" Sire," replied Bernard de Rohan, "you

would do me cruel wrong."
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" One word more, Monsieur de Masseran,"

said the king. *' Think you it possible from

what you saw, that Monsieur de Rohan went

out to give a serenade to Mademoiselle de

Brienne?"

" Impossible, sire," replied the Lord of Mas-

seran ;
" for he was quite at the other end of

the palace, of which your majesty may easily

satisfy yourself."

" Now, sir," said the monarch, turning to

Bernard de Rohan, " have you aught to say

why I should not at once pronounce the sen-

tence I threatened against you ?
"

" Simply this, sire," replied Bernard de Ro-

han, " that I have a witness who can prove all

the facts ; but before I call upon him, I must

have his permission to do so. I hope it can be

obtained. I trust it can, but
"

" This sounds like an evasion, sir," said the

king, «yet "

" It is an evasion, sir," interrupted the Lord

of Masseran, thinking that he perceived a waver-

ing in the king's mind ; " but let me tell Mon-

sieur de Rohan, that even should your majesty's
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kindness and generosity suffer him to evade the

punishment on the present occasion, I have a

charge against him that lie cannot evade ; a

charge deep, horrible, detestable, which brought

me hither to your majesty in haste this morn-

ing."

" You must reserve it, sir," said the king

" till I have decided the matter before me; even

then my time is, I fear, too short to attend to

you for above a moment. With you. Monsieur

de Meyrand, I shall deal at once. You have ac-

knowledged that you sent this challenge. You,

therefore, are the first aggressor, and I banish

you from the court for ever. Retire to your

own estates, keep yourself there quiet, and think

well of every step you take; there will be an un-

slumbering eye upon you which you cannot es-

cape. Keep yourself there, and never show your-

self in my presence again. For you. Monsieur de

Rohan, my sentence must be pronounced condi-

tionally. If the tale that you have told be true,

you could not well avoid defending your own

life, and, therefore, I tell you that if you can

prove you did not first draw your sword, by
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proofs that can admit of no doubt, I will annul

your sentence ; but till then I say that the hand

of Isabel de Brienne shall never be yours, so

long as I wear the crown of France. My word

is said, and it shall be inviolable, upon my

honour."

Bernard de Rohan bowed low with some

sadness upon his brow, but not exactly with

despair. The Count de Meyrand, though his

sentence was a bitter one, thoufrht with feelinofs

of consolation that he had ruined his rival.

" He can never prove that," he thought, for the

dauphin's back was turned.

The only one who spoke was the Lord of

Masseran. " Suffer him not to depart, I be-

seech you, sire," he said, seeing that Bernard

de Rohan had taken a step back, as if to retire.

" There is a charge against him to which all

that has passed is as noon sunshine compared to

midnight."

" What is it, sir?" said Henry, for the first

time giving some attention to the Lord of Mas-

seran's accusation. " With what do you charge

him?"
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« With the murder, sire," rephed the Lord

of Masseran— " With the deliberate murder of

Henry Count of Brienne, the brother of her

whom he pretends to love !

"
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